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Abstract
Previously, stereo camera systems have been used to track markers attached to the 
racket frame, allowing for racket position to be measured in three-dimensions (3D). 
Typically, markers are manually selected on the image plane but this can be time 
consuming and inaccurate. The purpose of this project was to develop and validate a 
markerless method to estimate 3D racket position using a camera.
The method relies on a silhouette of a racket captured with a camera whose relative 
pose (rotation and translation) is unknown. A candidate relative pose is used to 
measure the inconsistency between the silhouette and a set of racket silhouettes 
captured with a fully calibrated camera (known intrinsic and extrinsic parameters). The 
measure of inconsistency can be formulated as a cost function associated with the 
candidate relative pose. By adjusting parameters of the candidate relative pose to 
minimise the cost, an accurate estimation for the true 3D position of the racket can be 
made.
Previous studies have found that silhouette-based pose optimisation methods depend 
on accurate camera calibration and silhouette extraction. Therefore, a repeatable and 
accurate camera calibration method to provide the relative pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket was developed. To facilitate silhouette extraction, the racket was 
painted black and a backlight was used.
Synthetic camera poses and silhouette views associated with a 3D racket model were 
generated in Blender v2.70 and used to determine the optimum fully calibrated set 
configuration for a racket. A laboratory-based fully calibrated set (LFCS) consisting of 
21 camera poses in a semispheric configuration was created. On average, using this 
set, racket position was reconstructed to within ± 2 mm. This included systematic error 
arising from the calibration and error in the segmentation of silhouette boundaries. The 
maximum reconstruction error was 5.3 mm.
Further synthetic testing demonstrated the methods ability to estimate 3D racket 
position during simulated real-play conditions. For racket silhouette orientations that 
simulated strokes expected to occur in tennis between 0 and 90°, mean RMSE for 
reconstruction of coordinates on the racket face plane was 1.5 ± 1.8 mm. An RMSE of 
2 mm was obtained from a camera positioned alongside the net, 14 m from the racket. 
Finally, this same camera position estimated 3D racket position to an accuracy of 1.9 ±
0.14 mm using a fully calibrated set containing randomly orientated camera poses, 
during a simulated serve.
This project developed and validated a novel markerless method to estimate 3D tennis 
racket position. A calibration method to obtain the relative pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket is presented and an appropriate configuration for a fully calibrated 
set is determined. The method has potential to be used alongside existing ball 
trajectory analysis tools to provide unprecedented information about player 
performance and to enhance tennis broadcasts. Future research should use the 
recommendations made in this project to inform and assist the development of the 
method for application during real tennis-play conditions.
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1 Introduction
The following chapters describe a 3.5 year study into the development of a novel 
markerless method to estimate 3D racket position.
1.1 Motivation for the research
Tennis technology has developed, which has had major influences on how the game is 
played. The reduction of racket mass and moment of inertia (MOI) in modern frames 
enable players to swing the racket faster (Mitchell, Jones and King 2000, Haake et al. 
2007). Thus, in the hands of elite players, lighter rackets allow for higher rebound ball 
speed and accuracy (Mitchell, Jones and King 2000, Allen, Choppin and Knudson 
2015). Furthermore, rebound ball speed has been found to be positively related to 
racket stiffness and inversely related to string tension (Allen, Haake and Goodwill 
2011). However, the effect of racket properties on rebound ball dynamics is dependent 
on the impact conditions, speed, angle, spin and interactions with the player and stroke 
biomechanics (Allen, Choppin and Knudson 2015).
The International Tennis Federation (ITF) govern the game of tennis and implement 
rules in order to allow for its development but at the same time preserve the nature of 
the sport. A concern of the ITF is to maintain public and commercial interest, in order to 
prevent the demise of the sport due to lack of financial support. Current developments 
in computing power, motion analysis software, electronics and cameras, combined with 
a decrease in their cost has facilitated the development of systems that make it 
possible to collect valuable information about player performance (ITF 2014).
In 2014, the ITF created a new rule approving player analysis technology (PAT) during 
competitive tennis. These PAT products allow for large amounts of information to be 
gathered in real time that previously would have taken days or weeks or was simply 
unavailable. Providing players, coaches and manufacturers with an opportunity to 
obtain valuable feedback about performance during play. This could be feedback 
obtained by measuring something related to the player's performance when using a 
particular racket. Which in turn could be used to assist a player's verbal feedback and 
inform the development of bespoke racket designs.
Previously, tennis racket motion in practice play has been measured using cameras to 
track markers attached to the frame (Choppin 2008). Typically, markers are manually 
selected on the image plane but this can be time consuming and inaccurate. 
Furthermore, players are often reluctant to have modifications made to their rackets i.e. 
attachment of markers or sensors to the frame, because these usually increase the
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moment of inertia of a racket, which can affect players swing mechanics. Brody (2000) 
found that elite players can distinguish differences in racket swing weight moment of 
inertia as small as 2.5%. However, the influence on racket MOI is dependent on the 
type of marker used. Mitchell, Jones and King (2000) attached LED active markers and 
power modules to the frame which increased racket MOI by 7%. In contrast, Choppin 
et al. (2007a) attached five low mass tape markers to the frame which increased racket 
MOI by less than 1%. Nevertheless, marker attachment can distract players and is not 
practical during real-play conditions.
To eliminate drawbacks associated with marker-based techniques, markerless motion 
capture (MMC) systems have been applied in tennis in order to measure stroke 
kinematics (Sheets et al. 2011). These MMC systems rely on obtaining a participant's 
visual hull (Laurentini 1994) obtained from multiple silhouette views. However, this 
requires multiple high-speed cameras, which are expensive and impractical to be setup 
in close proximity to the player. Nevertheless, markerless systems should continue to 
be developed and tested for sports applications (Sheets et al. 2011). In tennis, the 
ability to measure performance without the need to modify the playing environment 
would provide unprecedented access to information regarding ball-racket interactions.
Camera systems that measure tennis ball speed (Hawk-Eye), as well as spin 
(SpinDoctor Kelley 2011) without interfering with the playing environment already exist. 
In tennis, Hawk-Eye is used extensively by the media, providing match statistics and 
ball trajectory visualisations during line calling decisions. A non-intrusive method 
capable of measuring racket velocities and angles could be used alongside Hawk-Eye 
to enhance media broadcasts. It could also be used to further knowledge of ball and 
racket movements during match play and player tests in order to inform laboratory- 
based test method's (Allen, Choppin and Knudson 2015). Further work is therefore 
needed to investigate methods capable of measuring racket movements that do not 
require invasive and costly modification to the playing environment. This project will 
develop and validate a novel markerless method to estimate 3D racket position. 
Furthermore, it will provide recommendations to assist future development of the 
method for application in real-play conditions.
2
2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a review of existing literature related to the aim and objectives 
identified in section 1.2. Specifically, this chapter identifies the gap in the literature 
which the methods developed in this thesis are intended to fill.
2.1.1 History of tennis
Sports played in Europe in the twelfth century contributed to the evolution of the game 
of tennis (Clerici 1976). Jeu de Paume (meaning 'game of palm') was one such game, 
played in courtyards with a ball hit by hand (Haake et al. 2007) (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 Jeu de paume (taken from Haake et al. 2007).
The game later evolved into Royal Tennis or Real Tennis, which is acknowledged as 
the forerunner for modern tennis (ITF 2015). In real tennis, the court is asymmetric with 
a net and is enclosed by walls. A cork based ball which can be played off the walls is 
used and rackets are shaped asymmetrically to allow players to hit balls close to the 
floor and corners of the court.
Lawn tennis evolved from real tennis which was 'invented' by Major Wingfield in 1874 
(Clerici 1979). The game was more accessible because it could be played on any size 
or shape lawn and only required rackets, a net and ball (Figure 2.2). Lawn tennis was 
introduced to the members of the All England Croquet Club in 1875. Following the 
games popularity, the club changed its name to the All England Lawn Tennis and 
Croquet Club in 1877. The first competitive lawn tennis tournament was held at 
Wimbledon that same year, where the familiar rectangular court and scoring system 
was formally introduced.
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Figure 2.2 Wingfield's lawn tennis (taken from Haake et al. 2007).
The popularity of lawn tennis continued to increase such that the Lawn Tennis 
Association (LTA) was formed in 1888 and the International Tennis Federation (ITF) in 
1913. Today, tennis is played recreationally by over 75 million people worldwide (Pluim 
et al. 2007), supporting a large manufacturing industry (ITF 2015). Professional tennis 
is popular among spectators and receives monetary investment in sponsorship, prize 
money and technology (ITF 2015).
2.1.2 Science and tennis
Lord Rayleigh's account of the irregular flight of a tennis ball (Rayleigh 1877) is the 
earliest example of a scientific investigation into the game of tennis. Published in 1877, 
this illustrates that the game of tennis has motivated scientific thinking for almost as 
long as the game has been played. Since then, the development of research into the 
science of tennis has continued to progress; measuring and understanding the physical 
principles that govern the game have become important for players, coaches, 
governing bodies and manufacturers alike.
Second to player ability, competitive tennis today is largely driven by technological 
innovation; if a manufacturer can produce superior equipment then there are financial 
gains to be made. No piece of equipment used in tennis has received more attention 
and been at the forefront of technological innovation than the racket (Coe 2000). The 
larger head size and higher stiffness of modern rackets have allowed players to hit
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shots faster and with greater accuracy (Kotze, Mitchell and Rothberg 2000), effectively 
increasing the speed of the game (Haake et al. 2007). To the extent it was believed the 
server was gaining a significant advantage over their opponent, identified by an 
increase in the number of tie breaks (Brody 1990, Haake et al. 2007).
Miller (2006) quantified the 20 fastest serves recorded at Grand Slam events between 
2002 and 2005 (Figure 2.3). Serve speeds increased year-on-year, highlighting the 
impact of player ability and racket development on serve speed (Miller 2006). Haake et 
al. (2007) produced a historical account of technological developments of the racket on 
serve speed. Simulations by Haake et al. (2007) suggest that due to the developments 
of rackets, serve speeds increased by 17.5% between the 1870s and 2007, with about 
25% of the increase occurring since the 1970s. Haake et al. (2007) also state the 21 
rule changes regarding the racket implemented by the ITF since 1978. Highlighting that 
previous rule changes by the ITF have been reactionary in nature. Therefore, it is 
important that thorough research is undertaken to assess how technological advances 
influence tennis performance.
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Figure 2.3 Average speed of 20 fastest serves at Grand Slam events between 2002 and 
2005 (taken from Miller 2006).
2.1.3 Tennis racket performance
Many studies into racket performance fail to take into account how the racket will be 
used by the player. For instance, early physical testing used impacts normal to the 
racket face (Cross 1999, Dignall and Haake 2000, Goodwill 2002), which are not 
representative of actual tennis strokes. In fact, player testing conducted by Choppin, 
Goodwill and Haake (2011) showed impact angles deviated from the racket face plane 
normal by up to 33°. Few studies have attempted to quantify the effect of racket 
parameters on typical tennis shots using realistic impact conditions. Nevertheless, 
research into tennis biomechanics has received considerable attention over the last 25
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years (Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby 1986, Elliott, Marshall and Noffal 1995, Elliott 2006, 
Sheets et al. 2011). Providing an understanding of the movements required from a 
player to generate powerful shots.
Previous studies have used cameras in order to measure tennis related movements 
(Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby 1986, Elliott, Marshall and Noffal 1995, Elliott 2006, 
Sheets et al. 2011,Choppin, Goodwill and Haake 2011). Stereo calibration and high­
speed camera techniques have been applied in tennis (Choppin, Goodwill and Haake 
2011), football (Driscoll et al. 2014) and the hammer throw (Kelley 2014), providing a 
means of investigating object motion and impact location in 3D. Allen, Haake and 
Goodwill (2009) used this technique to obtain data for oblique spinning impacts on a 
freely suspended racket, which was used to validate a finite element model.
Allen, Haake and Goodwill (2011) demonstrated that ball rebound speed increased by 
37% with racket mass, in the range of 279-418g and by 31% as the centre of mass 
(COM) moved from 29.9 to 39.6 cm from the butt. Indicating that ball velocity increases 
with racket moment of inertia (MOI) about an axis 0.1 m from the butt, agreeing with 
Cross and Bower (2006), Cross and Nathan (2009), Cross (2010). Allen, Haake and 
Goodwill (2011) also found that rebound topspin increased by 23% with racket mass 
and 21% with COM position. However, the findings of Allen, Haake and Goodwill 
(2011) are limited to the impacts simulated; there were a number of necessary 
assumptions in the finite element model. These included geometrical and material 
simplifications which are difficult to quantify.
In tennis, MOI is a measure of a racket's resistance to angular acceleration about an 
axis 0.1 m from the butt (Cross and Bower 2006) and is one of the limiting factors for 
maximum swing speed. It has been found that the swing-speed a player can generate 
decreases with racket MOI (Cross and Bower 2006, Mitchell, Jones and King 2000, 
Schorah, Choppin and James 2015). Therefore, it is clear that the MOI of a racket 
interacts with a player in a manor in which the simulations conducted by Allen, Haake 
and Goodwill (2011) could not account for. A reduction of racket mass and 
corresponding reduction of moment of inertia may not result in decreased ball velocities 
because players are capable of swinging lighter rackets faster (Mitchell, Jones and 
King 2000, Whiteside et al. 2014).
Cross and Bower (2006) and Schorah, Choppin and James (2015) tested the 
hypothesis of an inverse relationship between swing-speed and MOI of an implement. 
A series of restricted swinging motion trials were performed using eight identical rods
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with a common mass but variable MOI. It was found that for all participants, swing- 
speed decreased with respect to MOI according to a power relationship. However, data 
collected by Schorah, Choppin and James (2015) was limited to a specific motion and 
many complex movements take place during a tennis stroke. Therefore, measurement 
of racket velocity in real-play conditions could be used to help determine the effect of 
racket properties (particularly inertial) on performance more effectively. Such 
information could be used to inform future MOI studies whose aim is to predict a 
player's swing speed for racket fitting purposes.
2.2 Player testing and motion analysis
To further understand the effect of sports equipment on player performance, it is 
imperative that the test conditions are representative of play. Player testing is 
considered to be a suitable method for determining ball and racket movements during 
real tennis-play conditions. The need for accurate player data has led to the 
development of many different methods for obtaining such information, which will be 
described below.
Motion analysis has become an extensive branch of research in tennis; since the game 
is based on movement of the racket, the ball and the players. Motion analysis 
techniques can be split into two groups:
1. Intrusive techniques: motion analysis where the player or environment is altered 
in some way.
2. Non-intrusive techniques: motion analysis that does not require modification of 
the player or environment.
2.2.1 Intrusive techniques
Tracking object movement in sport often involves attaching some kind of marker to the 
player or their equipment. The markers themselves are classified as active or passive. 
An active marker transmits a signal as a way of identifying its location. A passive 
marker is tracked by picking up reflections from the markers surface.
2.2.2 Active markers
Active markers transmit a signal in order to be identified. Mitchell, Jones and King 
(2000) used a cartesian optoelectronic dynamic anthropometer (CODA) active marker 
system to compare the effect of racket inertial properties on serve speed. Two power 
module receivers each wired to two infrared LED active markers were attached around 
the racket frame (Figure 2.4). The CODA system can make real-time 3D position
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measurements of the LED markers to within ±0.1 mm in the horizontal and vertical 
directions and to within ±0.6 mm of depth. However, attachment of the CODA system 
caused a total increase in mass of approximately 17 % (44 g) and corresponding 
increase in MOI of approximately 0.0024 kg m'2 to the racket. In general, players 
achieved faster head speeds with lighter rackets and exhibited an approximately 10% 
drop in rebound ball velocity for a 12% increase in racket MOI. Brody (2000) found that 
elite players can distinguish differences in racket MOI (which is equivalent to the 'swing 
weight1 of a racket) as small as 2.5%. Furthermore, the CODA system alone cannot 
provide information about ball movements.
Receivers
Markers
Figure 2.4 CODA active marker system on the racket (taken from Mitchell, Jones and 
King 2000).
Sensors that measure motion can also be considered as active markers. Motion 
tracking systems from Polhemus (Polhemus, 2012) allow real time 3D tracking with six 
degrees-of-freedom by tracking the position and orientation of each sensor. The 
wireless system produced by Xsens (Xsens, 2012) is a full-body motion capture suit 
incorporating sensors which can be tracked in six degrees-of-freedom. It can be used 
outdoors with a wireless range of up to 150 m. The system also includes extra sensors 
to attach to sports equipment. Figure 2.5 shows one of the wireless motion tracker 
sensors produced by Xsens and a suit fitted with multiple sensors for biomechanical 
analysis of a baseball pitch.
Figure 2.5 The wireless 3D motion tracker produced by Xsens, showing a single sensor 
and multiple sensors being used to analyse the biomechanics of a baseball pitch.
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The combination of bulky sensors, transmitting equipment and batteries of the Xsens 
are not practical to measure racket movements; attachment to the frame would 
increase mass and MOI affecting player's swing mechanics. However, current 
developments in electronics and motion analysis software, coupled with a decrease in 
their cost has facilitated the development of bespoke sensor-based systems for tennis. 
Recently, a number of off-the-shelf sensor based products that measure racket and ball 
movements have been approved by the ITF as player analysis technology (PAT), and 
can be used during competitive tennis.
The Babolat Play Pure Drive (Babolat 2014) includes electronic sensors embedded in 
the racket handle to measure its orientation, acceleration and vibration (Figure 2.6). 
Data collected by the racket are sent to an auxiliary device e.g. a Smartphone or 
personal computer, via a wireless Bluetooth or wired connection. The Babolat Play 
Pure Drive (Babolat 2014) has a strung mass of 317.5 g, which is within 3 g of the 
same racket model without the embedded sensors. An independent report by tennis- 
technology (2015) showed that the Babolat Play sensors and plastic butt cap have a 
combined mass of 30 g. Babolat (2015) claim to measure racket power, type and 
number of strokes, impact location and ball spin using the sensors. However, there has 
been no published work on the validation of the racket and ball movements measured 
using the Babolat Play Pure Drive technology.
Figure 2.6 The Babolat Play Pure Drive (Babolat 2014) with embedded sensors in the 
handle and Bluetooth and wired connections in the butt.
The SONY Smart Tennis Sensor 'pod' (SONY 2015) and the ZEPP Tennis 'pod' (ZEPP 
2015) shown in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) respectively, attach to the butt of the racket. Both 
these PAT products have a mass of 8 g, with an additional 13 g for the Flex Mount 
required for attachment of the ZEPP Tennis 'pod1 (Figure 2.7 (b)). These devices 
provide coaching information, including ball impact location on the stringbed, racket 
trajectory, racket swing speed, ball velocity (estimation) and spin, which is available on 
an auxiliary device. Figure 2.7 (c) shows an Artengo Personal coach 'pod' (mass 24g)
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containing sensors which attach to the racket throat. Data regarding racket orientation, 
acceleration and ball impact location is sent to a purpose-built watch.
These PAT products are useful for coaching purposes and can provide valuable 
information about performance during strokes. However, players are prohibited from 
access to the performance data (the auxiliary device) during competitive play (ITF
2014). Furthermore, each of these PAT products increases racket mass and MOI 
which may make elite players reluctant to use them during competitive play. Finally, it 
is unlikely ball movements are measured accurately using these sensor-based PAT 
products; the sensors would either need to be fitted inside the ball or cameras used to 
track the ball. For these reasons sensor based systems will not be considered further.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.7 Approved PAT products: (a) SONY Smart Tennis Sensor 'pod' (adapted from 
SONY 2015), (b) ZEPP Tennis 'pod' (adapted from ZEPP 2015) and (c) Artengo Personal 
coach 'pod' (adapted from ARTENGO 2015).
2.2.3 Passive markers
Passive markers are tracked by picking up reflections from their surface and have been 
used in videogrammetric techniques to define specific points on a participant or striking 
implement to measure movements. Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby (1986) tracked 
movement of tennis players joint centres during a serve. Players' upper and lower limb 
joints were landmarked with tape and tracked using two high speed cameras which 
were calibrated using the 3D Direct Linear Transform (DLT) method (Abdel-Aziz and 
Karara 1971). Calibration involved filming an object consisting of a physical mesh of 
control points in the capture volume in which the service action was taking place. 
Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby (1986), Elliott, Marsh and Overheu (1989a) and Elliott, 
Marsh and Overheu (1989b) used two cameras running at 200 and 300 fps to analyse 
the serve, forehand and backhand respectively. The slower camera was used to record 
the player and racket, whilst the faster camera focused on the ball.
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Bahamonde and Knudson (2003) performed a similar on-court 3D analysis but 
concentrated on biomechanical kinematics of groundstroke shots and the effect of 
player stance. Reflective bands were placed around the wrist and elbow of the arm with 
which the player held the racket to aid tracking of joint centres. Knudson and Blackwell 
(2005) measured ball and racket velocities in non-competitive play by tracking white 
markers attached to the racket frame. Footage of forehand shots was collected using a 
high speed camera which limited this study to a 2D analysis.
Choppin et al. (2007a) developed a methodology to measure 3D ball and racket 
movements using two synchronized high speed cameras operating at 1000 fps. The 
camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB was used to calibrate a control volume using a 
checkerboard (Strobl et al. 2007). The calibration allowed for reconstruction of 3D 
coordinates from the 2D pixel coordinates from the image planes of both cameras. 
Image-based 3D measurement systems have also been used to measure shoe-surface 
interactions in football (Driscoll et al. 2014). Choppin et al. (2007b) used the 
methodology to analyse ball and racket movements from footage recorded at the 2006 
Wimbledon qualifying tournament. The high speed cameras were positioned at each 
side of the net facing the baseline, where the 2 x 2 x 2 m calibrated control volume was 
located (Figure 2.8).
Figure 2.8 Stereo camera setup used at the 2006 Wimbledon qualifying tournament 
(taken from Choppin et al. 2007a).
Players were asked to carry out a typical practice session consisting of structured 
rallies with five reflective tape markers attached to their rackets at specific points that 
could be tracked. The tape markers posed minimal intrusion to players because they 
were small in size and mass. An example of how the markers were positioned on a 
racket is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Photo showing the location of the 5 reflective tape markers on the racket 
frame (taken from Choppin et al. 2007a).
Images were recorded at 1000 frames per second which allowed racket and ball 
velocities, impact angle and position and ball velocity and spin rate to be measured. 
Manual digitisation was used to identify the tape markers in order to track racket and 
ball movements which can be time consuming and inaccurate. This method of analysis 
is subject to varying amounts of error, depending on the skill of the user and the quality 
and resolution of the images.
To date, the least intrusive marker-based technique is that developed by Choppin et al. 
(2007a). Choppin et al. (2011) reported mean racket velocity and angular errors of ±0.5 
m s'1 and ±1° respectively. However, even with markers that inflict a minimal level of 
intrusion, elite tennis players are often sceptical about making racket modifications. 
Factors as small as cosmetic alterations to the racket frame maybe enough to distract 
them. Therefore, data from intrusive motion analysis will never truly represent match- 
play tennis, since it is confined to practice conditions. Notably, Goodwill et al. (2007) 
measured considerably lower spin rates in practice conditions compared with those in 
competitive match-play.
Choppin et al. (2007a) used markers that reflect natural light from the sun. However, 
some motion analysis techniques require additional light sources that the makers can 
reflect. The twelve camera Eagle motion capture system by the Motion Analysis 
Corporation (MAC 2012) uses red light, spherical retroflective markers and sensors 
with a red light filter. The spherical markers reflect red light towards the sensors in all 
directions. Thus, several combined sensors and external red light sources are needed. 
Figure 2.10 shows one of the cameras with the red light sensor attached. The Raptor 
series (2010) of motion capture systems can be used outdoors as well as indoors 
which was not possible with previous generations of camera systems from the Motion 
Analysis Corporation (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10 Example of a camera from the Motion Analysis Corporation with red light 
sensor and the Raptor system in action outdoors being used to track a golf shot.
Gillet, Leroy and Germaine (2003) used this type of passive marker system to study the 
balance of tennis players. However, the cameras require specific calibration and the 
volume over which they are calibrated must not include any other object that reflects 
red light. A minimum of two cameras must be used which are linked to a computer at 
all times. The spherical markers are lightweight but protrude from the surface of the 
object being tracked and could potentially be knocked off. Furthermore, marker 
identification often requires user input which is prone to mistakes for markers 
positioned close together.
2.2.4 Non-intrusive techniques
In 1980, Cyclops became the first non-intrusive line calling system to be used in 
competitive tennis (Pallis 2004). For serves that landed close to the service line, 
Cyclops was validated to determine if the ball fell in or out of the service lines. Cyclops 
achieved this by constantly monitoring five infrared beams aligned with the service 
lines. If one of the beams on the outside of the lines was broken then the serve would 
be automatically called out.
In 2006, Cyclops was replaced by the camera-based line-calling system, Hawk-Eye. 
Hawk-Eye, was patented in 2001 (Sherry and Hawkins 2001) and improved upon 
Cyclops by accurately identifying the location of the ball with respect to the court lines. 
In 2004, the ITF reported a maximum uncertainty value of ±0.9 mm following an initial 
validation of the system. The ITF used high-speed videogrammetry to render Hawk- 
Eye suitable to officiate match play tennis (Capel-Davis and Miller 2007). Hawk-Eye is 
now used at almost every elite tennis tournament (ITF, 2014). Hawk-Eye uses at least 
four and often up to ten cameras for tennis. Two-dimensional ball position in the image 
sequences of each camera is determined using image processing techniques. Hawk- 
Eye uses the lines and physical dimensions of the court to calibrate the cameras so 
that triangulation can be used to obtain the 3D position of the ball relative to the court
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lines (Hawkeye 2015). Ball trajectory analysis can also account for ball deformation, 
rolling and slip during impact (Cross 2002). In tennis, Hawk-Eye is used extensively by 
the media, providing match statistics and ball trajectory visualisations during line calling 
decisions (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11 An example of a line call review from Hawk-Eye (2015)
Hawk-Eye has also been applied to other sports including snooker, cricket and most 
recently football (Hawk-Eye, 2015). In 2012, Hawk-Eye's goal line technology gained 
authorisation from FIFA to be installed in football stadiums around the world. However, 
Hawk-Eye cannot measure ball spin and the cost of multiple high-speed cameras 
restricts its use. Kelley et al. (2010) validated a system that allows tennis ball spin rates 
and velocity to be measured using footage from a high-speed video camera. 
Calibration was performed using an image of the ball captured at a known distance 
from the camera. Spin rates were calculated based on the change in position of the 
logo on the surface of the ball. Kelley (2011) used the analysis software to semi- 
automatically measure spin rates at the 2008 and 2009 Wimbledon qualifying 
tournament. There was little difference in spin rates between years and spin rates for 
second serves were higher than spin rates for first serves.
Two-dimensional non-invasive motion tracking systems have predominantly been 
developed to track ball and player movement. Pingali, Jean and Carlbom (1998) and 
Yan, Christmas and Kittler (2005) describe methods for tracking ball and tennis player 
position from broadcast television footage. Both methods use temporal differencing 
techniques in order to track player and ball position. Pingali, Jean and Carlbom (1998) 
used positional data to provide a statistical analysis of matches and Yan, Christmas 
and Kittler (2005) developed a system designed for robustness rather than accuracy.
Prozone is a multi-camera player tracking system used in football (Di Salvo et al.
2006). It uses an eight-camera system to cover the entire football pitch which is initially 
calibrated using a linear 4-point transformation which is later refined using a 50 point 
algorithm to reduced errors induced by lens distortion. Prozone identifies and tracks
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players based on shirt colour and movement thresholds. Di Slavo et al. (2006) 
validated Prozone analysing a series of shuttle runs performed by players at different 
speeds. Di Slavo et al. (2006) reported high player tracking accuracy; mean velocity 
error was 0.127 m s"\ concluding that Prozone allowed real-time tracking of multiple 
players without the need for specialised equipment such as transmitters or colour 
coded shirts. Today Prozone is used by over 300 clubs and organisations across the 
world to inform and enhance coaching (Prozone 2015).
In tennis, the SAGIT computer vision system (Pers et al. 2002) has been used to 
automatically track the movements of both players, albeit with operator supervision 
(Martinez-Gallego et al. 2013). The SAGIT system uses footage from two cameras 
(384 x 288 pixels) mounted on the ceiling above an indoor court with each covering 
one half of the court (Figure 2.12). Following background subtraction, the SAGIT 
system tracks players based on colour and shape matching. Player location was 
converted from pixel to real world coordinates by first accounting for lens distortion 
followed by scaling and translating coordinates between the court plane and camera 
sensor (Pers et al. 2002).
Camera 2
Camera I
Figure 2.12 Camera locations used for analysis by SAGIT (taken from Martinez-Gallego et 
al. 2013).
TennisSense is another example of a multi-camera system for player and ball tracking 
in tennis (Conaire et al. 2009). It utilises nine synchronised cameras with pan, tilt and 
zoom capabilities arranged around the court. Four cameras located at each end of the 
court (8 in total) were used for coaching purposes and a single overhead camera 
performed all the analyses.
Dunn (2014) used a single camera in a stadium setting to track player position and 
identify foot-surface contacts during match play tennis. Dunn et al. (2014) developed a
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semi-automatic method for identifying foot-surface contacts using a range of image 
processing techniques. Player location relative to the court lines was converted from 
pixel to real world coordinates using an elevated camera-plane model. Dunn et al. 
(2014) reported a 91.3% success rate of images being analysed by the foot surface 
contact algorithm.
Notably, non-intrusive motion analysis methods for tracking tennis racket movements 
have received little attention. This is likely due to the complex nature in which the 
racket is wielded by a player during a shot. However, an area of research in markerless 
motion capture (MMC) has demonstrated potential for measuring movements of sports 
implements.
2.3 Markerless motion capture
Markerless motion capture (MMC) can be considered as an area of non-invasive 
motion capture. Predominantly, MMC methods have used visual hulls to perform 
biomechanical analyses of human movement. A detailed account of the evolution of 
MMC methods can be found in Mundermann, Corazza and Andriacchi (2006).
2.3.1 Visual hulls
The term visual hull was coined by Laurentini (1994) and refers to the largest object 
that is consistent with a finite set of available silhouette views (Lazebnik et al. 2001 and 
Matusik et al. 2001). The visual hull concept is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.13 (a) 
shows two cameras used to generate silhouette views of a toy duck. In Figure 2.13 (b) 
the camera centres are represented by small spheres, the image planes are positioned 
in front of the camera centres and the silhouettes are shown non-inverted.
The visual cones corresponding to each silhouette are shown in Figure 2.13 (c). The 
visual cone is the volume of space that the actual object cannot lie outside, given the 
observed silhouettes (Forbes 2007). Intersection of the visual cones is the object's 
visual hull (Figure 2.13(d)). With only two silhouette views, the visual hull is a poor 
approximation of the object's shape. However, if more silhouette views are added, 
more information about the volume of space that the object doesn't occupy is added 
and the visual hull becomes a better approximation of the actual object (Figure 2.13 
(e)). In order to determine the visual hull corresponding to a set of silhouettes, the 
cameras that captured the images must be fully calibrated (Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 
2003, Forbes 2007). A camera is fully calibrated when its internal parameters i.e. focal 
length and principal point and external parameters i.e. rotation and translation relative 
to a reference frame (pose) are known. Forbes (2007) uses the term fully calibrated
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silhouette set to describe a collection of camera poses in a common reference frame, 
with the internal parameters known.
(a) (b)
%
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Figure 2.13 The visual hull concept: (a) a duck viewed by two cameras, (b) two silhouette 
views of a duck, (c) visual cones corresponding to the two silhouettes, (d) the visual hull 
corresponding to the two silhouettes and (e) the visual hull corresponding to ten 
silhouettes (taken from Forbes 2007).
2.3.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
The process of an intrinsic camera calibration provides a model of the camera's 
geometry. The most basic camera model is that of a pinhole camera (Hartley and 
Zisserman 2003). For a pinhole camera, light is assumed to enter from the scene as a 
single ray and no lenses are required to focus rays onto the image sensor. The 
distance from the pinhole aperture to the image plane is a cameras focal length (Figure 
2.14). In Figure 2.14 the pinhole aperture is reinterpreted as the centre of projection
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because every incoming ray heads towards this point. The point at which the optical 
axis intersects the image plane is referred to as the principal point (Figure 2.14). Thus 
for a perpendicular pinhole model, only a scale factor is needed to transform real world 
to image coordinates:
u - X
s V = Y
1 Z .
where uv and XVZare image plane and real word coordinates respectively, s is a scale 
factor and 1 represents the projection of the image plane coordinate to infinity.
Optical axis j_
Center of projection
Figure 2.14 Pinhole camera geometry illustrating focal length and principal point which 
govern the projection of real world point Q in the image plane as q (taken from Bradski 
and Kaehler 2008).
Most cameras require a lens to allow for a range of camera viewing angles and focal 
lengths for when the distance at which the image of an object is changed (Bradski and 
Kaehler 2008). Projection of a 3D point in the physical world onto the image plane is 
given by:
u fx  S Cx X
s V = 0  f y  Cy Y
1
Hoo
Z .
where fx and fy are focal lengths in the u and v image axes respectively (expressed in 
pixel units), c; represents pixel skew (assumed to be zero since the angle between the x 
and y pixel axes is often very close to 90°, justifying the assumption of rectangular 
pixels (Bouguet 2010)), cx and cy model horizontal and vertical displacement from the 
centre of the image plane respectively.
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Most commercially produced lenses are spherically shaped and introduce radial and 
tangential distortions to an image (Bradski and Kaehler 2008). Radial distortion is zero 
at the optical centre of the lens and increases toward the periphery due to its spherical 
shape. Tangential lens distortion is due to manufacturing defects i.e. non-parallel 
alignment of the lens and the sensor. The effect of radial and tangential distortion on an 
image can be calculated. Bouguet (2010) uses Heikkila and Silven's (1997) intrinsic 
camera model which includes both radial and tangential lens distortion. Collectively, the 
camera model parameters fx, fy, <; , cx, cy and lens distortion term kc, a 5 element 
vector, are the intrinsic camera parameters. Thus given the calculation of the intrinsic 
parameters, any uv pixel coordinate in the image plane can be normalised to the 
camera coordinate system via the following steps.
Subtract principal point and divide by focal length:
where xn and yn are normalised horizontal and vertical image coordinates respectively, 
^ ci:2,5 are radial distortion coefficients and /cc3;4 are tangential distortion coefficients. 
Bouguet (2010) uses a loop of 20 iterations to converge to the normalised image 
coordinate [xn,yn]T. Intrinsic model optimisation is often run over a subset of the
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f x  '  f y  J
Remove pixel skew:
[Xn.ynf =  [*n -  C * T n f (2 .4 )
Compensate for lens distortion:
r  =  xn2 + y n2 (2 .5 )
K ra d ia l =  1 + (^^1 * r )  + {kc2 * r 2) + (fcc5 * r 3) ( 2 .6 )
Ax = (2kc3 * x n * yn) + /cc4(r  4- 2xn2) (2 .7 )
Ay =  kc3( r  + 2yn2) + 2/cc4 * x n * y n ( 2 .8 )
(2 .9 )
distortion coefficients. Once the intrinsic camera parameters are known, any 2D 
coordinates in the image plane can be re-projected into object space by applying the 
rotation matrix R and translation vector t (collectively referred to as the extrinsic 
parameters) (Figure 2.15), subject to an error with respect to a ground truth value. The 
error depends on the quality of the calibration and the method used (Zhang 1999, 
Forbes 2007, Choppin 2008).
(R,t)
c
Camera Coordinates Object Coordinates
Figure 2.15 The normalised 2D image coordinate Pc (camera coordinate) is related to the 
3D (object) coordinate Pa by applying the rotation matrix R and translation vector t (taken 
from Bradski and Kaehler 2008).
The calibration procedure generally involves recording a series of control points which 
are used to calculate the required parameters. The control points can be provided by 
an accurately manufactured 3D calibration object (Abel-Aziz and Karara 1971), a 2D 
planar grid (Zhang 1999), or 1D laser pointer (Svoboda, Martinec and Pajdla 2005). 
The calibration parameters are often calculated using the linear least squares approach 
outlined in Abdi (2003), or for more complex non-linear cases using the Levenburg- 
Marquardt algorithm (More 1977). Both minimise an error function in order to optimise 
the position of P0 in Figure 2.15. Details of the latest calibration procedures for MMC 
applications are discussed in sections 2.3.7 and 2.3.8.
2.3.3 Silhouette extraction
Visual hull construction also depends on accurate silhouette extraction (Forbes, Voigt 
and Bodika 2003). However, there are different methods for extracting silhouette 
boundaries (which are also referred to as contours). A cubic B-spline snake is one such 
method and has been used in a number of studies (Cipolla and Blake 1990, Cipolla 
and Blake 1992, and Wong and Cipolla (2004). Cubic B-spline snakes provide a 
compact representation for silhouettes of various complexity and can achieve a higher 
resolution than the original image (Wong and Cipolla 2004). The process of extracting 
a silhouette using a B-spline snake is illustrated in Figure 2.16. Firstly, a B-spline snake
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is manually initialised close to the target silhouette (Figure 2.16 (a)). Points are then 
sampled along each spline segment and a search for the silhouette edge along the 
direction normal to the local tangent at each sample point is performed (Figure 2.16
(b)). The sample points on the B-spline snake are then updated using linear least- 
squares methods, so that they attach to the silhouette edge that was found (Figure 
2.16(c)).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.16 (a) A B-spine snake is initialised close to the target silhouette, (b) points are 
sampled from each spline segment and a search for the silhouette edge along the 
direction normal to the local tangent at each sample point is performed, (c) The points 
are updated to attach to the silhouette edge that was found (adapted from Wong 2001).
The snake was originally introduced by Kass, Witkin and Terzopoulos (1988) and is 
described as an energy minimising spline guided by internal and external forces. The 
external force requires a user-supplied input function to provide some higher level 
information from the image e.g. the sample points (Figure 2.16 (a)). The internal forces 
are determined by the shape (elasticity) of the contour and are defined in terms of first 
and second order derivatives. However, B-Spline snakes have a slow convergence 
speed because of large numbers of sample points to optimise and difficulty in setting 
the weighting factors that comprise the internal forces (Brigger, Hoeg and Unser 2000). 
Marsousi et al. (2010) used B-Spline snakes to detect the boundaries in left ventricular 
echo-cardiographic images with a mean computational time of 1.24 ± 0.28 seconds.
Furthermore, B-spline snakes are required to identify boundaries in noisy images, 
which cannot be detected by simple low level features such as grey thresholding or 
edges (Stammberger et al. 1999). However, silhouette images for visual hull 
applications are often captured in controlled environments by using backlights to 
ensure background pixels are substantially brighter than foreground pixels 
(Mundermann, Corazza and Andriacchi 2006, Forbes 2007). This simplifies the 
boundary extraction problem by allowing methods to be used which rely on these low 
level image processing functions alone.
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Polygonal silhouette boundaries allow simpler and more efficient methods to be 
developed (Matusik, Buehler, and McMillan 2001, Lazebnik 2002). These silhouettes 
are extracted using threshold-based segmentation in order to separate foreground from 
background pixels. Forbes (2007) employed Otsu's (1979) method to determine 
appropriate threshold values. Each pixel in the original image is compared to the 
chosen threshold value, if the pixel is above the threshold value the corresponding 
pixel value in the binary image is 1, otherwise it is 0. Forbes (2007) provides an 
algorithm for sub-pixel resolution polygonal silhouette boundary extraction. Broadly, it 
proceeds by finding a pixel inside the silhouette, travelling down the vertical image axis 
to locate the silhouette boundary, traversing the silhouette to determine its pixel 
resolution boundary and finally traversing the silhouette once more to determine its 
sub-pixel resolution boundary. Mean computational time of Forbes' (2007) algorithm to 
detect sub-pixel resolution boundaries for 72 silhouette images was 0.01 ± 0.01 
seconds.
Figure 2.17 shows an example of sub-pixel resolution polygonal silhouette boundary 
extraction. The pixel resolution boundary is shown in green and runs across pixel 
edges. Sub-pixel silhouette boundary resolution is achieved using linear interpolation 
based on pixel intensity value. Each vertex of the sub-pixel boundary lies on a pixel- 
length line segment associated with each edge of the original (green) boundary.
Figure 2.17 An example of sub-pixel resolution silhouette boundary extraction. The pixel 
and sub-pixel resolution boundaries are shown in green and red respectively. Each 
vertex of the sub-pixel boundary lies on a pixel-length segment (shown in blue) 
associated with each edge of the pixel resolution boundary (taken from Forbes 2007).
The resultant sub-pixel boundary is the same as the marching squares boundary which 
is the 2D equivalent of the marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline 1987). The 
marching square algorithm considers pixel-sized squares centred at each pixel corner. 
The corners of the squares which lie on pixel centres are classified into foreground and 
background using a threshold. Thereafter a look-up table of square classifications
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determine how the boundary enters and exits each square. The sides of the squares 
are equivalent to the pixel-length line segments used by Forbes (2007).
2.3.4 Quantifying silhouette quality
Silhouette quality quantification is often omitted or considered by subjective 
assessment (Liu, Zheng and Xiong 2009). However, some modern works have focused 
on silhouette quality with respect to the impact upon the performance of the intended 
application. This is especially important for applications in outdoor environments, where 
complex backgrounds and varying illumination make the silhouette extraction task 
more difficult. Liu, Zheng and Xiong (2009) present a method based on 1D foreground- 
sum signal processing to assess the quality of a silhouette sequence in order to 
improve gait recognition algorithms. The silhouette quality quantification (SQQ) tool is 
applied to a silhouette quality weighting (SQW) framework which emphasises good 
silhouettes more than bad ones via a weight function. Liu, Zheng and Xiong (2009) 
showed that recognition performance in outdoor environments can be improved by 
using the proposed SQQ and SQW methods.
Marsousi et al. (2010) quantified the accuracy of silhouette boundary detection from left 
ventricular echo-cardiographic images using Dice's coefficient equation. The Dice's 
coefficient equation measures the overlap between automatically and manually 
obtained boundaries. The manually obtained boundaries were deemed as gold 
standard and extracted by experts. However, despite the practical use of Dice's 
coefficient, specialists were more concerned about the area and volume of the left 
ventricle of the obtained boundary.
Ng et al. (2015) developed an automated wrinkle detection method that uses Hessian 
Line Tracking (HLT). As a final step of the HLT method, post processing is required to 
reduce noisy pixels from the binary wrinkle map. This involves performing a number of 
morphological operations including median, directional and area filtering. Wrinkles 
could then be detected from the binary image and the centre line of each wrinkle was 
used for validation. Ng et al. (2015) validated the reliability of the proposed automatic 
wrinkle detection method against manual annotation results using the Jaccard 
Similarity Index (JSI). The JSI was used to quantify the accuracy of inter-reliability 
between the manual coders, which on average was 94%. Thereafter, the inter-reliability 
results were deemed as ground truth and any overlap between the estimated and 
ground truth line larger or equal to 40% was considered as a correct detection.
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However, the aforementioned silhouette quality quantification examples are designed 
to be applied to silhouettes extracted from noisy backgrounds i.e. when there is no 
clear difference between background and foreground pixels. As previously mentioned, 
most visual hull applications take place in controlled environments using fully calibrated 
cameras and backgrounds that facilitate silhouette extraction. Therefore, the subjective 
assessment of silhouette quality is adequate (Forbes 2007). This could involve super 
imposing an extracted silhouette boundary on top of the original image to visually 
observe whether the boundaries matchup (Forbes 2007). However, of more importance 
is the measure of consistency across a set of silhouettes associated with a camera's 
pose. Such a measure can also be used to quantify silhouette quality since consistent 
silhouette sets require high quality silhouettes (Wong 2001).
2.3.5 Measuring silhouette consistency
A consistent silhouette set is one that has been produced using exact calibration 
parameters and silhouettes (Forbes, Voigt and Bodika (2003) , Forbes 2007). In reality 
however, there will always be error associated with calibration parameters and 
segmented silhouette pixel boundaries. Therefore, it is useful to formulate a measure of 
the degree of inconsistency of a silhouette set (Forbes 2007). The epipolar tangency 
constraint provides an efficient method for measuring silhouette set consistency (Wong 
2001). Other measures of silhouette consistency also exist; silhouette coherence 
(Hernandez 2004, Hernandez, Schmitt and Cipolla 2007) and the silhouette calibration 
ratio (Boyer 2006) that use more information contained in the silhouettes therefore are 
more computationally expensive (Forbes 2007).
2.3.6 The epipolar tangency constraint
The epipolar tangency constraint is a geometrical constraint that applies to a pair of 
calibrated cameras and associated silhouettes. Figure 2.18 illustrates the epipolar 
tangency constraint for a pair of fully calibrated silhouettes of a toy duck as used by 
Forbes, Voigt and Bodika (2003) and Forbes (2007).
Figure 2.18 The epipolar tangency constraint for a pair of fully calibrated silhouettes: (a) 
shows a frontal view and (b) a side view (taken from Forbes 2007).
baseline
camera I
(a) (b)
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The line that joins the camera centres Ci and C2 is called the baseline. Projection of 
each camera centre into the opposite cameras image plane is called an epipole. In 
Figure 2.18, epipole e12 is the projection of C2 in the image plane of Camera 1, and 
epipole e21 is the projection of Ci in the image plane of Camera 2. Note that the 
epipoles do not necessarily lie in the visible region of the image plane; theoretically the 
image plane extends to infinity in both directions.
The planes n0 and tt^ converge at the baseline and are tangent to the 3D duck. As long 
as the baseline does not pass through the object then there will be two such outer 
tangent planes for any 3D object. The 3D points P0 and Pi indicate where the planes 
touch the surface of the duck, and are referred to as frontier points. Since the planes 
pass through both the camera centres and touch the surface of the duck, the frontier 
points must project onto the boundaries of the silhouettes in both image planes.
A projection of a frontier point is called an epipolar tangency point. In Figure 2.18, the 
tangency points p 120 and p210, are projections of the frontier point P0, and the tangency 
points p 121 and p2u, are projections of the frontier point P^ in the image planes of 
camera 1 and camera 2 respectively. The notation method PiJk was used by Forbes, 
Voigt and Bodika (2003) so that / indicates the image plane number on which the point 
is projected, j  is the number of the opposite image plane and k indicates to which 
frontier point /' and j  corresponds.
The relative rotation R and translation t between two camera views / and j  (i.e. camera 
1 and camera 2 in Figure 2.18) can be used to derive a relation between a 3D 
coordinate and its observed pixel points p, and py. The corresponding location p, of the 
normalised homogeneous image coordinate p, is given by
Pj = R * (Pi - 1). (2 .10)
The pose parameters R and t can be used to compute a 3x3 essential matrix
Eit = [t]x *R. (2.11 )
The essential matrix (Longuet-Higgins 1981) encapsulates the extrinsic geometry of 
views /' and j, relating normalised image coordinates. The skew symmetric matrix is 
computed from the X, Y and Z components of the translation vector t using
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If the intrinsic camera parameters are known, the fundamental matrix can be computed 
from the essential matrix
Fyi =  Kj~T * Eji * K/-1. (2.13)
The 3x3 K matrices stores a cameras intrinsic calibration parameters. Figure 2.19 
shows outer epipolar tangent lines for the duck example from Figure 2.18. If there is no 
error in the camera parameters or segmentation of silhouette boundaries then the 
viewing ray of a tangency point must project exactly onto the corresponding ray in the 
opposite image. Thus a line between an epipole e,y and tangency point piJk is the same 
as the line Fy * p^, yielding the epipolar constraint such that
Pi * Fyi * P; =  0 . (2.14)
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Figure 2.19 The epipolar tangency constraint for a pair of duck silhouettes. Projection of 
a tangency point in (a) the left image is constrained to lie on the epipolar tangent line in 
(b) the right image, vice versa (taken from Forbes 2007).
2.3.7 A measure of inconsistency based on epipolar tangents
Real camera calibration parameters and segmented silhouette pixel boundaries contain 
error. Therefore, the epipolar tangent lines don't project exactly through the tangency 
point in the opposite image resulting in inconsistent silhouette pairs (Figure 2.20).
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Figure 2.20 Error associated with real camera parameters and segmented silhouette 
boundaries resulting in the epipolar tangency lines not projecting exactly through the 
tangency points in (a) the left and (b) the right images. The reprojection error is used to 
measure the degree of inconsistency for a silhouette pair (taken from Forbes 2007).
Reprojection errors can be computed as a measure of the degree of inconsistency 
between a pair of silhouettes with an associated pose. These reprojection errors are 
the perpendicular distance d between a tangency point and a projected epipolar line, 
and can be computed using the fundamental matrix
, _ V j i k 1 * ? i j  * Pi jk
ijk I ; ; (2.1 5 )
J ( P i j  * P i j k ) l  +  (F i j  *  P i j k ) 2
where (Fy * pijk and (Fy * pijk are first and second element of the vector 
( F y  * Pijk ) 2. The perpendicular distance d in  equation 2.15 is related to the Sampson 
approximation (Hartley and Zisserman 2003). Hartley and Zisserman (2003) 
recommend using the Sampson approximation to give a good first-order approximation 
to the perpendicular error distance.
Except when the baseline passes through the 3D object, the two outer epipolar 
tangency points are always available in any pair of views resulting in four reprojection 
errors. For a fully calibrated set of silhouettes, the measure of inconsistency is based 
on the root mean square (RMS) value of all the reprojection errors and is referred to as 
the epipolar tangency error (ETE) across a set (Wong 2001, Forbes 2007).
The ETE can be formulated as an objective function that can be minimised (Price and 
Morrison 2007). The cost of the objective function can be minimised using iterative 
optimisation methods: the conjugate gradient method (Wong and Cipolla 2004) and the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method (Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 2003, Price and Morrison
2007) have previously been used. The Levenberg-Marquardt method implicitly 
computes the sum of squares of the components of a function F(x) (MATHWORKS,
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2015). Since the sum of squared reprojection error distances (ETE) are minimised, the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method is often the preferred choice algorithm (Forbes, Voigt 
and Bodika 2003, Price and Morrison 2007, Sheets et al. 2011).
The following sections will review previous uses of visual hulls, include details of 
calibration procedures and provide examples of how ETE distance minimisation is 
implemented for a variety of applications in biomechanics and sport.
2.3.8 Visual hulls for biomechanical applications
In the last ten years, noted work using visual hulls for biomechanical analysis of human 
movement has been carried out in laboratory environments (Mundermann, Corazza 
and Andriacchi 2006, Corazza et al. 2006, Corazza et al. 2010). Mundermann, Corazza 
and Andriacchi (2006) discuss both the need and advantages of markerless motion 
capture (MMC) for 3D human movement biomechanical applications. Skin movement 
artefact is identified as the main limiting factor of marker-based approaches provoking 
the development of MMC methods (Mundermann, Corazza and Andriacchi 2006). 
However, it is the validation of markerless methods against marker-based data that has 
eluded most studies (Mundermann, Corazza and Andriacchi 2006). Mundermann et al. 
(2005) demonstrated that a MMC system consisting of 8 cameras provided less than 1° 
difference for sagittal and frontal plane knee joint angles during walking trials compared 
with a marker-based method.
Corazza et al. (2010) tracked walking trials and gymnastic flips using variable numbers 
of cameras. Calibration was performed offline to calculate the intrinsic and extrinsic 
parameters and a common global reference frame. Offline calibration methods usually 
make use of specific patterns or objects to determine parameters (i.e. someone must 
be physically present in the capture volume with the specialised pattern or object so 
that calibration data can be collected (Sinha and Pollefeys 2010)). The tracking 
approach employed a Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation scheme to minimise the sum 
of squared error distances between corresponding points on laser scanned models 
(markers were also scanned to identify joint centre locations) and participants' visual 
hulls. For the walking trials, average deviations between joint centres calculated with 
marker-based and markerless systems was 15 ± 10 mm. While a qualitative 
comparison through visual inspection showed good agreement between the methods 
for the gymnastic flip sequence. Furthermore, Corazza et al. (2010) concluded that 
visual hull based approaches for tracking human movements are not suitable unless 
configurations with no less than eight cameras are used.
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Sheets et al. (2011) used eight synchronized and calibrated cameras (640 x 480 pixels) 
(Figure 2.21) operating at 200 Hz to create visual hulls of a tennis player in order to 
track upper limb movements during a serve. The high-speed cameras were calibrated 
offline and placed so that reconstruction of the arm surface when raised above the 
players head prior to ball contact was of the highest possible quality.
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Figure 2.21 Positions of the eight synchronised cameras surrounding the player (taken 
from Sheets et al. 2011).
Figure 2.22 (a) shows frames captured from camera number four during a service trial. 
Image segmentation formed eight silhouette views of the player which were projected 
back into the capture volume using the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each 
camera determined during calibration. Volume intersection techniques were then used 
to reconstruct a visual hull of the player and racket (Figure 2.22 (b)). Subject-specific 
segment models made using a 3D laser scanner were used to identify fifteen joint 
centre positions (Figure 2.22 (c)). In order to measure a player's joint centre position 
during a serve, the subject-specific segment models were optimally fitted into the visual 
hull for each frame using exponential mapping (Figure 2.22 (d)).
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Figure 2.22 (a) Footage from camera four of a representative service trial, (b) 
corresponding visual hulls, (c) tracked subject-specific segment models and (d) 
correspondence between visual hull and model surfaces (taken from Sheets et al. 2011).
During tracking, the Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation routine was used to minimise 
reprojection error distances between the surface of the visual hull (constructed using 
the eight cameras) and the subject-specific model. Optimisations were initialised by 
repositioning the subject-specific model (from a reference pose) to match the first 
visual hull with one arm and the racket above the head. To reduce chances of the 
optimisation converging to a local minimum, it was repeated eighty times with
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perturbations to the initial candidate pose. Once the optimisation had converged the 
solution was used as a candidate pose for the next frame. Position of the racket centre 
of volume and the upper limb joint centres was measured with respect to the court 
reference frame.
Sheets et al. (2011) measured racket velocities and upper limb joint centre trajectories 
during flat, kick (topspin) and slice (sidespin) serves. Peak racket velocity was 
significantly slower during a kick serve (24.6 m s'1) than that of a flat or slice serve 
(26.1 m s'1) with an average uncertainty of ±0.54 m s'1. These are lower than average 
peak racket head velocity of 34.8 m s'1 reported by Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby (1986). 
Sheets et al. (2011) contend the difference in peak racket velocities between this study 
and others (Chow et al. 2003, Reid, Elliott and Alderson 2007) is mainly due to the 
point tracked on the racket. Sheets et al. (2011) used the centre of volume of the 
racket's visual hull, which is closer to the handle than the tip of the racket tracked by 
Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby (1986), Chow et al. (2003) and Reid, Elliott and Alderson 
(2007).
The model-based markerless tracking method presented by Sheets et al. (2011) 
requires eight calibrated high-speed cameras, which come at a cost and are difficult to 
set up rendering its use restricted. In addition, such strategic placement of the eight 
cameras in relatively close proximity to the court and player is not practical for real-play 
conditions. This MMC system likely requires help from the participant or other 
assistants with the set up, calibration and high-speed camera operation.
Pansiot (2009) used visual hulls in favour of monocular frameworks for tennis stroke 
recognition. Calibration was conducted using the 2D planar method (Zhang 1999) 
which was implemented using Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for 
MATLAB. Pansiot (2009) found views of visual hulls performed better than 2D 
segmented binary views in allowing strokes to be recognised. However, only four 
cameras were used and some silhouettes were poorly segmented therefore the overall 
quality of the visual hulls was low. Pansiot (2009) improved stroke recognition rate 
using spherical harmonic decomposition by effectively reducing postural information 
obtained from visual hulls into a lower dimension descriptor. However, the extreme 
compactness of the spherical harmonics meant that subtle changes in player posture 
or motion went undetected.
Ceseracciu et al. (2011) modified methods developed by Corazza et al. (2010) by using 
subject-specific segment models to obtain kinematic information from visual hulls of
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swimmers. The calibration process consisted of two image sequences. The first 
involved filming a series checkerboard images on dry land which were passed to 
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB in order to iterate an accurate 
set of parameters from initial assumptions. The second sequence acquired images of a 
12 control point calibration grid measuring 2 x 1.1 x 1.1 m to obtain the relative pose of 
6 synchronized underwater cameras. Following correction of the calibration parameters 
for underwater application, Ceseracciu et al. (2011) minimised the squared error 
distances between paired vertices of the segment models and the visual hulls using the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method. To test the accuracy of the proposed markerless system 
joint centre trajectories were compared with those reconstructed using manual marker 
digitisation. Over the five participants tested, resultant root mean squared distances 
(RMSD) between the markerless and manually tracked trajectories were 177 ± 83, 140 
± 32 and 74 ± 28 mm for the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints respectively. Calibration 
of only six cameras limited the accuracy of this study.
Studies that have used visual hulls for biomechanical analysis of human movement in 
sport rely on multiple calibrated high-speed camera systems which are expensive and 
inefficient to set up in real play conditions. Furthermore, a minimum eight cameras are 
required to build visual hulls of adequate accuracy. Such systems are therefore not 
user friendly for players, coaches and manufacturers; requiring highly trained 
individuals in calibration and high-speed camera operation. However, another area of 
work uses the fully calibrated silhouette set alone, to estimate the 3D position 
associated with single uncalibrated views of a 3D object. Since an explicit visual hull is 
not required, these single view fitting methods could alleviate the problems related to 
operating multiple high-speed cameras in the field.
2.3.9 Single vie w fitting
Previous work has focussed on maximising the quality of visual hulls (Matusik et al. 
2000, Wong 2001). This has allowed visual hulls to be used for measurement of size 
and shape properties of 3D objects (Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 2003, Forbes 2007). 
Forbes, Voigt and Bodika (2003) developed a method to merge fully calibrated 
silhouette sets, increasing the number of associated views and in turn visual hull 
quality. Calibration parameters were acquired using a self-calibration technique which 
used silhouette images of different size ball bearings. The parameters were calculated 
by maximising the silhouette consistency between the ball silhouettes and absolute 
scale was enforced because the size of the balls was known. In order to merge two 
sets, the Levenberg-Marquardt method was used to adjust the relative pose 
parameters between the sets to minimise the reprojection error distances for each
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silhouette pairing. Forbes (2007) merged ten, six-view silhouette sets of stones and 
found that the merged sets provided greater volume estimation accuracy compared to 
the original six-view sets.
Price and Morrison (2007) adopted methods developed by Forbes, Voigt and Bodika
(2003) and merged views of a particle to form a 60-view fully calibrated silhouette set. 
Using the set, Price and Morrison (2007) developed a single view fitting optimisation 
framework. This involved using the Levenberg-Marquardt method to adjust the relative 
pose between a silhouette whose true pose is unknown and each silhouette in the fully 
calibrated 60-view set, in order to minimise ETE distances. Figure 2.23 is a simplified 
illustration of the method showing a 6-view fully calibrated set and the unknown 
viewpoint associated with the particle's pose.
Figure 2.23 A 6-view fully calibrated silhouette set associated with a six-camera setup, 
the resulting visual hull model of the particle created by intersecting all the visual cones. 
The 'unknown' viewpoint associated with the particles pose is shown with respect to the 
fully calibrated set (adapted from Price and Morrison 2007).
Price and Morrison (2007) found that initial pose estimate accuracy increased with the 
irregularity of a particle's shape and the number of views in the fully calibrated 
silhouette set. This was because for regular shaped particle's, more than one 
associated pose could be equally consistent. Once the initial pose had been estimated, 
Price and Morrison (2007) applied the method to estimate the trajectory of non­
contacting simulated particle trajectories. This involved using a rigid body motion model 
to predict the pose of the particle during simulated high-speed video frames in which its 
motion remain unhindered. It was found that low ETE values (a threshold of 1.5 pixels 
was used) corresponded to lower angular and velocity error for particle trajectories. 
Price and Morrison (2007) warn however, that the accuracy of the method is sensitive 
to the initial candidate relative camera pose, especially for regular shaped particles. In 
their study a maximum of 100 candidate relative poses were used and orientations 
were expressed as quaternions and repeatedly sampled from a normal distribution.
Particle visual hull
Unknown viewpoint
6-view fully calibrated set
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The conference paper by Price and Morrison (2007) was relatively brief, considering 
the complexity of the method. There was no information regarding camera calibration 
and silhouette extraction, which are the main contributors to error in silhouette-based 
pose optimisation methods (Forbes 2007). Furthermore, the estimated trajectories 
were limited to trials using synthetic silhouettes. Price and Morrison (2007) relied on 
using low ETE values i.e. below the 1.5 pixel threshold, as a performance metric. 
However, it is difficult to quantify such values which have no physical meaning. Finally, 
the influence of symmetrically shaped objects (such as a racket) on the accuracy of the 
method was not investigated.
In a similar study, Wong and Cipolla (2004) created an initial visual hull using a camera 
and uncalibrated images captured under circular motion. Calibration parameters were 
estimated using the correspondences obtained from the epipolar tangents and the 
constraint of circular motion. To improve the initial visual hull, Wong and Cipolla (2004) 
minimised the ETE in order to estimate the pose associated with arbitrary silhouette 
views. In Figure 2.24 views one to eleven were those assumed to be constrained under 
circular motion forming an initial visual hull which was refined by addition of views 
twelve to fifteen. Wong and Cipolla (2004) used a camera to capture all the views in 
Figure 2.24, highlighting that single view fitting methods do not necessarily require 
multi-camera systems to create fully calibrated silhouette sets.
•12
Figure 2.24 Arbitrary camera pose numbers 12 to 15 estimated from the circular fully 
calibrated silhouette views 1 to 11 (taken from Wong and Cipolla 2004).
Wong and Cipolla (2004) did not provide ground truth poses obtained using an 
alternative and acknowledged calibration technique in order to validate the accuracy of 
the camera poses in Figure 2.24. Wong (2001) demonstrated lower ETE values 
associated with camera poses obtained using the direct linear transformation (DLT) 
method (Abel-Aziz and Karara 1971) compared with the circular motion algorithm 
developed by (Wong and Cipolla 2004). This suggests Wong and Cipolla's (2004) 
calibration method provides less accurate parameters than conventional techniques.
•3
•5 r- 4
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The success of the method developed by Wong and Cipolla (2004) was judged on the 
aesthetic appearance of the visual hull alone.
Azevedo et al. (2008) and Tavares, Azevedo and Vaz (2008) used a camera and two 
separate checkerboard image sequences to create a fully calibrated set in order to 
reconstruct visual hulls. Camera intrinsic parameters were obtained from the first 
sequence, which involved capturing images of a checkerboard in different orientations 
(sample images 1 to 3 Figure 2.25). In the second sequence, the object to be 
reconstructed was placed on the checkerboard, keeping the camera untouched the 
sequence was acquired by turning the checkerboard (and object) until a full rotation (12 
images) had been performed (sample images 4 to 6 Figure 2.25).
Figure 2.25 Images 1 to 3 are examples from the first checkerboard sequence used to 
obtain the intrinsic parameters. Images 4 to 6 are examples from the second sequence 
and were used to determine camera pose parameters (adapted from Tavares, Azevedo 
and Vaz (2008).
Tavares, Azevedo and Vaz (2008) created a circular configuration of camera poses 
from which the associated silhouette views were extracted. To overcome the 
checkerboard intersections being occluded in the second image sequence, Tavares, 
Azevedo and Vaz (2008) manually selected four reference points in each image so that 
visible pattern points could be ordered. Tavares, Azevedo and Vaz (2008) used 
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB and noted that calibration 
accuracy decreased with the number of visible pattern points. Azevedo et al. (2008) 
and Tavares et al. (2008) only constructed visual hulls for non-symmetrical objects and 
did not use view fitting methods to refine the hulls, as in Wong and Cipolla (2004) and 
Wong (2001).
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A view fitting method could be applied to estimate the 3D position of a racket. Similar to 
the objects used by Wong and Cipolla (2004) and Price and Morrison (2007) a racket 
can be assumed to be rigid. However, the methods demonstrated by Wong and Cipolla
(2004) and Price and Morrison (2007) would need to be adapted and developed for use 
with a racket. For instance, a racket has a symmetrical shape with two axes of 
reflective symmetry (Srinivasan 2004). Therefore, the view fitting method would need to 
be developed to accurately estimate the pose associated with a racket that has 
reflective symmetry from some view points. Price and Morrison (2007) found that there 
was more ambiguity for pose estimation associated with regular shaped objects 
because more than one possible pose can be equally consistent. Furthermore, 
accurate camera calibration parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic) would be required to 
calculate the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket. Such a method would 
not require multiple high-speed cameras nor an explicit visual hull, since it is the fully 
calibrated silhouette set which would be used to estimate the relative pose of 
uncalibrated views associated with a racket's 3D position.
2.3.10 Conclusion
Racket velocity and angle affect the trajectory of the ball and can be measured using 
different methods close to impact to help quantify performance. Marker-based and 
markerless method were considered not only in terms of their ability to track racket 
movement, but also practicality to be implemented into real-play conditions, cost and 
set-up time. Sensor systems were deemed unsuitable due to a corresponding increase 
in racket mass and MOI when attached to the frame, which could negatively influence 
players' swing mechanics. Furthermore, the possibility of obtaining accurate 
information about ball movement is uncertain with sensor systems.
Camera systems are advantageous because they are less invasive compared with 
sensor systems. To date, the least invasive and most user friendly passive marker- 
based system for tracking racket movements is that developed by Choppin, Goodwill 
and Haake (2011). However, the method requires manual digitisation of markers which 
can be time consuming and inaccurate. Existing non-invasive multi-camera systems 
such as Hawk-Eye come at a high cost and do not track racket movements. However, 
recent development of markerless systems that use visual hulls to track movements for 
biomechanical analysis present a non-invasive option for racket tracking. The method 
presented by Sheets et al. (2011), although at the forefront of racket tracking, requires 
a minimum of eight high-speed cameras. Furthermore, the user must be highly skilled 
in calibration and high-speed camera operation rendering the system impractical for 
players, coaches or manufacturers to use in real tennis-play conditions.
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Single view fitting methods (Wong 2001 and Price and Morrison 2007) do not require 
multiple camera set ups; a camera can be used to capture different images of an 
object. Estimation of racket position using single view fitting methods has not been 
explored. Ultimately, the method would only require the single 'unknown1 viewpoint 
associated with a racket's pose to be captured in real play conditions. The fully 
calibrated set could be obtained in the laboratory ahead of the data collection. Limiting 
the number of cameras required and as a result the cost and setup time. The success 
of the method would depend on accurate camera calibration and silhouette extraction. 
Therefore, an important first step would be the development of a method to estimate 
the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket in order to create a fully 
calibrated set.
2.4 Chapter findings
Newly developed, motion analysis tools should provide measurements that are of 
practical use to the end-user, i.e. International Tennis Federation (ITF), players, 
coaches, manufacturers and broadcasters. A literature review has identified the 
following problem statement:
'Previous studies into racket performance fail to take into account how the racket will 
be used by the player. This is because an affordable, user friendly and non-intrusive 
method to estimate 3D racket position using a camera during real-play conditions does 
not exist'.
Most existing methods developed to measure racket movements rely on tracking some 
type of marker attached to the frame. However, it is impractical to apply markers to 
players rackets during real play conditions. Attachment of markers to the racket frame 
can distract players and potentially alter their swing mechanics (Sheets et al. 2011). 
Furthermore, manual digitisation of markers in the image is time consuming and can be 
inaccurate. However, due to the inherent difficulty in tracking complex racket 
movements, most existing non-invasive tracking methods concentrate on providing 
information solely about player and ball movements i.e. Hawk-Eye. Nevertheless, 
recent developments in MMC methods that use visual hulls have potential to advance 
current racket tracking methods.
An eight-camera MMC method that tracks subjects' visual hulls has previously been 
applied in tennis (Sheets et al. 2011). On average, Sheets et al. (2011) measured peak 
racket speeds to within ± 0.54 m/s during tennis serves by applying the MMC method
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developed by Corazza et al. (2010). The MMC method developed by Corazza et al. 
(2011) produced an average deviation of 15 ± 10 mm with respect to marker-based 
results. However, calibration and placement of multiple high-speed cameras is not 
practical in real tennis-play conditions.
View fitting methods provide potential for tracking racket movements without the need 
for multiple high-speed cameras to be set-up on the court. The method would rely on a 
silhouette of a racket captured with a camera whose relative pose is unknown. A 
candidate relative pose could be used to measure the inconsistency between the 
unknown silhouette and a set of racket silhouettes captured with a fully calibrated 
camera (known intrinsic and extrinsic parameters). By adjusting parameters of the 
candidate relative pose to minimise the inconsistency (ETE), estimation of the true 3D 
position of the racket could be made.
A view fitting method would not require a visual hull of a racket; only the fully calibrated 
silhouette set is needed, which could be created in a controlled environment. Thus only 
the camera (whose relative pose is unknown) would be required to be positioned close 
to the court. Previously, view fitting methods have been applied to rigid objects under 
controlled laboratory conditions; such a method has never been applied in sport. 
Camera calibration (intrinsic and extrinsic) and silhouette extraction have been 
identified to be the main limiting factors of silhouette-based pose optimisation methods.
Most MMC studies with a biomechanical focus use offline techniques in order to 
calibrate multiple camera systems. Offline calibration techniques usually make use of 
specific patterns or objects to determine parameters. The 2D-planar method devised by 
Zhang (1999) is often favoured for its accuracy, flexibility and ease of use for visual hull 
applications. Self-calibration techniques have also been employed which use the 
silhouette themselves to estimate camera parameters. However, these techniques are 
often limited to the application for which they are developed. Silhouette quality is 
determined by image resolution and the technique used to segment the boundaries. 
Polygonal segmented boundaries are favoured because high order B-spline snakes are 
more computationally expensive and thus allow more efficient methods to be 
developed (Matusik, Buehler, and McMillan 2001, Lazebnik 2002).
Figure 2.26 illustrates the main sources of error that should be considered for the 
development of a view fitting method for estimation of 3D racket position. The total 
error in Figure 2.26 is the combination of all the errors; systematic error arising from the 
calibration and error in the segmentation of silhouette boundaries.
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Figure 2.26 Camera calibration (intrinsic and extrinsic), determination of a common local 
reference frame and silhouette extraction are the main contributors to error in view fitting 
methods.
Based on Figure 2.26 a number of research questions can be identified in order that a 
view fitting method to estimate 3D racket position can be developed. The questions are 
as follows:
1. How can the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket be accurately 
obtained?
2. What is the most appropriate method to obtain high quality racket silhouettes?
3. What is the most appropriate configuration for a fully calibrated set to be used for 
a view fitting method to estimate 3D racket position?
4. Can racket position be estimated in 3D without using markers and with a single 
camera?
5. Does the markerless method have potential to estimate 3D racket position in real 
play conditions?
2.4.1 Conclusion
Future tennis research should focus on furthering knowledge of racket movements 
during match play (Allen, Choppin and Knudson 2015). The literature review 
highlighted that development of a non-invasive racket tracking method was necessary. 
Such a method could be used alongside existing ball trajectory tracking systems i.e. 
Hawk-Eye and SpinDoctor (Kelley 2011) and player tracking tools (Dunn 2014). This 
would assist in furthering current understanding of ball-racket interactions during real 
play conditions. Separately, marker-based and markerless methods for tracking racket 
movements in real play conditions have been described. Currently, the application of 
MMC methods to tennis, particularly racket tracking, is limited. Development of a 
markerless view fitting method to track racket movements in real play conditions based 
on the approaches presented could allow for the influence of equipment on player
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performance to be quantified. An appropriate accuracy criterion for the method is to 
estimate 3D racket position to within 15 ± 10 mm. This was the level of accuracy 
obtained for the MMC method developed by Corazza et al. (2010), which Sheets et al. 
(2011) applied to measure tennis serve kinematics. The first stage in the development 
of a view fitting method would be to devise an appropriate calibration method to 
determine the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket.
2.5 Aim and objectives
The aim of this project is to develop and validate a novel markerless method to 
estimate 3D racket position.
Objectives:
1. To obtain accurate calibration parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic) for a camera 
using the 2D planar method.
2. To obtain the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket using the 
calibration parameters obtained in objective 1.
3. To determine an appropriate silhouette image resolution to be used for the 
method by measuring the inconsistency of a fully calibrated silhouette set 
associated with a 3D racket model.
4. To use synthetic views of a 3D racket model to determine the optimum 
configuration for a fully calibrated set associated with a racket.
5. To create a fully calibrated set from real data and to validate 3D racket pose 
estimates against known racket positions.
6. To use synthetic views of a 3D racket model to assess the method's ability to 
estimate 3D racket position during simulated play conditions.
7. To make recommendations for future development of the method for application in 
real-play conditions.
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3 Intrinsic camera calibration
3.1 Introduction
The literature review identified camera calibration as an important precursor of the 
development of a markerless method to track racket movements. The first step in the 
calibration process is to obtain the intrinsic parameters (Figure 3.1). Figure 3.1 shows 
the place of the intrinsic parameters amongst the main sources of error that contribute 
to the accuracy of a view fitting method.
Intrinsic parameters
Figure 3.1 Chapter 3 calculated camera intrinsic parameters and quantified the 
associated error.
The intrinsic parameters account for the effect of the camera's lens and the 
imperfections in the camera's construction on the images captured. A view fitting 
method relies on a fully calibrated set, comprising of multiple camera poses, with the 
intrinsic parameters known. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the conditions for a 
repeatable and accurate intrinsic camera calibration. The literature showed that the 2D 
planar calibration method devised by Zhang (1999) has been used previously in 3D 
racket position estimation studies (Choppin et al. 2011, Allen, Haake and Goodwill 
2011, Sheets et al. 2011). Zhang's (1999) method was selected due to the accuracy, 
flexibility and ease of use it provides. However, in order for this technique to be 
effective for the purpose of this project, a number of methodological concerns need to 
be addressed to ensure its accuracy.
3.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter is to use the 2D planar calibration method to obtain repeatable 
and accurate intrinsic parameters for a camera. This intrinsic camera model will be 
used throughout this project for development of a view fitting method to estimate 3D 
racket position.
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Objectives:
1. To consider the practical steps that influence the quality of a calibration.
2. To perform a series of intrinsic calibrations using the steps from objective 1.
3. To assess the repeatability of the model generated in objective 2.
4. To assess the accuracy of the model to reconstruct 3D points.
3.3 Calibration procedure
The popular and convenient implementation of Zhang's (1999) algorithm provided in 
the form of the camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB (Bouguet 2010) was used. It 
relies on images of a planar checkerboard pattern of known geometry to provide 2D 
image coordinates. The image coordinates are used to compute planar homographies 
between the camera and checkerboard (Kelley et al. 2010, Choppin et al 2011, Dunn et 
al. 2014).
3.3.1 Checkerboard manufacture
The repeatability and accuracy of the 2D planar method relies on the accuracy of the 
checkerboard used i.e. its regularity and precise knowledge of the square size ensures 
minimisation of errors. A checkerboard calibration uses the physical size of each 
square to scale the calibration volume hence, if a square is measured incorrectly there 
will be a systematic error in every result (Choppin 2008). Therefore, the checkerboard 
used in this project was manufactured using:
• A solid section of wood, which had a flat surface and measured 18 mm thick. 
This was necessary to ensure the checkerboard would not bend when held in 
different orientations.
• A printed checkerboard pattern on high quality matt paper which was attached 
to the surface of the wood section using spray adhesive. Care was taken to 
spray the adhesive evenly so no air pockets appeared under the checkerboard 
surface.
3.3.2 Camera settings
Before a calibration it is important that the cameras are set up properly so that the 
images are compatible with Bouguet's (2010) toolbox for MATLAB. Lens aperture, 
focus, shutter speed and lighting all influence the final image.
• Aperture: controls the amount of light entering the camera and the depth of 
field. A smaller camera aperture is preferable, since this increases the depth of 
field resulting in the images staying in focus over a greater range of 
checkerboard movement.
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• Focus: the camera should be focussed at the centre of the control volume to 
ensure the checkerboard intersections appear clear in the image.
• Shutter speed: since checkerboard movement is generally slow, a low shutter 
speed can be used to allow more light on to the checkerboard. The camera 
should be mounted on a tripod to avoid the images blurring.
• Lighting: if performed indoors artificial light should be used to allow for lower 
camera aperture. However, the optimum amount of artificial light depends on 
the environmental surroundings; if not enough light illuminates the 
checkerboard, the intersections will be unidentifiable. However, if too much 
lighting is used the checkerboard intersections can 'bloom', effectively erasing 
the intersections, rendering the images useless.
3.4 Recording calibration images
With the camera set up optimally, images should be captured at the highest available 
resolution. Choppin (2008) assessed the accuracy of Zhang's (1999) 2D planar 
calibration method and found that when converted into millimetres, calibration accuracy 
decreased with checkerboard resolution. Zhang (1999) showed that as the number of 
checkerboard images increase calibration error reduces. Zhang (1999) recommends 
that a minimum of 15 calibration images are used to provide the best results. However, 
to obtain sufficiently accurate intrinsics, the checkerboard images need to cover the 
majority of the field of view of the camera (Kelley 2014). Therefore, this may require 
recording in excess of 15 images to ensure full image coverage.
Zhang (1999) also investigated the effect of the angle between the checkerboard 
surface and the image plane on 2D point reprojection accuracy. The failure rate was 
high when the planes were almost parallel and at angles above 60°. Therefore, a 
selection of checkerboard angles between 20 to 50° relative to the camera's image 
plane is most appropriate (Zhang 1999). It is vital that the checkerboard occupies as 
much of the image as possible during calibration. The more pixels it is composed of, 
the easier it will be for the software to resolve the intersections providing a more 
accurate calibration. However, if the checkerboard is held too close to the camera, the 
required range of orientations would not be possible. Furthermore, it would not be 
possible to obtain control points close to the image periphery due to the size of the 
squares.
Checkerboard images are passed to Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for 
MATLAB. For each checkerboard image, 2D image coordinates are extracted from the 
intersections between the white and black squares (Figure 3.2 (a) and (b)). The
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calibration software semi-automatically detects the intersections by interpolating along 
the high contrast surface of the checkerboard within a predefined search region. It is 
able to determine the location of the intersection to within a 1000th of a pixel and 
account for lens distortion.
(a)
Xc (camera frame)
(b)
620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760
Xc (camera frame)
Figure 3.2 A checkerboard image (a) after semi-automatic intersection detection and (b) at 
a higher zoom level showing the intersections as red points within the search region.
Once all the intersections have been detected for a set of calibration images, the 
intrinsic parameters can be generated. The parameters can be used to re-project 
coordinates back onto checkerboard image intersections with knowledge of the 
physical size of each square. The pixel discrepancy between the reprojected 
coordinates and those originally detected by the software indicates the quality of the 
calibration. The parameters can be improved by running the calibration over a sub-set 
of the distortion coefficients i.e. by providing more realistic initial conditions. In some
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cases, increasing the size of the search regions (blue squares in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b)) 
can improve intersection detection however, this could also increase the chance of 
incorrect detection.
3.5 Summary
By identifying potential sources of error in the calibration procedure, steps can be taken 
to ensure they are minimised.
• Camera set up is important to ensure the checkerboard intersections are clear 
in the image. This ensures the control points on each image are detected by the 
software.
• Previous work has shown a range of checkerboard orientations provide more 
accurate calibration results. In practice, the orientations are based on human 
judgement; a range between 20 and 50° are most appropriate.
• The quality of the calibration can be maximised by ensuring the checkerboard 
intersections are detected and by using the appropriate lens distortion model so 
the best parameters are generated. This relies on capturing high quality 
calibration images.
By taking into account the aforementioned considerations, the following section will 
perform a full error analysis for a series of intrinsic calibrations. This is necessary to 
identify an appropriate intrinsic model to be used throughout this project. The model will 
be used to create an accurate fully calibrated set for development of a view fitting 
method to estimate 3D racket position.
3.6 Intrinsic calibration error analysis
The practicalities of a 2D planar calibration that could induce error have been identified. 
This section investigates the repeatability of the intrinsic parameters and assesses their 
accuracy by using the parameters to reconstruct the geometry of the calibration plane.
3.7 Method
The camera used for this study was a black and white high-speed Vision Research 
Phantom Miro M110 camera. The F-stop value (aperture) used was F22 and the 
shutter speed was set to 1 /8th of a second. Images were captured at a resolution of 
1280 x 800 pixels, which was the maximum resolution available. A checkerboard of 8 x 
8 squares each measuring 50 x 50 mm was used, which was not too large or heavy to 
be moved around. It was positioned approximately 2 m from the camera during the 
calibration, to allow for a range of orientations (between 20 and 50° (Zhang 1999)) and
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to obtain good image coverage. Ten separate intrinsic calibrations were performed, 
each comprising of approximately 60 checkerboard images to ensure good image 
coverage.
The calibrations were run over different sub-sets of distortion coefficients to obtain the 
best parameters. The two distortion models used were a complete model (radial + 
tangential) and a 4th order radial distortion model without a tangential component. The 
repeatability across the ten calibrations using both distortion models is presented 
below.
Accuracy was assessed by reconstructing the coordinates on the calibration plane 
(Dunn et al. 2012), using the parameters. This involved placing a checkerboard flat on 
the ground and reconstructing its geometry using the known intersection points and 
calculated intrinsic parameters from each of the ten calibrations. Mean reconstruction 
error ± standard deviation across the ten calibrations using both distortion models is 
presented.
3.8 Results
3.8.1 Image coverage
Figure 3.3 shows the image coverage achieved with approximately 60 checkerboard 
images for one of the ten calibrations. Each red dot corresponds to a checkerboard 
intersection. Checkerboard squares of this size allowed control points to be obtained 
close to the image periphery. These experiments were also used to check whether full 
image coverage (and accurate intrinsic parameters) was possible around a racket i.e. 
the checkerboard was angled around the racket (Figure 3.3).
X c  ( c a m e ra  f r a m e )
Figure 3.3 Image showing the coverage achieved; each red dot represents a 
checkerboard intersection.
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3.8.2 Lens distortion
Full image coverage was necessary to accurately model lens distortion which is 
generally highest toward the image periphery. Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) show radial and 
tangential lens distortions respectively, corresponding to the input passed to the 
toolbox illustrated in Figure 3.3. Due to the spherical shape of the lens, maximum pixel 
displacement was 2.5 pixels, located toward the image periphery (Figure 3.4 (a)). In 
Figure 3.4 (b), maximum pixel displacement due to tangential lens distortion was 0.7 
pixels.
Zhang (1999) justified a 4th order radial distortion model which has no tangential 
component by the fact that most modern lenses are manufactured with no 
imperfections. Since the tangential distortion measured was low, it was removed from 
the intrinsic model used in this study. Furthermore, Bouguet (2010) argues that it is not 
necessary to push the distortion model beyond the 4th order radial for standard non- 
wide angled lenses.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of the (a) radial and (b) tangential lens distortion; the numbers 
indicate the pixel displacement which is highest towards the image periphery.
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3.8.3 The intrinsic model
Figure 3.5 shows an example of how well the 4th order radial distortion model (red 
circle) fitted the original pixel coordinate detected by the software (green crosshair).
Figure 3.5 Image showing the fit of the intrinsic model (red circle) with respect to the 
point detected by the software (green crosshair).
The pixel discrepancy between all reprojected intersection points and points detected 
by the software for one of the ten calibrations is shown in Figure 3.6. Pixel points were 
located to within ± 0.04 of pixel in the X and Y image axes.
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Figure 3.6 Pixel discrepancy between all reprojected intersection points and points 
detected by the software for one of the calibrations.
3.8.4 Repeatability
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB uses two different focal 
lengths; fx and fy in the uand v image axes respectively (expressed in pixel units). The 
reason for two different focal length values is that individual pixels are not guaranteed 
to be exactly square (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008). However, values for fx and fy are
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usually very similar. Figure 3.7 (a) shows fx focal length values estimated using the 
complete (radial + tangential) and the 4th order radial distortion model without a 
tangential component respectively, over the ten intrinsic calibrations. The mean values 
for fx were 1779.02 ± 1.47 and 1779.05 ± 1.31 pixels (indicated by the circle in Figure 
3.7 (a)) for distortion models with and without a tangential component respectively. 
Removal of the tangential component decreased the range in fx from 4.92 to 4.39 pixels 
across the 10 calibrations.
Figure 3.7 (b) shows fy focal length values estimated using the complete and the 4th 
order radial distortion model without a tangential component respectively, over the ten 
intrinsic calibrations. Mean fy increased from 1776.88 ± 1.55 to 1777.10 ± 1.26 pixels 
when the tangential component was removed. Furthermore, removal of the tangential 
component decreased the range in fx from 5.48 to 4.41 pixels across the 10 
calibrations.
(a)
Complete 4th order radial
(b)
Complete 4th order radial
Figure 3.7 The distribution of focal length values for (a) fx and (b) fy across the ten 
intrinsic calibrations, showing the mean (circle), median, upper and lower quartiles and 
upper and lower deciles.
The two parameters of the principal point cx and cy describe the displacement in the u 
and v image axes respectively away from where the optical axis intersects the centre of 
the image plane (Bradski and Kaehler 2008). Figure 3.8 (a) shows values for the 
principal point in the u image axis, estimated using the complete and the 4th order 
radial distortion model without a tangential component respectively. The mean value for 
the principal point in the u image axis was 651.08 ± 1.52 and 651.74 ± 0.50 for when 
the tangential component was included then removed respectively. The range across 
the ten calibrations decreased by 3 pixels when the tangential component was 
removed from the model.
Figure 3.8 (b) shows values for the principal point in the v image axis, estimated using 
the complete and the 4th order radial distortion model with without a tangential 
component respectively. The mean value for the principal point in the v image axis was
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393.99 ± 3.58 and 400.33 ± 0.58 for when the tangential component was included and 
removed respectively. Range in cy across the ten calibrations also decreased when the 
tangential component was removed from the model.
(a) (b)
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Figure 3.8 The distribution of principal point values for (a) cx and (b) cy across the ten 
intrinsic calibrations, showing the mean (circle), median, upper and lower quartiles and 
upper and lower deciles.
3.8.5 Calibration error
Pixel projection error (as shown in Figure 3.6) across the ten calibrations is shown in 
Figure 3.9. Mean projection error was 0.041 ± 0.002 pixels in the u and v image axes. 
Furthermore, there was not a significant difference (p > .05) in projection errors 
between the two distortion models. This suggests inclusion of the tangential component 
in the distortion model has no impact on the accuracy of the calibration.
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Figure 3.9 Pixel projection error in the u and v direction for each of the 10 intrinsic 
calibrations, showing the mean (circle), median, upper and lower quartiles and upper and 
lower deciles.
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Figure 3.10 shows mean reconstruction error ± standard deviation across the ten 
calibrations for the 49 coordinates (red dots) on the calibration plane (checkerboard) in 
the X, Y and resultant (R) directions. The reconstructed checkerboard position was not 
used in any of the intrinsic calibrations and reconstruction was performed once using 
parameters from each of the ten calibrations. The relative position of the camera with 
respect to the checkerboard origin (red dot in the top the left corner) was 1951, -34 and 
1085 mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. Mean reconstruction error was 
marginally lower in each direction when the intrinsic parameters were estimated using 
a 4th order radial distortion model without a tangential component. Standard deviation 
values were also lower when this model was used. Reprojection errors in the Y 
direction represented the largest component of error.
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Figure 3.10 Mean reconstruction error ± standard deviation error across the ten 
calibrations for coordinates on the calibration plane in the X, Y and resultant (R) 
directions.
3.9 Discussion
This chapter has highlighted the considerations which should be taken into account 
when trying to maximise the repeatability and accuracy of a camera's intrinsic
parameters. These are:
• To ensure the checkerboard is manufactured to a high standard. The 
checkerboard must have a flat surface and the intersections accurately 
measured.
• To ensure maximum possible image coverage is achieved. This requires a 
checkerboard with the appropriate size squares that allow for control points to
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be obtained close to the image periphery. Providing more repeatable and 
accurate intrinsic parameters (Kelley 2014).
• To ensure a range of checkerboard orientations are captured. Based on 
findings by Zhang (1999) orientations between 20 and 50° provide the best 
results. A square size of 50 x 50 mm allowed the software to detect all the 
intersections for all the checkerboard orientations.
• To ensure camera set up is optimum for the environmental conditions used, so 
that the checkerboard intersections are clear in the image.
3.9.1 Repeatability
When taking into account the methodological considerations highlighted in this chapter; 
camera intrinsic parameters were found to be more repeatable when a 4th order radial 
distortion model without a tangential component was used. This was compared to 
using a complete distortion model (radial + tangential). A 4th order radial distortion 
model (without a tangential component) was used by Zhang (1999) and is justified by 
the fact that the lens used in this study was manufactured to a high standard and thus 
was aligned with the camera sensor. The tangential distortion associated with the lens 
used was illustrated in Figure 3.4 (b), maximum induced pixel displacement was only
0.7 pixels. Radial distortion was higher; maximum induced pixel displacement was 2.5 
pixels in the image corners (Figure 3.4 (a)). Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the 
intrinsic parameters by including radial distortion in the model.
Figure 3.7 showed that there was a marginal difference in the repeatability of the focal 
length (fx and fy) using the two distortion models tested. Mean values for fx were
1779.02 ± 1.47 and 1779.05 ± 1.31 using a complete and a 4th order radial distortion 
model (without a tangential component) respectively. While mean values for fy were 
1776.88 ± 1.55 and 1777.10 ± 1.26 using a complete and a 4th order radial distortion 
model (without a tangential component) respectively. Previously, intrinsic parameter 
repeatability has received limited attention. Forbes (2007) reported an effective focal 
length standard deviation value in excess of 50 pixels obtained using a self-calibration 
technique. This was much higher than the values reported in this study, highlighting the 
accuracy of the 2D planar method when taking into account the methodological 
considerations outlined in section 3.3.
For principal point (cx and cy) there was a marked improvement in the repeatability 
when a 4th order radial distortion model without a tangential component was used 
(Figure 3.8). Mean displacement of the principal point in the u image axis (cx) was 
651.08 ± 1.52 and 651.74 ± 0.50 using a complete and a 4th order radial distortion
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model (without a tangential component) respectively. Corresponding to a 67% 
improvement in the repeatability of cx based on the standard deviation across the ten 
calibrations. Mean position of the principal point in the v image axis (cy) was displaced 
from 393.99 ± 3.58 to 400.33 ± 0.58 when a complete distortion model was substituted 
for a 4th order radial distortion model (without a tangential component). This 
corresponded to an 84% improvement in the repeatability of cy based on the standard 
deviation across the ten calibrations.
3.9.2 Calibration error
Figure 3.9 showed there is marginal decrease in pixel error when the intrinsic 
parameters were estimated using a 4th order radial distortion model without a 
tangential component. This translated to the planar reconstruction of coordinates on 
the calibration grid; intrinsic parameters estimated using the 4th order radial distortion 
model without a tangential component produced lower reconstructions errors (Figure 
3.10). Therefore, the most repeatable intrinsic model is also the most accurate. Higher 
resolution calibration images could potentially improve reconstruction accuracy further.
3.10 Conclusion
This chapter provided an assessment of the checkerboard calibration method; 
identifying potential sources of error and providing methodological guidelines in order 
to produce repeatable and accurate intrinsic models for a camera. Therefore, an 
appropriate intrinsic camera model has been identified to be used throughout this 
project. Its reliability is an important factor and will have implications on the creation of 
a fully calibrated set for the development of a view fitting method to estimate racket 
position in 3D. The findings of this chapter are specific to the camera used and 
therefore are essential for this project to progress. Chapter 4 will investigate the 
influence of the intrinsic parameters on the extrinsic parameters by introducing a 
second camera.
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4 Calibration of a stereo system
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 demonstrated the checkerboard method devised by Zhang (1999) was 
suitable for achieving repeatable and accurate intrinsic parameters for a camera. This 
chapter uses considerations from chapter 3 to investigate the influence of the intrinsic 
parameters on the extrinsic parameters (Figure 4.1).
Extrinsic parameters
Figure 4.1 Chapter 4 calculated the extrinsic parameters for a stereo pair and quantified 
the associated error.
The relative pose (rotation and translation) of a stereo camera pair is calculated and 
acceptable errors one might experience are quantified. This was an important 
preliminary step for obtaining the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket.
4.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to obtain the relative pose of a stereo camera pair. This 
was an essential step towards obtaining the relative pose of a camera with respect to a 
racket.
Objectives:
1. To perform a stereo calibration using the 2D planar method.
2. To assess the repeatability of the pose parameters.
3. To assess the accuracy of the parameters by reconstructing the geometry of the 
calibration plane.
4. To provide a set of accurate extrinsic parameters for calculation of the relative 
pose of a camera with respect to a racket in chapter 5.
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4.3 Stereo Imaging
The objective of a stereo calibration is to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic (pose) 
parameters for a pair of cameras. Using these parameters, 3D position of a point in a 
scene, which is identified and matched in two stereo images can be determined by the 
triangulation method (Weng et al. 1992) (Figure 4.2). The corresponding location pr of 
2D coordinate p/ in Figure 4.2 is given in equation 2.10 (page 25).
Figure 4.2 A stereo system. The 3D position of the point P can be determined by 
triangulation of the matched 2D coordinates pt and pr (adapted from Bradski and Kaehler 
2008).
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB relies on matching 
checkerboard images to estimate the relative pose of a slave camera with respect to a 
master camera (Figure 4.2). The intrinsic parameters for both cameras are also 
estimated from the matching images. Usually the intrinsic parameters are recomputed 
using the extrinsic information during a stereo calibration to improve the accuracy of 
the calibration; the calibration toolbox for MATLAB (Bouguet 2010) provides the user 
with this option. This chapter established whether or not intrinsic recomputation was 
necessary for the purpose of the methods developed and cameras used in this project.
4.4 Method
Two black and white high-speed Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 cameras were 
used for this study, with the same settings as outlined in chapter 3. The cameras were 
positioned with a convergence angle (Figure 4.2) of approximately 30°, to allow for the 
checkerboard to be in the view of both cameras and to achieve adequate image 
coverage.
Pi
Convergence angle
Translation; T
Master Slave
camera camera
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The cameras were connected and synchronised so that an f-sync signal passed from 
the assigned master camera clock source to the slave camera. The slave camera was 
located on the right hand side with respect to the master camera (Figure 4.2). The 
Phantom camera control software (Phantom Help File, Vision Research, 2014) has a 
feature that allows multiple matched calibration images to be recorded. Calibration 
images were captured at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels, which was the maximum 
resolution available for both cameras.
Ten repeat stereo calibrations were performed using Bouguet's (2010) camera 
calibration toolbox for MATLAB. During the calibrations, both cameras remained 
untouched. The checkerboard was the same as that used in chapter 3; it had 8 squares 
in both directions each measuring 50 mm in the horizontal and vertical direction. Fifty 
images were taken for each calibration and the checkerboard was orientated in a range 
of different locations throughout the calibration volume. Effort was made to cover the 
entire field of view for both cameras.
Repeatability of the relative pose (rotation and translation) of the slave camera with 
respect to the master camera across the ten stereo calibrations was investigated. 
Calibration accuracy was assessed by using the parameters to reconstruct the 
geometry of the calibration grid (checkerboard). Three sets of calibration parameters 
were generated; those estimated using a complete distortion model (radial + tangential) 
without recomputed intrinsics, those estimated using a 4th order radial distortion model 
without the tangential component and without recomputed intrinsics and those 
estimated using a 4th order radial distortion model without tangential component but 
with recomputed intrinsics. For each set, ten reconstructions were performed.
Chapter 3 showed a 4th order radial distortion model without the tangential component 
provided more accurate results for the camera settings used. However, a complete 
distortion model is also included in this chapter for comparative purposes. It is 
important to assess the influence of the intrinsics on the relative pose of a stereo pair 
(chapter 3 used a single camera), for development of a view fitting method.
Finally, the sides of the squares (that make up the checkerboard) were measured from 
the reconstruction data. This was done by selecting adjacent reprojected checkerboard 
intersections from an image pair and calculating the difference. Reprojected distances 
were compared with the known horizontal and vertical size of each square. In this way 
the accuracy of the ten stereo calibrations and effectiveness of the point detection 
software is assessed.
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4.5 Results
4.5.1 Image coverage
Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) show the typical image coverage achieved in one of the ten 
stereo calibrations in the field of view of the master and slave camera respectively. The 
majority of the field of view in both cameras was covered apart from the lower inside 
corners in both views. This was a result of a small area where the checkerboard was 
not visible in both camera views.
(a) (b)
Xc (camera frame)
No coverage
Figure 4.3 An example of the image coverage achieved for one of the ten stereo 
calibration repetitions in the field of view of (a) the master camera (b) the slave camera.
4.5.2 Intrinsic parameters
Based on findings from chapter 3, the intrinsic parameters for both cameras were 
estimated using a 4th order radial distortion model without a tangential component. 
Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) illustrate the radial distortion for the image coverage achieved in 
Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) respectively. In Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) maximum pixel 
displacement was 1.6 and 2.5 pixels respectively. These values were similar to that 
estimated for the single camera intrinsic calibration in chapter 3 (Figure 3.4 (a), page 
47). Indicating the image coverage achieved in Figure 4.3 was sufficient. Table 4.1 
presents the mean ± standard deviation of the intrinsic parameters (fx, fy, cx, cy) for the 
master and slave camera over the ten calibrations. The standard deviation values of 
the intrinsic parameters for both cameras were low.
400 600 800
Xc (camera frame)
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Figure 4.4 Typical pixel displacement due to radial distortion for (a) the master camera 
and (b) the slave camera for one of the ten stereo calibrations.
Table 4.1 Mean ± standard deviation of the intrinsic parameters for the master and slave 
camera's over the ten stereo calibrations.
Intrinsics (pixels) M aster cam era Slave cam era
fx 1803.61 ±0.95 1779.64 ± 1.65
fy 1801.84 ±1.14 1778.92 ± 1.48
Cx 642.35 ± 0.55 651.03 ±0.39
Cy 440.31 ±0.35 400.02 ±0.56
4.5.3 Repeatability of the relative pose parameters
Figure 4.5 is a schem atic of one of the ten com pleted stereo calibrations (including 
relative checkerboard positions), showing the relative position of the slave cam era 
(right camera) with respect to the m aster cam era (left camera). Note that the axes set 
of the m aster cam era is centred at the origin and the reference fram e has been 
changed for plotting purposes.
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Figure 4.5 Schematic of one of the ten completed stereo calibrations , showing the 
relative position of the slave with respect to the master camera and the checkerboards
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Figure 4.6 (a), (b) and (c) show mean translation in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for the position of the slave with respect to the master camera, over the 
ten stereo calibrations. Poses are shown for the three intrinsic distortion models. Other 
than in the X direction, translation had a lower interquartile range when the 4th order 
radial distortion model without intrinsic recomputation was used for the stereo 
calibration. Mean camera translation differed by 0.07, 0.37 and 0.26 % in the X, Y and 
Z direction respectively when the intrinsics were recomputed.
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Figure 4.6 Translation in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z direction of the slave camera with 
respect to master camera estimated using the three intrinsic models, showing the mean 
(circle), median, upper and lower quartiles and upper and lower deciles.
Figure 4.7 (a), (b) and (c) show mean rotation angle about the axis of X, Y and Z 
respectively for the orientation of the slave with respect to the master camera. The 
range in orientation across the 10 stereo calibrations was less when the 4th order 
radial distortion model with recomputed intrinsics was used. Mean rotation angle 
differed by 0.45% about the X axis and by less than 0.01% about the Y and Z axes 
when the intrinsics were recomputed. Removal of the tangential component of 
distortion significantly influenced camera rotation (p < .05) however, recomputation of 
the 4th order radial distortion model did not significantly influence camera rotation (p > 
.05).
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Figure 4.7 Rotation about the axis' of (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z of the slave camera with 
respect to master camera calculated using the three intrinsic models, showing the mean 
(circle), median, upper and lower quartiles and upper and lower deciles.
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4.5.4 Accuracy
Mean reconstruction error ± standard deviation for the forty nine intersections of the 
checkerboard (red dots) in the X, Y and Z directions is shown in Figure 4.8. The 
reconstructions were performed using pose parameters from each of the ten stereo 
calibrations obtained using the three intrinsic models. Mean reconstruction error was 
marginally lower in each direction when a 4th order radial distortion model without 
recomputation was used for the calibrations. Reconstruction error in the Z direction 
represented the largest component of error; using the 4th order radial distortion model 
without recomputed intrinsics, it was 0.13 ± 0.07 mm. For the same intrinsic model, 
reconstruction error was less than 0.1 in the X and Y directions. The complete intrinsic 
model produced the largest reconstruction error of 0.15 ± 0.07 mm, in the Z direction. 
Figure 4.8 shows that recomputation of the intrinsics did not improve reconstruction 
accuracy. Lower standard deviation values across the ten calibrations are observed in 
the X and Y directions but not in the Z direction, when the intrinsics were not 
recomputed.
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Figure 4.8 Mean reconstruction error ± standard deviation for the geometry of the 
checkerboard in the X, Y and Z directions using a complete and 4th order radial 
distortion model.
Figure 4.9 shows the mean ± standard deviation of the checkerboard square sizes over 
the ten stereo calibrations as calculated by the software. Square size was computed 
from the results in Figure 4.8 using the three intrinsic models. The mean is very close 
to the true value of 50 mm for all the intrinsic models. The complete model is the least 
consistent; it provides the least and most accurate result in the horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively. The 4th order radial distortion model provides very similar
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results whether the intrinsics are recomputed or not. However, the standard deviation 
was lower when the intrinsics were recomputed. Intrinsic parameter recomputation did 
not significantly improve (p > 0.05) the accuracy of the checkerboard square size, as 
calculated by the software.
.Complete 
□  Radial 
■  Radial Recomp
Y Horizontal
Horizontal Vertical
Figure 4.9 Mean ± standard deviation checkerboard square size (horizontal and vertical), 
measured using the MATLAB camera calibration software for the three intrinsic models. 
The black dashed line indicates the known square size of 50 mm.
4.6 Discussion
The relative pose of a slave camera with respect to a master camera has been 
calculated. Stereo calibrations were performed using the 2D planar checkerboard 
method developed by Zhang (1999). This was a preliminary step for obtaining the pose 
of a camera relative to a racket in chapter 5.
4.6.1 Methodological considerations
In addition to the methodological considerations identified in chapter 3, the 
convergence angle of the cameras should be accounted for, in order to ensure the 
accuracy of a stereo calibration. Care should be taken to position the cameras so that 
maximum possible image coverage can be achieved in both views. This can be 
ensured by positioning the cameras so that the optical axes intersect in front of the 
checkerboard. This is based purely on human judgement and ensures a larger portion 
of both cameras field of view contain the checkerboard. The quality of a calibration 
improves with image coverage (Zhang 1999, Kelley 2014).
4.6.2 Repeatability
Table 4.1 presents the repeatability of the intrinsic parameters for both the master and 
slave camera. All the parameters, for both cameras, had low standard deviation values 
across the ten calibrations. In general, focal length (fx and fy,) was estimated to within
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±1.5 pixels and principal point (c* and cy) to within ±0.5 of a pixel over the ten stereo 
calibrations. Figure 4.3 showed the typical image coverage achieved for one of the ten 
stereo calibration repetitions. Obtaining coverage in the lower inside corners of both 
images was not possible since the checkerboard was not visible. However, the 
repeatability of the intrinsics in this chapter were in the range of that obtained in 
chapter 3 for a single camera, for which total image coverage was achieved. This 
suggests the image coverage achieved in Figure 4.3 was adequate to provide 
repeatable intrinsic parameters.
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 showed that the relative pose (rotation and translation) of a 
slave camera with respect to a master camera was more repeatable if a 4th order 
radial distortion model without the tangential component was used for a stereo 
calibration. This was not surprising since chapter 3 showed that a 4th order radial 
distortion model without the tangential component was more repeatable compared to a 
complete distortion model, for 2D planar calibration. Furthermore, recomputation of the 
intrinsics for a 4th order radial model had a marginal influence on the relative pose of 
the cameras. This shows that for the camera and lens settings used:
• The repeatability of the intrinsics translates to the extrinsics for a stereo pair.
• Exclusion of the tangential component from the distortion model does provides 
a more repeatable stereo calibration.
• Intrinsic recomputation has a marginal influence on the repeatability of the 
intrinsics when a 4th order radial distortion model is used.
4.6.3 Accuracy
Figure 4.8 demonstrated that a stereo calibration performed using a 4th order radial 
distortion model without the tangential component and without recomputed intrinsics 
produces the most accurate reconstruction of the calibration plane. As mentioned 
previously, this finding is specific to the camera and lens settings used. However, these 
settings will be used throughout this project and are therefore essential in order to 
obtain the best results for a view fitting method to estimate 3D racket position.
Inclusion of the tangential component in the distortion model had a negative influence 
on the accuracy of the stereo system. Zhang (1999) justifies removal of the tangential 
component on the basis that most modern lenses are manufactured with no 
imperfections. Lens distortion factors have previously been applied in stereo 
calibrations applied in sport to reduce calibration error. Kelley (2014) simulated a 4th 
order radial distortion model without the tangential component in order to stereo
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calibrate a volume within a hammer cage. Choppin et al. (2007a) and Driscoll et al. 
(2014) state that distortions were accounted for in order to calibrate stereo systems in a 
tennis and football environment respectively, but don't provide the exact sub-set of 
radial and tangential coefficients used.
Figure 4.8 also shows that using a 4th order radial distortion model without the 
tangential component and without the intrinsics recomputed is likely to produce lower 
reconstruction errors compared to if the intrinsics were recomputed. Figure 4.9 shows 
that estimated checkerboard square size was very similar whether the intrinsics were 
recomputed or not; suggesting recomputation does not improve the accuracy of the 
parameters for the lens and camera settings used. This is in contrast to Kelley (2014) 
who found intrinsic recomputation provided more accurate reconstructions using a 
standard stereo calibration method i.e. left and right checkerboard images captured 
simultaneously. However, the scenario simulated by Kelley (2014) was sub-optimal for 
a standard stereo calibration; the purpose of the work was to develop a non-standard 
method for calibration of an occluded hammer cage. The current study has shown that 
with optimal environmental conditions and by taking into account a number of 
methodological considerations (when using the 2D planar calibration method) intrinsic 
recomputation is not necessary to improve the accuracy of a stereo calibration.
4.7 Conclusion
For the proposed calibration method, a 4th order radial distortion model without the 
tangential component and without intrinsic recomputation should be used. The 
reconstruction using this intrinsic model was the most accurate and repeatable. The 
proposed calibration method is suitable to be adapted for creation of an accurate fully 
calibrated set, required for the development of a novel view fitting method to estimate 
3D racket position. The next step in the development of a view fitting method is to use 
the information gathered in this chapter to obtain the accurate relative pose of a 
camera with respect to a racket in order to create a fully calibrated set.
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5 Obtaining the pose of a camera relative to a racket
5.1 Introduction
A prerequisite for markerless motion capture (MMC) methods is to determine the 
internal and external camera parameters and a common local reference frame through 
a calibration procedure (Mundermann, Corazza and Andriacchi 2006). Methods to 
obtain accurate internal and external camera parameters were presented in chapter 3 
and chapter 4 respectively. This chapter uses the parameters to create a common local 
reference frame; a method is developed to obtain the relative pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket (Figure 5.1). Previously, this has never been done for the purpose 
of a view fitting method. The error associated with the pose of a camera with respect to 
a racket is calculated.
Common reference 
frame
Figure 5.1 Chapter 5 placed a camera and a racket in common local reference frame and 
quantified the associated error of the cameras pose.
5.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to accurately obtain the relative pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket.
Objectives:
1. To construct a rig on which the racket can be mounted and to define a local
reference frame.
2. To ensure the racket is accurately mounted on the rig.
3. To assess the variability of the relative pose due to control point error.
4. To assess the accuracy of the relative pose.
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5.3 Method
The first step in obtaining the pose of a camera relative to a stationary tennis racket 
was to build a rig on which the racket could be mounted. The two main requirements of 
the rig were:
1. To contrast against the colour of the racket to aid silhouette extraction.
2. To provide a common local reference frame for the racket and camera.
The rig was constructed from wood, clear Perspex and a white sheet so that it 
contrasted highly with the racket (Prince Warrior 100L ESP) which was standard size 
(686 x 274 x 25 mm) and painted matte black. This racket was used throughout the 
project. A backlight was placed behind the rig to assist silhouette extraction. To prepare 
a site for the local reference frame, the racket was mounted upright on a clear Perspex 
board (33 x 40 x 4 mm) (Figure 5.2). Black paint was dropped into four grooves that 
had been machined into the board to form a lower calibration plane (Pt to P4 Figure
5.2).
A metal rod extended through a hole in the lower calibration plane and screwed into the 
racket butt to provide support. The racket was not strung because it is only the 
silhouette outline that is of interest therefore the empty stringbed provided space for a 
second, upper calibration plane to be defined. Two metal rods of 4 mm diameter were 
fixed perpendicular to one another through the grommet holes of the racket. The 
grommet holes had a diameter marginally larger than 4 mm. Three paint markers were 
applied to the rods at known locations so the racket face could be defined as an upper 
calibration plane (P5 to P7 Figure 5.2). In Figure 5.2 the vertical rod is off-centre 
because a racket does not have a grommet hole that is aligned with the long axis. 
Choppin et al. (2007a) applied markers to the frame itself in order to define the racket 
face as a plane however, this would impede silhouette extraction.
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Figure 5.2 The lower calibration plane was defined by coordinates P  ^ to P4 and P5 to P7 
defined the upper calibration plane which aligned with the racket face plane.
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB also includes an option to 
use non-planar orthogonal calibration objects. Therefore, it was important that the 
upper plane (P5 to P7 Figure 5.2) was perpendicular to the lower plane (Pi to P4 Figure
5.2) to create an orthogonal 3D calibration object. This involved measuring the angle 
offset at the tip of the racket relative to the base of the handle. Consider two planes 
intersecting the racket long axis parallel and perpendicular to the racket face plane 
(Figure 5.3 (a)). The first angle to be measured was the offset of the parallel plane (XZ 
plane) with respect to the global Z-axis (Figure 5.3 (b)). The second angle to be 
measured was the offset of the perpendicular plane (YZ plane) with respect to the 
global Z-axis (Figure 5.3 (c)).
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(a) (b) (c)
Perpendicular Parallel plane
plane
Parallel plane Perpendicular plane
Figure 5.3 Illustration of the angles measured showing (a) the intersecting planes, the 
angle offsets of the planes (b) parallel and (c) perpendicular with the racket face plane.
Firstly, an inclinometer was used to manually measure the angle of the planes parallel 
and perpendicular to the racket face plane with respect to the global Z-axis (Figure
5.3). Racket position was modified until the inclinometer showed an angle of 0°. 
Modification involved placing small sections of material under the racket butt. This 
method was useful for physically positioning the racket however, the angles measured 
were unlikely to be of adequate accuracy. Since readings were taken from a limited 
number of positions around the racket frame and in some cases the inclinometer had to 
be physically supported.
To obtain more accurate measurements, a laser scan of the racket and the upper and 
lower calibration planes was performed (Figure 5.4). A colleague assisted in performing 
the scan and measuring the angles from the data.
Figure 5.4 Laser scanning of the racket and calibration planes.
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The scanner provides an accuracy to within ±0.001 mm. Figure 5.5 shows the rendered 
scan. To determine measurements from the scan data, the global origin was centred at 
the racket butt and the lower calibration plane was made perpendicular to the global Z- 
axis using the software (Geomagic Studio 2014). The long axis of the scan was 
intersected by the planes perpendicular (Plane XZ) and parallel (Plane YZ) to the 
racket face plane (Figure 5.5). The offset of these two planes with respect to the global 
Z-axis was then measured as shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.5 Rendered laser scan of the racket and calibration planes. The long axis of the 
racket scan was intersected by two virtual perpendicular planes used to measure the 
angles (Plane YZ and Plane XZ).
The offset of Plane YZ and Plane XZ (Figure 5.5) was 0.2 and 0.3° respectively. These 
angles were low enough to be deemed negligible, indicating the structure was 
orthogonal. It was not possible to measure the rotation of the planes about the global 
Z-axis however, the scan was used to measure the relative location of the control 
points. Mean location of the X coordinate of the control points P5 to P7 (Figure 5.2) in 
the Plane YZ was 0.3 ± 0.5 mm, confirming the racket face plane was aligned straight. 
Based on these measurements, this experimental setup was deemed appropriate to be 
used to obtain the relative pose of a camera with respect to a racket.
Plane XZ
Pla
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The relative position of the seven control points (Pi to P7 Figure 5.2), with respect to 
control point P^  were also measured from the laser scan (Table 5.1). This involved 
manually selecting the control points on the surface of the scan, which was facilitated 
by the software (Geomagic Studio 2014), which allowed the user to zoom-in without the 
scan losing visual quality.
Table 5.1 Relative position of the seven control points as measured from the laser scan. 
The control point P: was centred at the origin creating a left-handed reference frame.
Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 Pe P7
X (mm) 0.00 0.00 292.62 291.85 147.85 146.73 147.61
Y (mm) 0.00 360.75 361.64 0.00 69.93 289.93 185.06
Z (mm) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 518.94 518.94 661.39
5.4 Relative pose of the master camera to the racket
Given the relative pose of a slave camera with respect to a master camera obtained 
through stereo calibration in chapter 4 ( R s te r e o  and T s t e re o  in Figure 5.6). The cameras 
were placed in a common local reference frame containing the racket. This was 
achieved using the orthogonal calibration object outlined in the previous section, i.e. a 
combination of the upper and lower calibration planes (P1 to P7 in Figure 5.6). The 
control point P^  was selected to be centred at the local origin creating a left-handed 
reference frame. The distance of P^  from the base of the racket handle was 233 mm.
The common local reference frame between the racket and the master camera ( R | 0 c a i 
and T|0Cai in Figure 5.6) was obtained by manually digitising the seven control points (Pt 
to P7 Figure 5.6) in the image plane of the master camera (Figure 5.7). A MATLAB 
function was written that allowed the user to zoom-in so that the seven control points 
could be selected with greater accuracy. Each of the seven control points was digitised 
ten times and the mean taken. To avoid a learning effect, short breaks were taken 
between each of the ten digitisation stints and the points were digitised in the same 
order (P1 to P7).
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Figure 5.6 The cameras and the racket were defined in a common local reference frame 
using the seven orthogonal control points, P1 to P7.
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Figure 5.7 Seven manually digitised 2D image coordinates in the view of the master 
camera.
The seven digitised pixel coordinates and their corresponding world dimensions 
measured from the laser scan, were then passed to the MATLAB camera calibration 
toolbox (Bouguet 2010). The toolbox uses this information along with the cameras
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intrinsic parameters to compute the relative pose of the camera with respect to the 
racket (R|0Cai and Tiocai in Figure 5.6).
5.5 Accuracy
5.5.1 Control point error
This was the error in the relative pose of the master camera in the common reference 
frame caused by manual digitisation of the seven control points. The uncertainty in 
manual digitisation was determined by digitising the seven control points ten times in 
the image plane of the master camera (Figure 5.7). The mean standard deviation over 
the ten repeats in the u and v image axes is given in (Table 5.2). The overall error due 
to manual digitisation was concluded to be ± 0.1 pixels.
Table 5.2 Assessment of error in manual digitisation of the seven control points.
U-coordinate V-coordinate
Mean standard deviation 0.09 0.12
The influence of the ± 0.1 pixel uncertainty on the relative pose of the master camera 
was then quantified. This was done by projecting the 3D control points in to the 2D 
image plane of the master camera using the calibration parameters obtained in section 
5.5. Projecting the points removed noise resulting from calibration parameter error. 
Random Gaussian noise that had a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.1 pixel 
was then added to the projected pixel coordinates. One thousand independent trials 
were made: each trial involved adding the random Gaussian noise to the projected 
pixel coordinates which were used to compute the relative pose of the master camera. 
The standard deviation for the relative pose (rotation and translation) of the master 
camera are displayed in table 5.3. The ±0.1 pixel error in manual digitisation of the 
seven control points propagated to a mean standard deviation of ± 0.61 mm for 
translation and ± 0.02° for rotation of the master camera.
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Table 5.3 Assessment of standard deviation in camera pose resulting from manual 
digitisation.
Camera pose parameters ± standard deviation
X (mm) 0.56
Y (mm) 0.65
Z (mm) 0.63
X (degrees) 0.02
Y (degrees) 0.02
Z (degrees) 0.01
5.5.2 Relative camera pose error
The relative pose of the slave camera with respect to the master camera ( R s te r e o  and 
Tstereo in Figure 5.6) was obtained in chapter 4 through a stereo calibration. In this 
section, the error associated with R | 0 C a i and T io c a i was quantified against R s te r e o  and T s t e r e o  
in Figure 5.6, which was treated as the ground truth. This involved digitising the seven 
control points in the view of both the master and the slave camera. Mean standard 
deviation in control point digitisation across ten repeats was 0.08 and 0.07 of a pixel in 
the view of the master and slave camera respectively. The digitised control points and 
corresponding world dimensions were then passed to the calibration toolbox for 
MATLAB (Bouguet 2010) in order to obtain the relative pose with respect to the racket. 
To test the influence of the number of control points, three relative poses for each 
camera were calculated using:
• Seven control points (Pi to P7 in Figure 5.2).
• Lower plane (Pi to P4 in Figure 5.2).
• Upper plane (P5 to P7 in Figure 5.2).
Equation 2.10 (page 25) was then used to calculate the relative pose between the 
master and slave camera. Figure 5.8 shows how well these relative poses matched up 
with the relative ground truth pose. Camera pose accuracy increased with the number 
of control points. This indicates that using the seven control points in the form of a non- 
planar calibration object provided superior accuracy compared to using planar 
calibration objects comprised of fewer control points.
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Figure 5.8 Bar graphs showing error in relative pose of the slave with respect to the 
master camera obtained through manual digitisation of 7, 4 and 3 control points.
5.5.3 Reconstruction error
The relative poses in Figure 5.8 obtained using 3, 5 and 7 control points were used to 
reconstruct the 3D location of the respective control points through stereo triangulation. 
The triangulated points were compared with the ground truth as measured from the 
laser scan (Table 5.1). Table 5.4 shows that RMSE for reconstruction error in all 
directions decreased as the number of control points increased.
Table 5.4 RMSE for reconstruction in the X, Y and Z directions using pose parameters 
obtained using 3, 4 and 7 control points.
Reconstruction 
error direction
Number of control points
X (mm) 
Y (mm) 
Z (mm)
2.62
0.46
1.49
0.75
0.33
0.61
5.6 Repeatability
5.6.1 Repeatability of the slave camera pose
Since the relative pose of the slave camera with respect to the master camera (Rstereo 
and Tstereo in Figure 5.6) was already known from chapter 4. There is actually no need
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to digitise the seven control points in the view of the slave camera in order to place it in 
the common local reference frame. Given the relative pose of the master camera with 
respect to the racket (obtained through digitisation of the seven control points), the 
pose parameters ( R s te r e o  and T s t e r e o  in Figure 5.6) can be applied to equation 2.10 (page 
25). This places the slave camera in the common local reference frame with the master 
camera and the racket. The advantage of this method is that digitisation of the seven 
control points only needs to be performed once in the image plane of the master 
camera, thus removing the influence of manual digitisation. This method of obtaining 
the pose of the slave camera will be referred to as the stereo method.
The repeatability of obtaining the relative pose of the slave camera in the common local 
reference frame was investigated using the stereo method and the 2D method, which 
involved digitising the seven control points. For the 2D method, the seven control 
points had already been digitised ten times (with a variance of 0.7 of a pixel, see 
section 5.5.2) in the image plane of the slave camera. Corresponding image and world 
coordinates were then used to define the relative pose of the slave camera with respect 
to the racket.
Table 5.5 presents the repeatability in the relative pose of the slave camera obtained 
using the two methods. Rotation and translation are represented in Euler angles and 
millimetres respectively. Table 5.5 demonstrates that the relative pose of the slave 
camera is more repeatable when obtained using the stereo method compared with the 
2D method, by virtue of smaller standard deviation values. The largest difference in 
repeatability of translation is in the local X-axis where the range for the standard and 
stereo method is 6.00 and 1.76 mm respectively. This was to be expected as it is the 
axis heading away from the camera and is the most difficult to obtain in a 3D system 
(Driscoll 2012). The range values for rotation about the axis of X, Y and Z were under
0.1 and 0.2° for the stereo and standard method respectively.
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Table 5.5 Repeatability of the slave camera pose obtained using the stereo and standard 
method of calibration.
Standard 2D method Stereo method
± 5 ± 5
[Range] [Range]
1.94 0.48
X (mm)
[6.00] [1.76]
0.92 0.64
Y (mm)
[2.72] [1.75]
0.83 0.22
Z (mm)
[2.47] [0.65]
0.04 0.02
X (degrees)
[0.13] [0.05]
0.06 0.03
Y (degrees)
[0.19] [0.09]
0.02 0.01
Z (degrees)
[0.08] [0.05]
5.7 Summary
This chapter presented a method for accurately obtaining the pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket. This was an important prerequisite for the development of a view 
fitting method to estimate racket position in 3D. This chapter showed:
• The rig was suitable in order to obtain the relative pose of a camera with 
respect to a racket. A laser scan of the racket revealed negligible angle offsets 
of 0.2 and 0.3° at the racket tip in the planes parallel and perpendicular to the 
racket face plane respectively, with respect to the global Z-axis. Following these 
measurements the racket remained untouched.
• Digitisation of seven control points on a non-planar calibration object provided 
the relative pose of the master camera with respect to the racket.
• The standard deviation due to manual digitisation of the control points on the 
image plane was ± 0.1 pixels. This translated to a relative camera pose error of
0.61 mm for translation and ± 0.02° for rotation.
• Using seven control points compared to four increased the accuracy of the 
rotation and translation component of relative camera pose by 54 and 45% 
respectively. While using seven control points compared to three increased the 
accuracy of the rotation and translation component of relative camera pose by 
76 and 56% respectively.
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• Reconstruction of the geometry of the orthogonal 3D calibration object was 
more accurate when 7 control points were used compared to 4 and 3 of the 
control points.
• Relative camera pose with respect to the racket was more repeatable when 
obtained using the stereo method compared with the 2D method. The stereo 
method is advantageous because it relies on the control points being digitised 
in the view of the master camera only once. The pose parameters ( R s t e r e o  and 
Tstereo in Figure 5.6) obtained in chapter 4 are derived from matching 
checkerboard images containing multiple control points which are automatically 
detected to a high level of accuracy using the MATLAB calibration toolbox 
(Bouguet 2010).
5.7.1 Limitations
The method presented in this chapter obtained the relative pose of camera with respect 
to a racket to an acceptable level of accuracy. However, it could be improved by using 
a calibration object that occupies more image space. Zhang (1999) and Choppin 
(2008) recommend making the calibration object as large in the image as possible. 
This could improve calibration accuracy since control point detection would be made 
easier.
5.8 Conclusion
By implementing the camera calibration techniques and recommendations outlined in 
chapter 3 and 4, the method presented in this chapter could be used to capture more 
views of the racket in order to create a fully calibrated set. Since the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters and a common local reference frame have now been defined, the 
next step is to apply the epipolar tangency constraint to a fully calibrated set of camera 
poses and associated racket silhouettes.
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6 Measuring the consistency of racket silhouettes
6.1 Introduction
There will always be some error associated with a camera's relative pose; arising from 
the calibration parameters and manual digitisation of the control points. The literature 
review identified the epipolar tangency constraint, which can be applied to a pair of fully 
calibrated cameras and associated silhouettes in order to measure their inconsistency 
(Wong 2001). In this chapter, synthetic camera poses and silhouettes associated with a 
3D racket model were generated. This allowed the epipolar tangency constraint to be 
applied to a fully calibrated silhouette set associated with the racket model. The 
influence of discrete pixel rendering and extraction of silhouettes on the epipolar 
tangency error (ETE) was quantified (Figure 6.1).
Silhouettes
Figure 6.1 Chapter 6 used synthetic data to quantify the influence of discrete pixel 
rendering and extraction of silhouettes on the epipolar tangency error (ETE).
6.2 Aims and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to apply the epipolar tangency constraint to a synthetic 
fully calibrated set and quantify the influence of discrete pixel rendering and silhouette 
extraction on the ETE.
Objectives:
1. To apply the epipolar tangency constraint to a pair of racket silhouettes.
2. To generate synthetic camera poses and silhouettes associated with a 3D 
racket model.
3. To use the synthetic camera poses to quantify the influence of discrete pixel 
rendering and silhouette extraction on the ETE.
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6.3 The epipolar tangency constraint for a pair of racket silhouettes
Figure 6.2 illustrates the epipolar tangency constraint applied to a pair of racket 
silhouettes. A full explanation of the epipolar tangency constraint is in section 2.3.6 
(page 24-26) of the literature review and in Bradski and Kaehler (2008).
Image plane
Baseline
Viewing ray
Plane 1
Image plane 2
Viewing ray
Figure 6.2 The epipolar tangency constraint for a pair of fully stereo calibrated racket 
silhouettes.
If there is no error in the camera parameters or silhouette extraction then the viewing 
ray associated with a tangency point must project exactly through the tangency point in 
the corresponding image (Figure 6.2). In other words, a line between an epipole e^and 
a tangency point pijk is the same as the line F /p jjk (Figure 6.3), yielding the epipolar 
constraint in equation 2.14 (see section 2.3.6, page 26).
(a) (b)
l-211= Fi2Pi2i P211
1-122 ~  F2 1P 2 12 1-212 =  F 1 2P 1 22
P2f2"v
Figure 6.3 A tangency point pijk is constrained to lie on the line Fy/Py,* in the image plane of 
(a) Ci and (b) C2 (Figure 6.1).
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In reality calibration parameters and extracted silhouette boundaries contain error 
(Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 2003, Forbes 2007). This causes the epipolar tangent lines 
not to project exactly through the tangency point in the opposite image (Figure 6.4), 
resulting in an inconsistent pair of racket silhouettes.
(a) (b)
•-121 = F21P2H p f2 f
P i  22
Figure 6.4 Error associated with real camera parameters and silhouette boundaries 
results in the epipolar tangency lines not projecting exactly through the tangency points 
in the opposite image for (a) C1 and (b) C2 in Figure 6.2.
Reprojection errors can be computed in order to measure the degree of inconsistency 
between a pair of racket silhouettes. These reprojection errors are the perpendicular 
distance d between a tangency point and a projected epipolar line (Figure 6.4) and can 
be computed using equation 2.15 (page 27). For a pair of racket silhouettes there are 
two tangency points in each image thus four perpendicular reprojection errors. The 
measure of inconsistency is based on the root mean square (RMS) value of all the 
reprojection errors and is referred to as the epipolar tangency error (ETE) .
6.4 Epipoles inside silhouettes
When an epipole falls within the boundary of a silhouette, the tangency points are not 
available and the ETE cannot be computed (Wong 2001, Forbes 2007). In Figure 6.2 
this would occur if C^  and C2 were moved forward i.e. closer to the racket, so that the 
baseline passed through the racket. Cases in which the epipole lied inside a silhouette 
were efficiently identified by placing a rectangle around a racket silhouette boundary. If 
an epipole fell inside the rectangle it was disregarded when computing the ETE.
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6.5 Locating the epipolar tangency points
Epipolar tangency points are computed from silhouette boundaries and are always 
available except when the baseline passes through the object. The advantage of using 
the two outer epipolar tangency points is that they are guaranteed to be in 
correspondence (Wong 2001). For example, using two corresponding points on the 
inside of the racket frame would mean that from some view orientations the points 
would become self-occluded by the racket. Using the two outer tangency points avoids 
self-occlusion and simplifies the matching of corresponding points (Wong 2001).
Lazebnik (2002) and Forbes (2007) advocate using polygonal silhouette boundaries 
rather than high-order cubic B-spline snakes (Cipolla and Blake 1990, Cipolla and 
Blake 1992, and Wong and Cipolla 2004), in favour of computational efficiency. 
Polygonal silhouette boundaries can be computed with sub-pixel accuracy (Forbes 
2007) and only needs to be computed once for each silhouette. Whereas tangency 
points need to be computed repeatedly when the relative pose of a camera is adjusted 
during an iterative minimisation of the ETE, which will be addressed in chapter 7.
Figure 6.5 shows a simplified polygonal racket silhouette boundary. Epipolar tangency 
points (shown in blue) exist where tangency lines extending from the epipole touch the 
silhouette boundary (Lazebnik et al. 2002, Wong and Cipolla 2004).
Upper tangency point
Upper tangency line
Epipole
Silhouette vertex
Silhouette boundary
Lower tangency line
Lower tangency point
Figure 6.5 Upper and lower tangency point location for a racket silhouette.
In this project a method based on computing the angle of a tangency point relative to 
an epipole in the image was adopted (Figure 6.6). The angle between the positive x- 
axis and the tangency line associated with each vertex in the silhouette is calculated
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(Figure 6.6). The angles are placed in the correct quadrant using MATLAB's atan2 
function. The y-axis in Figure 6.6 is inverted to coincide with the coordinate axis of an 
image plane. The two tangency points are defined by the largest and smallest angles, 
once the angle of all vertices on a silhouette boundary have been calculated.
Figure 6.6 Illustration of the method used to locate the two tangencies. The angle on the 
image between the positive x-axis and the tangency line associated with all vertices in a 
silhouette boundary is calculated and placed in the respective quadrant. Vertices 
corresponding to the highest and lowest angles are the tangencies.
The largest and smallest angles do not necessarily correspond to the 'upper' and 
'lower' tangency points respectively as seen on the simplified racket silhouette 
boundary in Figure 6.5. These extreme angles simply indicate the two vertices that are 
the tangency points. The method used to compute the correct tangency point 
correspondences across image pairs is explained in the next section.
6.6 Determining racket tangency point correspondences
Correctly determining tangency point matches across racket silhouette pairs was 
important so that reprojection error distances could be calculated. This project adopted 
a method used by Forbes (2007) and Wong (2001) that calculated the handedness of 
the epipole with respect to the tangency point on a racket silhouette boundary. Other 
methods also exist; Grattarola (1992) used the correspondence which provided the 
lowest ETE and Henandez, Schmitt and Cipolla (2007) determined correspondences 
given the knowledge that camera poses were always orientated upright. However, 
Grattarola's (1992) method was complex to compute and the camera poses generated 
in this project were not always guaranteed to be upright.
Figure 6.7 (a) and (b) show a 3D point P captured by camera 1 and 2, the point P is 
visible to both cameras. In Figure 6.7 (a) the epipole e12 is on the opposite side of p12
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as e2i is of p2i , thus the corresponding tangencies have opposite handedness. In 
Figure 6.7 (b) the epipole e12 is on the same side of p12 as e2i is of p21, thus the 
corresponding tangencies have the same handedness. A function was written in 
MATLAB in order to compute the correspondences as follows:
• Compute the handedness given the poses of a camera pair. It did this using the 
knowledge that if one of the camera's z-coordinate (specified in the opposite 
camera's reference frame) was below zero, then the cameras had same 
handedness.
• In Figure 6.7 (a) both cameras are orientated so that they are in front of each 
other. Therefore, the z-coordinate of both cameras will be above zero when 
specified in the opposite camera's reference frame, resulting in opposite 
handedness.
• In Figure 6.7 (b) camera 1 is orientated so that camera 2 is behind it therefore, 
the z-coordinate of camera 2 will be below zero when specified in the reference 
frame of camera 1, resulting in the same handedness.
• Correctly paired tangencies were then passed to a function that computes the 
four reprojection errors using equation 2.15 (page 27).
Figure 6.7 Handedness of the epipole with respect to the tangency point is used to 
decipher whether tangency correspondence is (a) opposite or (b) the same.
(a) (b)
Camera 2 Camera 2
P
Camera 1
Camera 1
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6.7 Summary
The main aspects of computing the inconsistency for a pair of fully calibrated racket 
silhouettes have been identified. Methods for efficiently computing the tangency points 
and their correspondences for racket silhouettes have been discussed. The following 
section will use synthetic data to measure the inconsistency of racket silhouettes.
6.8 Synthetic data generation
Camera parameters will always contain some error and are often obtained from 
complex calibration produces which can be time consuming and inaccurate. Therefore, 
synthetic camera parameters (internal and external) were used to ensure exact 
parameter values are considered in order to investigate the influence of discrete pixel 
rendering and silhouette extraction on the ETE. Previous studies that have adopted 
silhouette-based pose optimisation methods (Wong 2001, Forbes 2007, Price and 
Morrison 2007) have all used synthetic data in order to understand different aspects of 
error and to compare this with real data.
This section will create:
• A 3D racket model in Blender v2.70.
• Synthetic camera views of the model.
In order to:
• Measure the inconsistency of silhouettes associated with a 3D racket model.
• Measure the effect of discrete pixel rendering and silhouette extraction on the
ETE.
• Investigate the effect of image resolution on ETE.
6.8.1 The 3D racket model
The 3D racket model was created in an open-source computer graphics software 
programme called Blender (v2.70). An image of a racket (Prince Warrior 100L ESP) 
was used as a template to form the shape of the model frame (Figure 6.8 (a)). The 
frame itself was created using a combination of Blender's inbuilt operations before 
being scaled to the size of the racket measuring 24 x 262 x 685 mm (depth, width, 
height). Figure 6.8 (b) is the final rendered racket model.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.8 The 3D racket model created in Blender (v2.70) showing (a) the template image 
used to form the shape of the frame and (b) the final rendered model.
6.8.2 Genera tion of synthetic camera parameters
In Blender, a camera is considered to be an object that provides a means of rendering 
images of a model. Two cameras with the same relative poses with respect to the 
racket as the master and slave cameras from chapter 5 (Figure 5.6, page 70) were 
added to the Blender scene (Figure 6.9), along with the racket model.
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Figure 6.9 Synthetic relative master camera and slave camera poses with respect to the 
model racket in Blender scene.
Camera poses were constructed using a 3 x 1 translation vector and Euler rotations to 
comply with Blender's default settings. The synthetic images had a dimension of 1280 
x 800 which was the same as the camera images in chapter 5. The intrinsic parameters 
of the two synthetic cameras closely matched that of the master and slave camera in 
chapter 5 but had to comply with Blender's settings. The calibration matrix for the 
master camera was given by
1802.7 0 640.5
0 1802.7 400.5
0 0 1
and for the slave camera it was given by
1778.1 0 640.5
0 1778.1 400.5
0 0 1
( 6.1 )
( 6 .2 )
To comply with Blender's settings an effective focal length was used and the principal 
point was located at the centre of the image. The effective focal length was based on 
the mean across fx and fy in Table 4.1 (page 58) for the slave and master camera. Lens 
distortion was not modelled for the synthetic intrinsic parameters. Equations for 
computing the intrinsic parameters from the data provided by Blender are in the 
Appendix.
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6.9 Experiments
6.9.1 Discrete pixel rendering
This section calculated the four reprojection errors for the synthetic camera poses and 
silhouettes associated with the 3D racket model generated in the preceding sections of 
this chapter. In order to quantify the effect of discrete pixel rendering on silhouette 
consistency, two types of racket silhouettes were generated:
1. Synthetic. This involved extracting the outer 3D coordinates used to build the 
mesh of the 3D racket model in Blender (130 coordinates in total) and 
projecting them onto the respective image planes of the master and slave 
camera. No discrete pixel rendering was used and points were projected using 
synthetic camera parameters.
2. Rendered. This involved using Blender to render the two views of the model 
racket silhouettes at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels. It required setting 
foreground and background pixels to white and black respectively and switching 
off the inbuilt shadow feature. Once the silhouettes of the racket had been 
rendered, MATLAB's image processing toolbox was used to extract the 
polygonal silhouette boundaries to sub-pixel accuracy. The polygonal silhouette 
boundary extraction algorithm is described in section 2.3.3 (page 22-23).
Figure 6.10 shows epipolar lines plotted in the view of the master camera when 
synthetic parameters and silhouette boundaries were used. For clarity, Figure 6.10 
shows 45 of the total 130 projected boundary points. Inset Figure 6.10, shows that the 
epipolar line projects exactly through the blue tangency point. Rendering the synthetic 
racket silhouette exactly consistent with that in the opposite slave camera view.
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Figure 6.10 Epipolar lines plotted using synthetic camera parameters and synthetic 
racket silhouette boundary.
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The scenario in Figure 6.10 was expected since both synthetic parameters and 
silhouette boundaries were used. However, when discrete pixel rendering is used and 
racket silhouettes are extracted using image processing techniques, the epipolar lines 
did not project exactly through the tangency points. Figure 6.11 shows an example of 
when this is the case. The quality of the silhouette in Figure 6.11 was quantified by 
super-imposing the extracted silhouette boundary over the same image of the racket 
model and visually inspecting how well they match up. The grey threshold was then 
updated until the best boundary match was observed. The literature review confirmed 
that subjective assessment of silhouette quality is sufficient when the silhouettes have 
been obtained in a controlled environment i.e. highly contrasting background and 
foreground pixels were used to render silhouettes in Blender (Chapter 2, page 24).
(a)
v (pixels)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.11 Epipolar lines plotted using synthetic camera parameters and rendered 
silhouette boundaries. The epipolar lines did not project exactly through (a) the upper 
and (b) the lower tangency points due to the square shape of the pixels.
Figure 6.11 (b) and (c) show the perpendicular reprojection errors between the epipolar 
tangent lines and the upper and lower tangency points in Figure 6.11 (a) were 0.18 and
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0.45 of a pixel respectively. The same perpendicular reprojection error values were 
measured in the view of the slave camera. Note that perpendicular reprojection error 
values are not necessarily the same in both views. For the example in Figure 6.11, the 
RMS ETE was 0.34 pixels due to discrete pixel rendering of the racket silhouettes.
6.9.2 Comparing racket silhouettes with simpler shapes
The previous section showed that the square shape of a pixel caused the racket 
silhouettes not to be exactly consistent with the 3D racket model. This section 
compared the consistency of the same racket silhouettes with that of simple shapes i.e. 
a 2-D plane and a single pixel. Figure 6.12 (a) is a silhouette of a plane made up of a 
single pixel, it has four available tangency points indicated by the blue dots. Figure 6.12 
(b) is a silhouette of a 2D plane with the same height and width as the racket and 
Figure 6.12 (c) is the silhouette of the racket. Each of the silhouettes in Figure 6.12 are 
in the view of the master camera, silhouettes in the slave camera view were also 
generated but are not shown.
Table 6.1 contains the RMS ETE values for the single pixel, the racket size 2D plane 
and the racket computed using the synthetic master and slave camera poses. It can be 
seen that the single pixel and racket have largest and smallest ETE values 
respectively. However, a one-way ANOVA revealed that there was a non-significant 
difference between the perpendicular reprojection error distances used to calculate the 
RMS ETE values in Table 6.1, F (2,9) = 1.37, p > .05. The results confirm that the 
square shape of a pixel causes silhouettes not to be consistent and that racket shaped 
silhouettes are no different from simpler shaped objects.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.12 Silhouette outlines of (a) a single pixel, (b) a 2D plane with the same height 
and width as a racket and (c) the racket.
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Table 6.1 RMS ETE values for silhouette pairings between a single pixel, a 2D plane with 
the same height and width as a racket and the racket.
Single pixel 2D Plane Racket
RMS ETE (pixels) 0.49 0.41 0.34
6.9.3 Silhouette resolution
In addition to the two synthetic camera poses, four synthetic fully calibrated sets were 
generated i.e. more synthetic camera poses were added to the Blender scene in Figure 
6.9. The four different sets contained 72, 64, 40 and 20 views of the 3D racket model 
created in Blender. The camera poses in each of the four sets were used to render 
silhouette images associated with the 3D racket model. Initially, the silhouette images 
were rendered at a resolution of 2560 x 1600 pixels, and then at successively lower 
resolutions; 1280 x 800, 640 x 400, 480 x 300 and 320 x 200 pixels.
The RMS ETE in pixels across the four sets for each resolution was calculated and 
then converted to millimetres using the intrinsic calibration model generated in Blender. 
A description of how to calculate the number of pixels per millimetre using the Blender 
calibration model is in the Appendix. Table 6.2 presents the number of pixels per 
millimetre and millimetres per pixel for the five resolutions tested.
Table 6.2 Number of pixels per millimetre and millimetres per pixel for the five 
resolutions calculated using the Blender calibration model.
Resolution
2560 x 1600 128 0x8 00  640 x 480 480x300 320x200
Millimetres
0.0125 0.0250 0.0499 0.0665 0.0997
per pixel 
Pixels per
80 40 20 15 10
millimetre
Figure 6.13 shows that the RMS ETE (mm) increased with decreasing image 
resolution. As expected there was no clear relationship between RMS ETE (mm) and 
the number of synthetic camera poses within a fully calibrated set; more poses simply 
provides a more reliable RMS ETE. The fully calibrated set with 20 poses displayed a 
marginally larger RMS ETE (mm) for the middle three resolutions. Figure 6.13 confirms 
that silhouettes should be rendered at the highest available resolution in order to 
provide the most accurate fully calibrated set associated with a rackets pose. The 
maximum resolution of the high-speed Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 camera 
available for this project is 1280 x 800.
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Figure 6.13 The RMS ETE (mm) across synthetic fully calibrated consisting of 72, 64, 40 
and 20 camera poses using racket silhouettes rendered at successively lower resolution. 
The RMS ETE (mm) increases as resolution decreases.
6.10 Discussion
This chapter has applied the epipolar tangency constraint to a pair of racket 
silhouettes. Synthetic camera poses and rendered silhouettes associated with a 3D 
racket model were generated, these corresponded with the master and slave camera 
poses from chapter 5. Allowing the effect of discrete pixel rendering on racket 
silhouette inconsistency to be quantified. Discrete pixel rendering and extraction of 
racket silhouettes increased the RMS ETE from zero (when synthetic camera poses 
and silhouettes were used) to 0.34 pixels. This value would be more reliable if more 
views of the racket model were used. However, the purpose of the investigation was to 
simply demonstrate the influence of discrete pixel rendering and racket silhouette 
extraction on the RMS ETE using these two camera poses.
Figure 6.11 demonstrated that discrete pixel rendering acted to increase the 
inconsistency of silhouettes. Table 6.1 shows that there was a marginal difference in 
the RMS ETE between silhouette pairs of a single pixel, a 2D plane with the same 
height and width as the racket and the racket. This suggests that it is the square shape 
of pixels that cause the RMS ETE to increase as a result of discrete pixel rendering. 
Furthermore, the overall shape of a silhouette does not influence the RMS ETE. Use of 
B-spline snakes (Cipolla and Blake 1990, Cipolla and Blake 1992, and Wong and 
Cipolla 2004) to extract silhouette boundaries could decrease the RMS ETE but these 
are more computationally expensive than the polygonal boundaries used in this thesis 
(Matusik, Buehler, and McMillan 2001, Lazebnik 2002).
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Another advantage of using Blender is that synthetic camera poses can be added to a 
scene at any time. In the last section of this chapter additional synthetic poses were 
generated to create fully calibrated sets consisting 72, 64, 40 and 20 views. Blender 
was used to render silhouettes associated with the 3D racket model at successively 
lower resolutions. Figure 6.13 showed that the RMS ETE (mm) across a fully calibrated 
set consisting of synthetic camera poses increased as the resolution at which 
silhouettes associated with the 3D racket model were rendered decreased. This agrees 
with Forbes (2007) who successively decreased the resolution of polygonal silhouettes 
associated with stones. Forbes (2007) reported increasing RMS ETE values between
0.1 and 0.4 pixels as resolution was decreased seven successive times from 2592 x 
1944. In this study, the largest and smallest RMS ETE values were 0.17 and 0.26 
pixels which corresponded to 0.002 and 0.025 mm for resolutions of 2560 x 1600 and 
320 x 200 respectively.
It is preferential to use the highest resolution available in order to obtain more 
consistent fully calibrated silhouette sets. The high-speed Vision Research Phantom 
Miro M110 cameras available for use in this project capture images at a maximum 
resolution of 1280 x 800. Figure 6.13 shows that using this resolution produces an 
RMS ETE comparable to the highest resolution tested of 2560 x 1600 when 72 and 64 
camera poses are used for fully calibrated set. However, there is no clear evidence that 
the effect plateaus at a particular resolution. The findings highlighted that images 
should be captured using the highest resolution of 1280 x 800 when creating a fully 
calibrated set using the high-speed Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 cameras. 
Furthermore, this chapter has shown that obtaining accurate silhouettes is vital for view 
fitting methods that rely on an accurate fully calibrated set. Previously, it has been 
demonstrated that discrete pixel rendering and silhouette extraction makes a larger 
contribution to the RMS ETE than camera parameter error (Forbes 2007).
Finally, Figure 6.13 also indicated that there is no clear relationship between RMS ETE 
and the number of camera poses in a fully calibrated set. However, the RMS ETE 
values computed for the two camera poses based on the master and slave camera 
poses (section 6.9.1) were larger (0.34 pixels) compared to the values presented for 
sets consisting of more poses in Figure 6.13 (range = 0.17 to 0.26 pixels). This 
observation is unlikely to be significant since the RMS ETE simply becomes more 
reliable as the number of camera poses in the fully calibrated set increases. 
Nevertheless, Price and Morrison (2007) found that the accuracy of view fitting 
methods increases with the number of poses in a fully calibrated set.
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6.11 Conclusion
Discrete pixel rendering contributes to the inconsistency of silhouette sets. However, 
racket shaped silhouettes exhibit comparable RMS ETE values to simpler shaped 
silhouettes. Polygonal silhouette quality can be improved by rendering images at the 
highest resolutions available which in turn decreases the RMS ETE. Therefore, 
silhouette images should be captured at the highest resolution possible at a cost of 
increased computational requirements. Furthermore, the number of camera poses in a 
fully calibrated set has no clear influence on the RMS ETE.
Chapter 7 will determine the most appropriate camera pose configuration for a fully 
calibrated set associated with a racket. It will then use optimisation methods to 
minimise the RMS ETE by adjusting camera poses in order to estimate 3D racket 
position using synthetic data.
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7 Optimising the configuration of a fully calibrated set of 
racket silhouettes using synthetic data
7.1 Introduction
This chapter formulated an objective function in order to minimise the RMS ETE across 
synthetic fully calibrated sets using iterative optimisation techniques. The literature 
review identified that the Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation method has previously 
been used to minimise the ETE (Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 2003, Price and Morrison 
2007, Sheets et al. 2011). This optimisation method is preferred because it computes 
the sum of squared reprojection error distances. A validation scheme whereby each 
silhouette is removed from the set then its pose estimated using the method was 
adopted (Price and Morrison 2007). By adjusting parameters of a candidate relative 
pose (rotation and translation) to minimise the cost, an accurate estimation of the true 
pose of a camera can be made. Camera pose estimates were used to reconstruct the 
geometry of the racket face plane. A range of synthetic pose configurations were tested 
and the results were used to inform the creation of a fully calibrated set using the 
Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 cameras in the laboratory. Since synthetic 
camera poses are used, this chapter quantifies the influence of discrete pixel rendering 
and silhouette extraction on 3D racket position error (Figure 7.1) .
Silhouettes
Figure 7.1 Chapter 7 used synthetic camera poses to quantify the influence of discrete 
pixel rendering and extraction of silhouettes on 3D racket position estimation.
7.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to validate racket pose estimates using synthetic data to 
determine the most appropriate configuration for a fully calibrated racket silhouette set.
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Objectives:
1. To generate candidate relative camera poses for the objective function.
2. To use different fully calibrated set configurations to obtain camera pose 
estimates using a take-one-out validation method.
3. To reconstruct the racket face plane using the camera pose estimates.
7.3 Formulating the ETE as an objective function
The objective function for optimisation was specified by a concatenated vector of 
perpendicular reprojection errors (Forbes 2003, Wong 2003, Price and Morrison 2007). 
Formed in MATLAB by considering all possible silhouette pairings in a synthetic fully 
calibrated set. This results in 4n perpendicular reprojection errors (from 2n pairs), 
where n is the number of silhouettes in the set and each silhouette has two outer 
tangency points. Therefore, in vector terms the optimisation problem can be stated as
where x  is the vector of ETE values and f(x) is the cost function that returns a vector of 
minimised ETE values. Forbes (2007) and Price and Morrison (2007) suggest 
specifying the nine parameter 3 x 3  rotational matrix R as a four parameter unit 
quaternion Q. This provides the optimisation method with fewer parameters to adjust. 
Therefore, the candidate relative pose can be specified by a vector of seven 
parameters
where Q is a 1 x 4 quaternion and t is a 1 x 3 translation vector. The Levenberg- 
Marquardt algorithm was used to adjust the seven pose parameters to minimise the 
ETE distances. The pose estimation task corresponds to obtaining appropriate values 
for the pose parameters Q and t.
7.4 Candidate relative poses
A common issue with optimisation frameworks is their sensitivity to the initial 
parameters; in this case the initial candidate relative camera pose (Wong 2001, 
Forbes, Voigt and Bodika 2003, Price and Morrison 2007). A good initial candidate 
relative pose is required i.e. one that is close to the true camera pose. Otherwise the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm may converge to a local minimum that is far from the 
global minimum i.e. the true camera pose.
m m ||/(* )||i = m in i j i ix ) 2 + / 2(x)2 + ••• + /n(x)2) (7.1 )
X =  [Qt], (7 .2 )
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Various methods have been used to initialise candidate relative poses in order to 
minimise the ETE. Wong and Cipolla (2004) exploited a visual hull of a small clay toy 
built from a fully calibrated set of coplanar camera poses. Vertices were extracted from 
the triangular mesh used to build the visual hull and projected onto new silhouette 
views associated with the clay toy. Wong and Cipolla (2004) found that a good 
initialisation could be obtained by manually rotating and translating the candidate 
relative pose until the projection of the visual hull roughly matches the boundary of the 
new silhouette view. The method developed by Wong and Cipolla (2004) relies on 
visual judgement.
Forbes, Voigt and Bodika (2003) and Forbes (2007) used merged visual hull models in 
order to determine initial candidate relative poses. The translational component was 
initialised using the difference between the centroids and the rotational component was 
initialised by determining the transformation between the principal axes of two visual 
hull models. However, the methods used by Wong and Cipolla (2004), Forbes, Voigt 
and Bodika (2003) and Forbes (2007) relied on a visual hull. The intention of this thesis 
was not to create a visual hull of a racket since this is computationally expensive and 
as the literature identified, not necessary for single view fitting methods.
In Price and Morrison (2007), limited information is provided regarding initial parameter 
selection for ETE minimisation using the Levenberg-Marquardt method. However, Price 
and Morrison (2007) state that initialisation tasks associated with more regular shaped 
objects (i.e. symmetrical) is more crucial because local minima are more likely to occur 
since more than one candidate relative pose could be equally consistent. To overcome 
this, Price and Morrison (2007) apply multiple optimisations using different initial 
candidate relative poses. Furthermore, Price and Morrison (2007) identify the rotation 
component of a candidate relative pose to be the primary cause of the Levenberg- 
Marquardt optimisation method becoming trapped in a local minima when minimising 
the ETE. The workaround used by Price and Morrison (2007) was to repeatedly sample 
the rotational component of candidate relative poses from a normal distribution. The 
optimisation was then terminated when the RMS ETE was below a threshold of 1.5 
pixels.
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Figure 7.2 A spherical coordinate (adapted from Wolfram Math World 2015).
This project generated multiple initial candidate relative poses using spherical 
coordinates (Figure 7.2). A point P in a spherical coordinate system is defined in 3- 
dimensional space by its radial distance (r) from a fixed origin, its azimuthal angle (0) 
from the positive x-axis to its orthogonal projection on the x-y plane and the polar angle 
(<p) measured from a fixed zenith direction. Following the mathematical convention r, 0 
and (p are referred to as rho, theta and phi respectively.
Spherical coordinates were converted to Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z) using 
trigonometry. The z-coordinate of point P is equal to
z — r  cos cp. (7 .3 )
The triangle OSQ (Figure 7.2) also has a hypotenuse of length r  cos(<p), the side OS is 
adjacent the angle 0 , therefore
x  = r  sin<p cos0.
Finally, the side SQ is opposite angle 0 hence,
y  =  r  sin q) sin 6
(7 .4 )
(7 .5)
Once the spherical coordinates had been converted to X, Y, Z Cartesian coordinates, 
each was assigned a reference frame. This involved calculating the direction between 
each spherical coordinate (X,Y,Z) and the centre of the racket model in order to obtain 
a Z-axis. The butt of the racket model was centred at the global origin of the Blender 
scene (Figure 7.3). Therefore the centre was defined to be midway up the racket model
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i.e. 0, 0 and 342.5 mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively (Figure 7.3 (a)). An 
orthogonal X-axis (with respect to the Z-axis) was then calculated followed by the Y- 
axis which was obtained using the cross product of the Z and X axes (Figure 7.3 (b)). 
This created an orthogonal reference frame (with respect to the Blender racket model) 
for each spherical coordinate, forming candidate relative camera poses i.e. each 
candidate pose had a relative rotation and translation.
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Figure 7.3 Method used to assign each spherical coordinate a reference frame with 
respect to the racket model, (a) shows a side view and (b) shows a 3D view.
The configuration for the candidate relative poses was then defined. A racket has two 
perpendicular planes of reflective symmetry, intersecting along its long axis (Srinivasan 
2004). Therefore, an entire spherical configuration was not used because local minima 
are more likely to occur if candidate poses that are far from the solution are used. 
Instead, angles for theta and phi (Figure 7.2) relative to the racket were manually set 
so that the configuration of the candidate relative poses surrounded the true pose 
(Figure 7.4). The blue cameras in Figure 7.4 (a) are the initial relative candidate poses 
and the red camera is the true pose. Approximate knowledge of the true pose could be 
obtained by manually measuring the horizontal and vertical distance (X and Z axis in 
Figure 7.4) of the camera with respect to the racket in order to obtain a resultant 
distance i.e. a rho value (Figure 7.2). In Figure 7.4, the rho value is 1.7 m. The angles 
for phi and theta are then set so that the configuration of the relative candidate poses 
extends 30° either side of the true pose Figure 7.4 (b).
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Figure 7.4 Candidate relative poses generated using spherical coordinates showing (a) a 
3D view and (b) a top view.
An angle of 30° was chosen because this minimised the chance of the Levenberg- 
Marquardt converging to a local minima. Angles of up to 90° (either side of the true 
pose) were tested however, these resulted in the antipodal view being found. Antipodal 
views occur because random orientations close to the antipodal view appear similar to 
the actual view and result in a local minimum of the ETE function (Price and Morrison 
2007). An error of approximately 180° for camera rotation about the optical axis is 
characteristic of when the antipodal view has been found (Price and Morrison 2007).
For clarity, Figure 7.4 does not show all the candidate relative poses used. In this 
project, a maximum of 100 candidate relative poses were used (in the same 60° area), 
which is the same number of initial conditions as used by Price and Morrison (2007). 
To obtain sub-pixel accuracy, searches were terminated by setting a threshold of 0.5 
pixels on the RMS value of the ETE vector. A threshold of 0.5 produced the best 
results; a threshold of 1 pixel did not allow the optimisation to fully converge in some 
instances and a threshold below 0.5 made no difference to the solution. A threshold 
was required since discrete pixel rendering and silhouette extraction was used 
therefore, the RMS ETE values across the fully calibrated sets used would not be zero, 
even if the correct solution was found (see section 6.9.1, page 86-88).
7.5 Method
To assess camera pose estimate accuracy a take-one-out validation method was used 
in which each silhouette is removed from the set in turn and its pose is estimated using
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the method (Price and Morrison 2007). Camera pose estimates were compared with 
synthetic ground truth camera poses and silhouettes were rendered at a resolution of 
1280 x 800 pixels. For each pose estimation, a maximum of 100 candidate relative 
poses were used in the configuration shown in Figure 7.4. Optimisations were 
terminated if the RMS ETE went below a threshold of 0.5 pixels since this produced the 
best results. Other thresholds of 1 pixel and 0.25 of a pixel were also tested. However, 
the threshold of 1 pixel did not allow the optimisation to fully converge in some 
instances and the threshold of 0.25 made no difference to the solutions. Price and 
Morrison (2007) recommend using a threshold that allows for sub-pixel accuracy of the 
ETE vector i.e. a threshold of 1 pixel or below. A threshold was required because 
discrete pixel rendering and silhouette extraction was used, which means the RMS 
ETE value across the fully calibrated sets used will never be zero i.e. there will always 
be some degree of inconsistency.
Firstly, dome shaped and circular synthetic fully calibrated set configurations containing 
80, 72 and 18 poses were tested. Secondly, fully calibrated sets with silhouette views 
of only one side of the racket face plane were tested, consisting of 36, 27, 18 and 9 
views. The area in which camera poses were estimated decreased with the number of 
racket silhouette views in a synthetic fully calibrated set configuration.
Camera pose estimates obtained using the fully calibrated set configurations were then 
used to reconstruct 3D coordinates on the racket face plane. In total, 130 coordinates 
were reconstructed for each camera pose estimate, using a camera-plane model 
(Dunn et al. 2012). A detailed explanation of computing a camera-plane model can be 
found in Dunn et al. (2012) and Dunn (2014). Reconstructed coordinates were 
compared with known 3D coordinates obtained from the racket model mesh generated 
in Blender (section 6.8, page 83-85).
Finally, the viability of the take-one-out method to validate 3D racket position estimation 
was investigated. Since the configuration of the fully calibrated set changes by one 
view for each pose estimate during the take-one-out method. The effect of removing a 
single silhouette view from a fully calibrated set is quantified. Camera poses associated 
with ten racket silhouettes that were not originally part of the fully calibrated set were 
estimated. These camera poses were within the same area as the fully calibrated set 
configurations. Racket position estimation was carried out using a fully calibrated set 
consisting of 27 views and different fully calibrated set configurations of 26 views. 
Difference in racket position estimation error obtained using the sets was calculated.
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7.6 Results
Figure 7.5 illustrates a sample optimisation between a pair of cameras using a fully 
calibrated set consisting of 80 silhouette views associated with the racket model.
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Figure 7.5 Illustration of a sample optimisation using showing (a) positions of the ground 
truth left camera (red), the initial candidate relative pose (blue) and the camera pose 
estimate (green), (b) the initial ETEs and (c) the optimised ETEs.
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In Figure 7.5 (a), the synthetic ground truth left camera is shown in red. The blue 
camera is the initial candidate relative pose. Figure 7.5 (b) shows the epipolar lines 
plotted using the pose parameters associated with the ground truth left camera (red) 
and the candidate relative pose (blue). The initial RMS ETE is 59.8 pixels. The 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is then used to adjust the pose parameters of the 
candidate relative pose in order to minimise the RMS ETE. The resulting camera pose 
estimate is shown in green (Figure 7.5 (a)). Figure 7.5 (c) shows the epipolar lines 
plotted using the ground truth left camera (red) and the camera pose estimate (green). 
The RMS ETE decreased to 0.07 pixels, requiring 26 iterations of the objective 
function.
7.6.1 Dome shaped fully calibrated set configurations
Figure 7.6 (a), (b) and (c) show translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a fully calibrated set consisting 
of 80 synthetic camera poses in a dome shaped configuration.
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Figure 7.6 Camera pose estimate error for translation in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z 
directions using an 80 pose synthetic set. The largest errors corresponded to side views 
of the racket.
Translation error in the X, Y and Z directions was largest for pose estimates associated 
with side views of the racket. Camera poses associated with side views had an angle 
larger than 80° with respect to the racket face plane normal. Mean translation errors 
were 46.7 ± 66.4, 83.8 ± 77.8 and 25.8 ± 15.9 mm in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively. These results occurred because side silhouette views have a markedly 
different shape compared to silhouette views that include the racket face plane. A 
silhouette containing a full view of the racket face plane (Figure 7.7 (a)) is made up of 
50% more white pixels relative to black pixels than a silhouette containing a side view 
of the racket (Figure 7.7 (b)). Based on these results, side silhouette views associated 
with the racket model were removed from future fully calibrated sets.
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Figure 7.7 Silhouettes associated with (a) a frontal view and (b) a side view of the racket 
model.
Figure 7.8 (a), (b) and (c) show translation errors in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a dome shaped configuration 
containing 72 poses with no side silhouette views of the racket model. Removal of the 
side views from the set increased the accuracy of all the camera pose estimates. In 
Figure 7.8 all the camera pose estimates had translational errors of less than 15 mm in 
all directions. Mean translation errors were 0.48 ± 0.45, 0.50 ± 0.61 and 0.37 ± 0.50 
mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. Removal of side views greatly decreased 
mean translation error for all views. This is highlighted by the smaller mean ± standard 
deviation values compared to those in Figure 7.6. Table 7.1 details rotation error about 
the axis' of X, Y and Z. The largest rotation error was 0.03° about the Z axis.
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Figure 7.8 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a 72 pose dome shaped fully calibrated set configuration.
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Table 7.1 Rotation error of pose estimates made using a 72 pose dome shaped and 18 
pose circular configuration. Computation time for the optimisation to converge to a 
solution using a 3.4 GHz machine is also shown.
Rotation error direction 72 pose dome set 18 pose set Difference
X (°) 0.02 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.26 0.27
Y n 0.01 ±0.01 0.06 ± 0.05 0.05
z n 0.03 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.13 0.15
Computation time 
(seconds)
2.4 0.9 1.5
Figure 7.9 (a), (b) and (c) show translation errors in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a circular configuration 
containing 18 poses with no side silhouette views of the racket model. This set was 
obtained by removing the upper three tiers from the 72 pose set in Figure 7.8. Camera 
pose estimates were less accurate using this set compared with the 72 pose set 
(Figure 7.8). Overall, 100, 100 and 83 % of pose estimates made using the 18 pose set 
had translational errors of less than 15 mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. 
Mean translation errors were 4.02 ± 3.44, 3.45 ± 3.34 and 7.15 ± 6.42 mm in the X, Y 
and Z directions respectively. The 72 pose set provides 3 times the number of 
constraints (views) than the 18 pose set and as a result generates more accurate 
camera pose estimates. Table 7.1 also details rotation error of the pose estimates for 
the 18 pose set. The largest rotation error was 0.29° about the X axis.
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Figure 7.9 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a circular 18 pose fully calibrated set configuration.
7.6.2 Semi-circular configurations
Since the silhouette of a racket is the same shape when viewed from both sides of the 
racket face plane. The suitability of fully calibrated set configurations that contain half 
the number of camera poses compared to those sets in the previous section were
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investigated. These sets view only one side of the racket face plane and do not contain 
side views of the racket therefore are referred to as semi-circular configurations. Four 
semi-circular configurations were investigated, each with one less tier of poses than the 
previous i.e. 4,3,2, and 1 tiers.
Figure 7.10 (a), (b) and (c) shows translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a semi-circular configuration 
consisting of 36 poses, arranged in four tiers. Using this configuration, all of the camera 
pose estimates had translation errors of less than 15 mm in the X, Y and Z directions. 
On average, camera pose estimate translation error was only 0.5 mm less accurate in 
all directions, compared to when the dome shaped 72 pose set was used (Figure 7.8). 
Mean convergence time of the optimisation decreased from 2.4 (Table 7.1) to 1.9 
(Table 7.2) seconds when this set was used rather than the 72 pose set on a 3.4 GHz 
Intel Core i7 machine.
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Figure 7.10 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a semi-circular fully calibrated set configuration containing 36 
poses.
Figure 7.11 (a), (b) and (c) shows translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a semi-circular configuration 
consisting of 27 poses, arranged in three tiers. Using this configuration, 96 % of pose 
estimates had translational errors of less than 15 mm in all directions. Of note is the 
comparatively higher translation error of the pose estimate second left on the lower tier. 
An acceptable solution for this view was not found after 100 candidate relative pose 
trials. This was reflected in the value of its optimised RMS ETE value of 1.4 pixels, 
which is around 7 times larger than the RMS ETE of 0.19 pixels across the set once
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this view was removed. Only estimates with an RMS ETE less than 0.5 were accepted 
as solutions. Mean convergence time was 1.5 seconds using this set (Table 7.2).
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Figure 7.11 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a semi-circular fully calibrated set configuration containing 27 
poses.
Figure 7.12 (a), (b) and (c) shows translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a semi-circular configuration 
consisting of 18 poses, arranged in two tiers. The accuracy of the camera pose 
estimates clearly degrades with decreasing number of poses in a semi-circular fully 
calibrated set. With this set, 67 % of pose estimates displayed translation errors less 
than 15 mm in all directions. The largest camera pose translation errors were 
associated with the outer views on the top tier. Using this set mean convergence time 
was 0.9 seconds (Table 7.2).
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Figure 7.12 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a semi-circular fully calibrated set configuration containing 18 
poses.
Figure 7.13 (a), (b) and (c) shows translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively for camera pose estimates obtained using a semi-circular configuration 
consisting of 9 poses, arranged in a single tier. Using this set, 67, 22 and 11 % of pose 
estimates displayed translation errors less than 15 mm in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively.
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Figure 7.13 Translation errors in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z directions for camera pose 
estimates made using a semi-circular fully calibrated set configuration containing 9 
poses.
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Table 7.2 presents mean values for rotation error about the axis' of X, Y and Z for all 
the semi-circular configurations tested. Camera pose estimate rotation accuracy 
decreased with the number of poses in the configuration. The semi-circular 
configurations consisting of 36 and 27 views estimated poses to within less than half a 
degree of accuracy. Furthermore, once the camera pose estimate whose optimised 
RMS ETE did not fall below the sub-pixel threshold using the semi-circular 
configuration with 27 views had been removed, mean rotation error values reduced by 
more than 50% about all axes.
Table 7.2 Rotation error of pose estimates made using semi-circular configurations 
consisting of 36, 27, 18 and 9 poses. Computation time for the optimisation to converge 
to a solution using a 3.4 GHz machine is also shown.
Rotation error (°)
Semi-circular configuration
36 pose set 27 pose set 18 pose set 9 pose set
X 0.05 ± 0.08 0.29 ±0 .97 1.40 ± 2 .14 2.47 ± 1.70
Y 0.02 ± 0.02 0.05 ±0 .18 0.23 ±0 .29 0.59 ± 0.33
Z 0.04 ± 0.04 0.22 ±0.61 1.22 ±1 .60 1.72 ± 1.29
Computation time 
(seconds)
1.9 1.5 0.9 0.5
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7.6.3 Reconstructing the racket face plane
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Figure 7.14 RMSE for reconstructed coordinates on the racket face plane in the X, Y and 
R directions using semi-circular fully calibrated sets with (a) 36, (b) 27, (c) 18 and (d) 9 
poses.
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Figure 7.14Figure 7.14 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show root mean square reconstruction error 
(RMSE) for
coordinates on the racket face plane in the Y, Z and resultant (R) directions, using 
semi-circular fully calibrated sets consisting of 36, 27, 18 and 9 poses respectively.
Reconstruction error increased as the number of poses in the fully calibrated set 
decreased. The largest errors occurred for the outer views when using the sets 
consisting of 18 and 9 poses. However, all reconstruction errors were below the 
accuracy criteria of 15 mm outlined in the literature review (Chapter 2, page 40). There 
is a marked decrease in the magnitude of camera pose estimate error (Figure 7.10 to 
Figure 7.13) and reconstruction error (Figure 7.14). This is because camera pose 
estimates were located approximately 1.7 m from the local origin whereas the 
reconstructed points on the racket face plane were closer to the local origin (668 mm at 
the furthest point). Figure 7.15 (a), (b) and (c) show that resultant reconstruction error 
increases with camera pose estimate translation error in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively.
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Figure 7.15 Resultant RMSE for coordinates on the racket face plane increases with 
camera pose estimate translation error in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z direction.
Figure 7.16 (a), (b) and (c) show that resultant reconstruction error increases with 
camera pose estimate rotation error in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. 
Therefore, camera pose estimate accuracy directly influences reconstruction accuracy 
of coordinates on the racket face plane and the accuracy of 3D racket pose estimation 
is likely to decrease with distance from the local origin.
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Figure 7.16 Resultant RMSE for coordinates on the racket face plane increases with 
camera pose estimate rotation error in the (a) X, (b) Y and (c) Z direction.
7.6.4 Quantification of removing a pose from a fully calibrated set
The semi-circular fully calibrated set with 27 views was used for this study. In practice, 
this set would be easier to replicate in the laboratory, which is an important 
consideration for the work in chapter 8. This is because the top tier of the set with 36 
poses would be difficult to replicate; placing cameras this high would not allow for 
adequate checkerboard coverage thus accurate calibration parameters. A workaround 
could be to tilt the racket forwards however, moving the racket and camera may 
introduce more error.
Firstly, this study involved reconstructing coordinates on the racket face plane for each 
of the ten views (which were not part of the set) using the fully calibrated set consisting 
of 27 poses. Secondly, reconstruction was then performed using 27 different 
configurations with 26 racket silhouette views i.e. a different view was removed from 
the fully calibrated set for each reconstruction.
Reconstruction of the racket face plane differed by 0.03, 0.01 and 0.01 % in the Y, Z 
and resultant (R) directions respectively, using camera pose estimates obtained from 
fully calibrated sets consisting of 27 and 26 views. Therefore, it is clear that removal of 
one view from a fully calibrated set (required for the take-one-out validation method) 
does not affect the accuracy of reconstructed coordinates on the racket face plane. 
This confirms that the results reported in this chapter are valid for the synthetic pose 
configurations tested and the take-one-out method can be used for validation in the 
laboratory.
7.7 Discussion
In this chapter a take-one-out validation method was used. It involved removing each 
silhouette from the set in turn and estimating its relative pose using the method. The 
method works by adjusting candidate relative poses in order to minimise the ETE
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distance (Figure 7.5), using a fully calibrated set. The fully calibrated set configurations 
consisted of tiers of coplanar camera poses. Mundermann et al. (2005) found that 
coplanar configurations produced accurate visual hulls of human participants who were 
not arbitrarily orientated with respect to the cameras. The racket model was 
strategically placed (upright on its butt) in the Blender scene to allow for a wide range 
of views to be generated. If the racket had been laid on its side, a range of views that 
covered the entire shape of the racket would have been more difficult to obtain.
Testing of a dome shaped fully calibrated set configuration revealed that the method 
was unable to estimate camera poses associated with side silhouette views of the 
racket to the same degree of accuracy as silhouette views that included the majority of 
the racket face plane. These results are specific to a racket and occurred because side 
views have a notably different shape compared to views that include the racket face 
plane. Wong (2001) noted that pose estimate accuracy decreases with the size of the 
region occupied by a silhouette in the image. At a resolution of 1280 x 800, a silhouette 
view of the entire racket face plane was comprised of 50% more white pixels compared 
to a side view of a racket (Figure 7.7). Therefore, side views were removed from fully 
calibrated sets in order to improve camera pose estimate accuracy, this was 
demonstrated using a 72 pose set in Figure 7.8. Future developments of the method 
could calculate the percentage of white pixels relative to black pixels in a silhouette 
before deciding to run an optimisation. Silhouettes with > 50 % less white pixels than 
views that contain the entire racket face plane could be discarded.
Since a visual hull of a racket is not required for the single view fitting method 
developed in this project, it was viable to use semi-circular fully calibrated sets which 
viewed one side of the racket face plane. For an accurate racket visual hull, camera 
poses would be required at both sides of the racket face plane to provide enough 
information about the volume of space that the racket does not occupy. Wong (2001) 
used 11 silhouette images of a small clay sculpture captured in an incomplete circular 
coplanar configuration to estimate the pose of additional silhouette views.
Four and three tiered semi-circular fully calibrated set configurations consisting of 36 
and 27 racket views respectively produced the most accurate pose estimates. On 
average, only 5 and 14% of poses were not estimated to within 10 mm of the ground 
truth using the 36 and 27 pose configurations respectively. This was a good result 
considering the time for the Levenberg-Marquardt method to converge decreased from
2.7 seconds using the 72 pose set to 1.9 and 1.5 seconds using the 36 and 27 pose 
configurations respectively using a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 machine. As expected, pose
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estimate accuracy decreased when 18 and 9 racket silhouette views were used. Price 
and Morrison (2007) also observed a decrement in pose estimate accuracy from a 
configuration consisting of 60 views to ones consisting of 24 and 6 views of a rigid 
particle.
In order to compare the method's ability to estimate racket position with the marker- 
based methods (Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby 1986, Elliott, Marsh and Overheu 1989a 
and Elliott, Marsh and Overheu 1989b, Choppin et al. 2007a), pose estimates were 
used to reconstruct 3D points on the racket face plane. Choppin, Goodwill and Haake 
(2011) reported that, on average, racket marker position could be reconstructed to 
within ±2.5 mm. This included human error from manual marker selection on the racket 
frame and systematic error from the calibration. In this chapter coordinates on the 
racket face plane were reconstructed to within ±0.15, ±0.33, ±1.18 and ±2.27 mm using 
semi-circular fully calibrated set configurations consisting of 36, 27, 18 and 9 racket 
silhouette views respectively. However, the scenario tested in this chapter was more 
constrained; cameras were approximately 1.7 m from the racket which was located at 
the local origin. Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011) reconstructed 3D coordinates on 
the racket frame during baseline rallies using cameras placed at the net i.e. 
approximately 14 m away from the racket.
7.7.1 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the initial step in the validation of a method for markerless 
estimation of tennis racket position. The approach adopted a take-one-out method 
which involved removing each silhouette from the a fully calibrated set in turn and 
estimating its pose. It was found that:
• Semi-circular fully calibrated configurations (which viewed one side of the 
racket plane) were capable of estimating camera poses to a comparable degree 
of accuracy to that of a full dome shaped configuration, with a shorter 
convergence time.
• Racket position estimation accuracy decreased with camera pose estimate 
accuracy.
• A semi-circular fully calibrated set containing 27 racket silhouette views 
arranged in three tiers positioned 1.7 meters from the racket is most appropriate 
to be replicated in the laboratory.
In chapter 8, a laboratory-based fully calibrated set is created using the Vision 
Research Phantom Miro M110 cameras.
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8 Validation of racket pose estimates using a fully calibrated 
set created in the laboratory
8.1 Introduction
This chapter adapted the calibration methods outlined in chapters 3, 4 and 5 to create 
a laboratory-based fully calibrated set (LFCS) i.e. real calibration parameters and 
silhouettes. The configuration of the LFCS was based on findings from chapter 7. 
Camera poses estimated using the LFCS were used to reconstruct 3D racket position. 
Therefore, this chapter assesses the total error from the calibration parameters and 
silhouette extraction on 3D racket position estimation (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1 Chapter 8 calculated the total error resulting from calibration parameters and 
silhouette extraction on the ability of a view fitting method to estimate 3D racket position.
8.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to validate 3D racket position obtained using camera pose 
estimates obtained from a LFCS.
Objectives:
1. To create a LFCS using calibration methods outlined in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
2. To assess the accuracy of the LFCS by measuring its consistency.
3. To use the camera pose estimates obtained with the LFCS to reconstruct 3D 
racket position.
8.3 Creating the LFCS
8.3.1 Method
Corresponding checkerboard images were captured using two black and white high­
speed Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 cameras. The images were passed to 
Bouguet's (2010) camera calibration toolbox for MATLAB in order to compute the 
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters (see chapter 4). Twenty one stereo calibrations were
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performed and a common local reference frame was defined using the methods 
presented in chapter 5 (Figure 8.2). The master camera remained untouched and was 
positioned at approximately -10° relative to the racket stringbed normal so that it did not 
obstruct any of the slave camera positions. The slave camera was positioned at 7 
different angles with respect to the racket stringbed normal i.e. 0° in Figure 8.2. The 
angles were measured approximately using a protractor and a piece of string that was
1.7 m in length. The slave camera angles ranged from -60 to 60° in 20° increments.
S la v e
M a s t e r
Figure 8.2 Approximate angles relative to the racket stringbed normal (0°) for the 21 slave 
camera poses.
The angle of the synthetic poses ranged from -80 to 80° in 20° increments with respect 
to the racket model face plane normal for 27 pose set (Figure 7.11, page 105). 
However, these extreme angles (-80 and 80°) were not used for the LFCS for two 
reasons:
1. Adequate checkerboard coverage in both views was not possible at these 
angles therefore the calibration would not be accurate.
2. There was not enough space in the laboratory to position the slave 
cameras at -80 and 80° with respect to the racket model face plane normal.
The influence of removing these views was checked using the synthetic data and the 
differences in 3D racket position estimation was negligible. At each angle, the slave 
camera was positioned at 3 different heights; 1.15, 1.55 and 1.85 m from the floor,
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forming the 21 different positions. The camera heights were the same as those used 
for the synthetic three tiered semi-circular configuration with 27 poses in chapter 7.
At each of the 21 slave camera positions, images of the racket were captured so that 
silhouettes could be extracted. Image thresholding was used to extract the racket 
silhouettes and polygonal silhouette boundaries were segmented (see section 2.3.3, 
page 20-23). Silhouette extraction quality was assessed visually by plotting the 
extracted boundary pixels onto the original greyscale image. The threshold value was 
adjusted if the silhouette boundary did not match the racket shape in the original 
image.
8.3.2 Results
Table 8.1 shows the mean ± standard deviation for the intrinsic parameters (fx, fy, cx, cy) 
for the master and slave camera over the 21 stereo calibrations. For both cameras, 
focal length was less repeatable than principal point. However, there was no significant 
difference (p > .05) between the mean intrinsic parameter values in Table 8.1 and 
those in Table 4.1, given that the same camera and lens settings were used.
Table 8.1 Mean ± standard deviation for the intrinsic parameters ( fx, fy, cx, cy) for the 
master and slave cameras over the 21 stereo calibrations.
Intrinsics (pixels) Master camera Slave camera
fx 1804.30 ± 1.72 1781.60 ± 1.30
fy 1802.20 ±2.31 1779.50 ± 1.26
cx 642.64 ± 0.75 651.53 ±0.72
Cy 440.76 ±0.84 399.30 ±0.93
Figure 8.3 is a schematic showing the LFCS. The relative location of the master 
camera (red), 21 slaves (blue) and the racket in the common local reference frame is 
shown. Mean slave camera distance from the racket was 1.5 ± 0.76 m.
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Figure 8.3 Schematic showing (a) a front view and (b) a top view of the master camera 
pose (red), the fully calibrated set of 21 slave camera poses (blue) and the racket in a 
common reference frame.
8.4 Assessing the accuracy of the LFCS
This section assessed the accuracy of the LFSC created in the previous section by 
using the computed parameters to calculate the RMS ETE across the set. The 
accuracy of the LFSC affects how close the projected tangent lines are to being 
tangential to the racket's silhouette. With exact parameters and silhouettes, the 
epipolar tangency lines will be exactly tangent to the silhouettes (see section 6.9.1, 
page 86-88). The RMS ETE for the LFCS was compared with a synthetic replica.
8.4.1 Synthetic data generation
The synthetic set was exactly the same as the LFCS in Figure 8.3. Twenty one 
synthetic camera poses were added to the Blender scene. The intrinsic parameters 
were based on those for the slave camera in Table 8.1. For each pose, an effective 
focal distance was used and the principal point was located at the centre of each 
silhouette image. The standard deviation in focal distance across the 21 poses was 
±1.28 pixels. This corresponded to the mean standard deviation across fy and fx in 
Table 8.1. Silhouettes associated with the racket model (created in Blender Figure 6.8) 
were rendered at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels.
8.4.2 Method
• The accuracy of the LFCS was quantified by using the computed parameters to 
calculate the RMS ETE. The LFCS's accuracy was assessed using the 7 
control points to define the local common reference frame to P7 in Figure 
5.6).
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• The RMS ETE values for the LFCS were compared with the synthetic data 
created in section 8.4.1. This was measured using three levels of syntheticity:
1. Fully synthetic (see section 6.9.1, page 86).
2. Synthetic parameters and rendered silhouettes. This involved using 
Blender to render the 21 silhouette views associated with the model at a 
resolution of 1280x800 pixels.
3. LFCS parameters and synthetic silhouettes. This involved using the 
calibration parameters associated with the LFCS to project the 130 outer 
3D points of the racket model, forming exact projected silhouette 
boundaries. The master camera was not included in the LFCS because
the configuration was based on the synthetic set containing 27 evenly
spread views (Figure 7.11, page 105).
8.4.3 Results
Figure 8.4 shows the projected epipolar tangents derived using the LFCS calibration 
parameters and silhouettes. The silhouette in Figure 8.4 corresponds to camera pose 8 
in Figure 8.3 (a). The majority of tangents touch the tip and butt of the racket. However, 
four of the tangents touch the side of the racket. These four tangents are a result of 
when camera pose 8 is paired with poses 7 and 9 in Figure 8.3 (a). These two poses 
are located above and below (Z axis direction) pose 8 respectively. All the other poses
in the LFCS are either side (Y axis direction) of pose 8.
Epipolar lines converging above the racket (pose 8 paired with pose 7 Figure 8.3 (a)).
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Epipolar lines converging below the racket (pose 8 paired with pose 9 Figure 8.3 (a)).
Figure 8.4 Projected epipolar tangent lines on the image plane of camera pose 8 in Figure
8.3 (a) derived from the all camera poses. The data has some error therefore the lines are 
not exactly tangential.
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Table 8.2 presents the RMS ETE for the synthetic and real data. The racket in Table
8.2 shows the 130 outer 3D points of the racket model used to obtain exact projected 
silhouette boundaries. As expected the RMS ETE is zero when synthetic parameters 
and synthetic silhouette boundaries were used. Using synthetic parameters and 
rendered silhouettes at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels, increased the RMS ETE to
0.22 pixels. Exact polygonal silhouette projections generated using LFCS calibration 
parameters provided an RMS ETE of 0.19. The RMS ETE across LFCS (real 
parameters and silhouettes) was 0.41 pixels.
Synthetic parameters and rendered silhouettes were more inconsistent (RMS ETE =
0.22) than the real parameters and the synthetic silhouettes (RMS ETE = 0.19), 
demonstrating the accuracy of the calibration method. Discrete pixel rendering and 
silhouette extraction is a marginally greater contributor to the inconsistency of the 
LFCS than the calibration parameters. Higher resolution silhouettes may improve the 
consistency of the LFCS (see section 6.9.3, page 89).
Table 8.2 RMS ETE (pixels) values for the 21 pose synthetic set using synthetic 
parameters with synthetic silhouettes, synthetic parameters with rendered silhouettes 
and real parameters with synthetic silhouettes.
Synthetic Real Synthetic Real
parameters parameters parameters parameters
synthetic synthetic rendered rendered
silhouettes silhouettes silhouettes silhouettes
RMS ETE 0.00 0.19 0.22 0.41
8.5 Racket position validation
In this section camera pose estimates were obtained using the take-one-out method 
and then used to reconstruct 3D coordinates on the racket frame surface. Chapter 7 
showed that the take-one-out method is suitable to be used for the validation of camera
pose estimates; changing the configuration of a set by removal of a single pose did not
affect pose estimate accuracy (see section 7.6.4, page 110).
8.5.1 Method
Camera pose estimates were obtained using:
• LFCS parameters and synthetic silhouettes.
• Synthetic parameters and rendered silhouettes.
• The LFCS.
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A maximum of 100 relative candidate poses were adjusted for each camera pose 
estimation and an ETE threshold of 0.5 pixels was used (see section 7.4, page 94-98). 
Camera pose estimates were compared with the corresponding poses in the LFCS, 
which were deemed as ground truth. For the fully calibrated set that used synthetic 
parameters and rendered silhouettes, pose estimates were compared with the 
corresponding synthetic poses.
The camera pose estimates were then used to reconstruct 106 3D coordinates on the 
racket frame surface. Reconstructed 3D coordinates were compared with coordinates 
extracted from the racket laser scan, which were deemed as gold standard. An account 
of how the scan was performed is detailed in section 5.3 (page 65-69). This section of 
the study was carried out for two reasons:
1. To compare data with previous methods identified in the literature review that 
estimated 3D racket position.
2. To inform potential users (players, coaches and manufacturers) of the accuracy 
and potential of the method.
As the 3D coordinates extracted from the laser scan were not coplanar i.e. not on the 
racket face plane, stereo triangulation was used for the reconstruction. Exact pixel 
projections of the 3D coordinates were obtained using the calibration parameters. This 
allowed for triangulation using the master camera (Figure 8.3), which was deemed as 
ground truth and each camera pose estimate. The master camera always had the 
same pose therefore reconstruction accuracy using the camera pose estimates was 
quantified.
8.5.2 Results
Figure 8.5 illustrates a sample reconstruction using the LFCS. Figure 8.5 (a) and (b) 
show views of the racket as seen by camera 1 and camera 13 in Figure 8.3 (a) 
respectively. Pixel projections of the 3D coordinates have been plotted on the images. 
The green dots are ground truth while the red dots are projections of the reconstructed 
coordinates. The visible red dots in Figure 8.5 (a) indicate lower reconstruction 
accuracy compared with Figure 8.5 (b). In Figure 8.5 (a), RMSE for reconstruction in 
the X, Y and Z directions was 2.96, 1.28 and 4.05 mm respectively. In Figure 8.5 (b), 
RMSE for reconstruction in the X, Y and Z directions was 1.13, 0.20 and 0.46 mm 
respectively. Figure 8.5 (a) and (b) are extreme examples; camera pose estimates 
corresponding to views 1 and 13 had resultant translation errors of 214.28 and 9.87 
mm respectively.
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Figure 8.5 Racket views corresponding to (a) camera pose 1 and (b) camera pose 13 from 
Figure 8.3. The green dots are exact projections of 3D points obtained from the racket 
scan and the red dots are projections of 3D coordinates reconstructed using pose 
estimates.
Figure 8.6 shows RMSE (mm) for reconstruction in the X, Y and Z directions of 3D 
coordinates on the racket frame surface. Reconstruction error in all directions was 
lowest when the LFCS parameters and synthetic silhouettes were used (Figure 8.6 
(a)). In Figure 8.6 (a), mean reconstruction error was 0.42, 0.06 and 0.21 mm in the X, 
Y and Z directions respectively. Reconstruction error increased when synthetic poses 
and rendered silhouettes were used (Figure 8.6 (b)). In Figure 8.6 (b), mean 
reconstruction error was 0.76, 0.15 and 0.48 mm in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively.
In Figure 8.6 (c), 3D racket position was estimated using the LFCS. Camera pose 
estimate 1 produced the largest reconstruction errors of 2.9, 1.3 and 4.1 mm in the X, Y 
and Z directions respectively. The camera pose associated with this view was located 
at approximately 60° with respect to the racket face plane normal. In general, racket 
position accuracy decreases as the angle of the camera pose estimate with respect to 
the racket face plane normal increases. Camera pose estimate 5 produced the lowest 
reconstruction errors of 0.1, 0.1 and 0.3 mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. 
Mean reconstruction error was 1.46, 0.29 and 1.03 mm in the X, Y and Z directions 
respectively, across all the camera pose estimates.
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Figure 8.6 RMSE (mm) for reconstruction in the X, Y and Z directions of 3D points on the 
racket frame surface using camera pose estimates obtained from (a) LFCS parameters 
and synthetic silhouettes, (b) synthetic poses and rendered silhouettes and (c) the LFCS.
8.6 Discussion
In this chapter, a LFCS based on pose configuration findings from chapter 7 was 
created. The LFCS used the calibration methods developed in chapters 3, 4 and 5 to 
obtain 21 camera poses and a common local reference frame including a racket. It 
contained three tiers of seven camera poses in a semi-circular configuration (Figure
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8.3). The accuracy of the LFCS was quantified by using the computed parameters to 
calculate the RMS ETE across the set. An RMS ETE value of 0.41 pixels was 
measured for the LFCS. Forbes (2007) reported an RMS ETE value of 0.4 pixels using 
silhouettes of stones and parameters obtained using a self-calibration technique. 
Forbes (2007) obtained this RMS ETE value for a fully calibrated set consisting of 90 
silhouette views associated with different stones. Wong (2001) calculated an RMS ETE 
of 0.39 pixels across 192 control points on a calibration grid used to calculate 
parameters. Therefore, the accuracy of the LFCS created in this chapter was similar to 
those used in previous successful silhouette-based pose optimisation studies, despite 
that these comparisons are for different scenarios.
Use of synthetic data allowed the influence of silhouette segmentation and camera 
calibration on the RMS ETE to be quantified in isolation. It was found that silhouette 
segmentation was marginally, a larger contributor to the inconsistency of the LFCS. 
This agrees with Forbes (2007) who measured the RMS ETE across fully calibrated 
silhouette sets associated with stones by employing the same levels of syntheticity 
used in this chapter. Highlighting that accurate silhouette extraction is important for the 
accuracy of a view fitting method. Chapter 6 (section 6.9.3, page 89) showed that when 
converted to millimetres, the RMS ETE across a fully calibrated set increased as 
silhouette resolution decreased. Therefore, silhouettes should be obtained at the 
highest possible resolution in order to produce accurate fully calibrated sets. At these 
high resolutions, quality polygonal silhouette boundaries can be obtained using the 
efficient segmentation method outlined by Forbes (2007) (section 2.3.3, page 20-23). 
Which relies on low level image processing functions such as morphological opening 
and grey thresholding to obtain the binary silhouette image. The use of B-spline snakes 
(Wong 2001) to segment the boundaries is more complex and less efficient. Since 
manual interaction with a user-supplied input function is required to identify an initial 
contour resulting in slow convergence speeds because of large numbers of sample 
points (Brigger, Hoeg and Unser 2000). Furthermore, B-spline snakes are required to 
identify boundaries in noisy images. The racket silhouette images in this chapter were 
obtained under controlled conditions using a backlight to ensure background pixels 
were substantially brighter than foreground pixels, simplifying boundary extraction.
Camera pose estimates obtained using the LFCS and the two synthetic fully calibrated 
sets were used to estimate the position of the racket in 3D. This involved reconstructing 
a number of 3D coordinates on the surface of the racket frame which were validated 
against coordinates obtained from the racket scan. Reconstruction error of coordinates 
on the racket frame surface increased with camera pose estimate error (Figure 8.5),
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this was also demonstrated in chapter 7 (section 7.6.3, page 108-110). This was 
because camera poses are further from the local common origin than the racket. 
Racket position estimation uncertainty is therefore likely to increase with the distance of 
the racket from the local origin. In real-play conditions, the local origin could be placed 
at the centre mark of the baseline so that it is close to the racket during serves and 
groundstrokes.
Figure 8.6 showed that the fully calibrated set consisting of synthetic parameters and 
rendered silhouettes estimated racket position less accurately compared to the set 
consisting of LFCS parameters and synthetic silhouettes. Therefore, discrete pixel 
rendering and silhouette extraction is a larger contributor to 3D racket position error 
than the calibration parameters, using this configuration. This finding highlights the 
accuracy of the calibration method used to obtain the LFCS and the need to extract 
accurate silhouettes.
Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011) assessed the accuracy of a marker-based racket 
tracking method by comparing reconstructed distances between markers to those 
measured directly on the frame. On average, Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011) 
reconstructed individual marker position on the racket frame to within ±2.5 mm. 
Choppin et al. (2011) used reconstructed coordinates from high-speed video 
sequences to calculate racket velocity and angle. The reconstruction errors 
corresponded to an average angular error of ±1° and velocity error of ±0.5 m s '1. Using 
the LFCS, mean reconstruction error for coordinates on the racket frame surface was 
1.46, 0.29 and 1.03 mm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively. This rounds to a 
resultant reconstruction error of ±2 mm across all 21 camera pose estimates in Figure
8.6 (c). This is 13 mm less than the accuracy criteria of 15 ± 10 mm achieved by the 
markerless method developed by Corazza et al. (2010), which was used by Sheets et 
al. (2011) to measure tennis serve kinematics in practice conditions (Chapter 2, page 
40). However, it is not possible to compare directly compare the results of this study 
with the values reported by Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011). Since, Choppin, 
Goodwill and Haake (2011) reconstructed markers on the racket in a much less 
constrained scenario i.e. from camera distances up to 14 m between the net and the 
baseline. In this study reconstruction was performed from approximately 1.7 m from the 
racket.
Of note is the relatively large reconstruction errors in the X and Z directions for camera 
poses associated with frontal racket silhouette views (Figure 8.6 (c)). One reason could 
be that the convergence angle between the master camera and these frontal slave
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camera positions was low, making the calibration parameters less accurate. Low 
convergence angles have been linked with inaccurate estimations of depth in stereo 
calibrations (Choppin 2008, Kelley 2014).
Another reason could be that these frontal racket silhouette views have reflective 
symmetry, with a line of symmetry running along the long axis of the racket. Reflective 
symmetry is the simplest type symmetry and is apparent when one half of an object is 
the reflection of the other half. Rotational symmetry also exists, which is apparent if 
there is a centre point around which the object is rotated and looks the same. The 
number of positions in which the object looks exactly the same is referred to as the 
order of symmetry. Price and Morrison (2007) found that single view poses from 
irregular shaped (non-symmetrical) particles were more consistently estimated than 
that of regular shaped particles. The epipolar constraint can be considered as an 
envelope of intersecting planes that encloses an object's convex hull (Sinha et al. 
2004). Therefore, an object with a symmetrical convex hull will be more prone to 
suboptimum alignment because there will be multiple candidate poses that are equally 
consistent but do not necessarily correspond to the correct solution. However, this 
would be more problematic for silhouettes associated with an object that has rotational 
symmetry e.g. a cone or sphere. This is because there would be multiple poses 
associated with the object that resemble the same convex hull which can effectively 
become "jammed" in the epipolar tangency envelope. Thus, causing the optimisation to 
become trapped in a local minimum, resulting in the camera pose parameters never 
being able to move toward the correct solution. For a racket, the two frontal views have 
reflective symmetry (side racket views also have reflective symmetry but are not 
included in this project (see chapter 7, page 101)) and the same convex hull therefore, 
the chance of the optimisation converging to a local minimum is much less. Price and 
Morrison (2007) contend the problem can be alleviated if lots of constraints are used
i.e. using a fully calibrated set containing a large range of views of an object. Chapter 7 
demonstrated that pose estimate accuracy decreased with the number of views in a 
set. Therefore, the fact a racket has reflective symmetry (when viewed from the front 
and back) is unlikely to influence the accuracy of the method in estimating 3D racket 
position. Furthermore, reflective symmetry can easily be accounted for by using a fully 
calibrated set that includes a range of views of the racket.
Figure 8.7 shows that the method works well for a non-symmetrical object, agreeing 
with Price and Morrison (2007). Using the same synthetic pose configuration, rendered 
silhouette views of an irregular plane (with the same height and width as the racket) 
were used to estimate its relative pose. Overall, mean reconstruction error for the
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irregular plane was low (Figure 8.7). However, direct comparison between results in 
Figure 8.7 and those for the racket in Figure 8.6 (b) is not possible. A frontal silhouette 
view of the racket face plane is made up of 50% less white pixels with respect to black 
pixels compared with the same view of the irregular plane. Therefore, the lower error 
for the irregular plane is more likely due to the fact that more pixels are used.
Nevertheless, future research could focus on making the racket silhouette appear more 
irregular in the silhouette image in order to improve results using the method. An 
approach could be to paint sections of the frame with a particular contrasting colour or 
pattern. The main challenge surrounding this would be to not impede racket silhouette 
extraction. Another way could be to use grommets (holes through which the string fits) 
that protrude from the side of the racket, effectively changing the shape and irregularity 
of the rackets silhouette. However, this could add mass to the racket and increase the 
moment of inertia (MOI).
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Figure 8.7 Camera pose estimate translation error in the X, Y and Z directions using 
rendered silhouettes of an irregular shaped plane with the same height and width as a 
standard size racket.
8.7 Conclusion
This chapter used a fully calibrated silhouette set of real data to estimate 3D racket 
position and found:
• A method to create a fully calibrated silhouette set consisting of 21 different 
camera poses in a semi-circular configuration was demonstrated.
• The consistency of the set was comparable with previous silhouette-based pose 
optimisation studies albeit for different scenarios. This highlights the accuracy of
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the calibration method developed in this project and the importance of accurate 
silhouette extraction.
Camera pose estimates were used to estimate 3D racket position using the 
laboratory-based fully calibrated set. This involved reconstructing 3D 
coordinates on the racket frame surface. Synthetic replication of the LFCS 
showed that discrete pixel rendering and silhouette extraction was a larger 
contributor to racket position error than the calibration parameters.
Coordinates on the racket frame surface were reconstructed to within ±2 mm 
using the LFCS (real parameters and silhouettes), which is less than the 
accuracy criteria of 15 mm. Therefore, under controlled conditions, the method 
estimates 3D racket position more accurately than the markerless method used 
by Sheets et al. (2011) to measure serve kinematics during practice play. 
Silhouettes associated with non-symmetrical objects provide marginally more 
accurate results using a view fitting method. For a non-symmetrical plane with 
the same height and width as the racket, this is likely due to there being more 
visible pixels in the silhouettes.
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9 Estimating 3D racket position from different camera 
positions
9.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the potential of the method to be applied in real-play 
conditions. Real-play conditions occur when players compete over a number of points 
in order to win sets and any coaching during this time is strictly prohibited. Racket 
position from a range of camera orientations between 0 and 90° and distances up to 14 
m is estimated. Camera orientation is the angle of rotation about the optical axis in the 
plane aligned with the racket face plane and camera distance is measured with respect 
to the racket. Finally, racket motion expected to occur during a serve was simulated by 
rotating the racket about an axis 10.16 cm (4 inches) from the butt, in the plane 
perpendicular to the racket face plane. The method was then used to estimate 3D 
racket position across the series of silhouette images.
9.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter was to simulate real play conditions in Blender and apply the 
method to estimate 3D racket position.
Objectives:
1. To estimate 3D racket position over a range of camera orientations.
2. To investigate whether the orientation of camera poses within a fully calibrated 
set influences 3D racket position accuracy.
3. To estimate 3D racket position from realistic camera distances that are 
appropriate to be used during real play conditions.
4. To simulate racket motion expected to occur during a serve and apply the 
method to estimate racket position over a series of silhouette frames.
5. To make recommendations for the method to be applied in real play conditions.
9.3 The fully calibrated set
This chapter used synthetic camera parameters and rendered silhouettes. The fully 
calibrated set camera pose configuration was the same as the lab-based fully 
calibrated set (LFCS) in chapter 8 (Figure 8.3). For each camera pose, an effective 
focal distance was used and the principal point was located at the centre of each 
silhouette image. Variance in focal distance across the 21 camera poses was ±1.2 
pixels, corresponding to the mean standard deviation across fy and fx in Table 8.1. Lens 
distortion was not simulated for this intrinsic model.
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9.4 Method
9.4.1 Camera orientation
Sixteen synthetic racket views were generated (Figure 9.1). These sixteen racket views 
were not part of the fully calibrated set described in section 9.3 and therefore will be 
referred to as unknown views. Figure 9.1 (a) and (b) show a front and top views of the 
unknown view configuration respectively. Mean camera distance from the racket was 
1.55 ± 0.4 m. The configuration of the unknown views covered a similar area to that of 
the fully calibrated set in Figure 8.3.
(a) (b)
2000
Figure 9.1 The sixteen synthetic unknown views, (a) shows a front view and (b) shows a 
top view.
The camera poses associated with the unknown views were assigned an effective focal 
length of 1780.6 pixels. This corresponded to the mean focal length across /*and fy for 
the slave camera in Table 8.1. Mean racket silhouette height (number of white pixels in 
the u image axis) was 72 and 71 % of the image for the unknown views and views in 
the fully calibrated set respectively.
Ten sets of the sixteen unknown views were tested; Figure 9.1 is an example of one of 
the sets. The ten sets differed by their rotation angle about the optical axes in the plane 
aligned with the racket face plane i.e. orientation about the Z-axis. Camera pose 
orientation was increased from 0 to 90° in 10° increments (Figure 9.2). In Figure 9.2 the 
rectangles represent the cameras image plane, which rotates while the racket model 
remains stationary. The blue, red and green rectangles show the image plane when it 
is rotated to orientations of 0, 50 and 90° respectively.
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Figure 9.2 For each of the 16 unknown views in Figure 9.1 camera pose orientation was 
increased from 0 to 90° in 10 increments, forming ten sets of unknown views. The blue, 
red and green rectangles show the image plane at orientations of 0, 50 and 90° 
respectively.
Figure 9.3 (a), (b) and (c) show example racket silhouette images captured from 
camera pose 5 in Figure 9.1 using camera pose orientations of 0, 50 and 90° (Figure 
9.2). The silhouette orientations were intended to cover a range of racket orientations 
expected to occur in tennis strokes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.3 Racket silhouette images captured from view point 5 in Figure 9.1 at camera 
pose orientations of (a) 0, (b) 50 and (c) 90°.
The 3D racket position associated with the ten sets of unknown views was estimated 
using the synthetic fully calibrated set outlined in section 9.3. The fully calibrated set 
was then modified by randomly changing the orientation of the camera poses. Mean 
orientation of this fully calibrated set was 61.19 ± 23.94°. The purpose was to 
investigate if 3D racket position accuracy could be influenced by using fully calibrated 
sets consisting of silhouettes that were orientated differently compared to the original
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set. The 3D racket position associated with the ten sets of unknown views was then 
estimated using the randomly orientated fully calibrated set.
The same method for generating candidate relative poses as outlined in section 7.4 
(page 94-98) was used. Racket position was estimated by reconstructing 130 
coordinates on the racket face plane as per chapter 7. Reconstructed coordinates were 
validated against ground truth coordinates obtained from the 3D racket model mesh 
created in Blender (section 6.8, page 83).
9.4.2 Camera distance
The camera distances tested, were based on tennis court dimensions (Figure 9.4). All 
the camera poses were trained on the centre mark at the baseline since this is where 
serves and the majority of groundstroke take place during a tennis match (Choppin, 
Goodwill and Haake 2011).
Centre of 
baseline and 
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Figure 9.4 Camera distances tested and their relative positions on the court.
The camera distances were measured relative to the racket which was located at the 
centre of the baseline in Figure 9.4. The camera distances tested were 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 
12, and 14 m. At each distance there were seven camera poses. Across each set of
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seven poses, camera angle with respect to the local X-axis (indicated by the red arrow 
in Figure 9.4) was increased from 0 to 60° in 20° increments.
Each camera distance was allocated a unique focal length. Focal length was 
determined by zooming-in until the racket appeared to be a similar size as the 
silhouettes in the fully calibrated set. Racket silhouette size was judged visually 
because is the most efficient method when filming in real play conditions rather than 
calculating the percentage of white pixels in each image. The fully calibrated set used 
in this section is outlined in section 9.3 i.e. all the poses were orientated upright, and 
candidate relative poses were determined using the method in section 7.4 (page 94).
Finally, a flat serve was simulated. The simulation was performed using the camera 
pose circled red in Figure 9.4. This pose was used because it lies outside the court and 
therefore would not be intrusive during real play conditions. Figure 9.5 shows the 
racket model relative to the centre mark of the baseline (local origin) in the view of the 
camera pose circled red in Figure 9.4. The butt and tip of the racket model were 
located at 0 and 0.7 m in the local Z direction respectively. The camera pose in Figure
9.4 was positioned at a height of 1.2 m which made it 0.5 m higher than the tip of the 
racket and at 40° with respect to the racket stringbed normal. It was orientated so that 
its optical axis intersected the centre of the image (red dot in Figure 9.5) i.e. it was 
looking head on to the racket. In real play conditions, the camera could be positioned 
so that it is slightly higher (0.5 m) than the racket. This is a simulation of how the 
method could be applied in real play conditions. However, other camera positions 
would need to be simulated to ascertain whether camera height i.e. if the camera looks 
up or down with respect to the racket, influences the accuracy of the method.
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Figure 9.5 View from of the camera pose circled red in Figure 9.4. The red dot indicates 
where the camera view was centred i.e. midway up the racket.
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To simulate racket motion expected to occur during a serve, the racket model was 
rotated about an axis 10.16 cm (4 inches) from the butt in the plane perpendicular to 
the racket face plane. This is the location of the axis of rotation used to define the 
swing weight of a tennis racket in laboratory conditions (Cross and Bower 2006). The 
racket was rotated about this axis between -40 to 30° in 2° increments in order to cover 
a range of racket positions important for racket-ball impact during a serve (Figure 9.6 
(a)). For a serve, impact occurs above the head when the racket is orientated upright 
(Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby 1986, Kotze, Mitchell and Rothberg 2000, Abrams et al. 
2011). In Figure 9.6 (a) this would be when the racket is orientated upright at 0°.
(a) (b)
o°
30 °
Figure 9.6 Simulated racket position during a serve around ball impact. The racket was 
rotated about an axis 762 mm from the butt in 2° increments, (a) shows a side view and 
(b) a front view of the simulated racket positions in Blender.
Silhouette images were rendered at each of the 36 racket angles in Figure 9.6 (a) and 
3D racket position associated with each silhouette was estimated using fully calibrated 
sets with the camera poses orientated upright and randomly. The first analysis frame 
was when the racket was orientated at 0° because this silhouette provides the best 
view of the racket face plane. For both fully calibrated sets, the algorithm was 
instructed to perform two optimisations; the first worked backwards from when the 
racket was oriented at 0 to -40°, the second worked forwards from 0 to 30°. For the first 
optimisations i.e. when the racket was orientated at 0°, the candidate relative pose was 
obtained using the method described in section 7.4 (page 94-98). However, the 
following optimisations i.e. when the racket was not orientated at 0°, were initialised
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using the solution of the previous. The 3D racket position was obtained by using the 
camera pose estimates to reconstruct the 130 coordinates on the racket face plane for 
each racket angle (Dunn et al. 2014). Reconstruction results were validated against 
known 3D coordinates obtained from the racket model mesh (section 6.8.1, page 83- 
84).
9.5 Results
9.5.1 Orientation
Figure 9.7 shows resultant reconstruction error on the racket face plane for unknown 
views orientated between 0 and 90°. Two fully calibrated sets were used to obtain 
these results; a set with camera poses orientated upright (at 0°) and a set with camera 
poses orientated randomly. Each bar in Figure 9.6 represents the RMSE for 2080 
reconstructed coordinates. These were obtained using each of the sixteen camera 
pose estimates to reconstruct 130 coordinates on the racket face plane for each 
orientation i.e. 160 optimisations were performed using each fully calibrated set. The 
exact location of the 130 reconstructed coordinates are shown on the racket in Figure 
9.7.
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Figure 9.7 Resultant reconstruction error on the racket face plane for unknown view 
orientations between 0 and 90° obtained using fully calibrated sets consisting of camera 
poses oriented upright and randomly.
The largest mean resultant reconstruction error was 1.91 ± 3.32 mm using the 
randomly orientated set when the unknown views were orientated at 90°. The lowest 
mean resultant reconstruction error was 0.93 ± 0.69 mm using the fully calibrated set 
orientated upright when the unknown views were orientated at 20°. However, the 
randomly oriented fully calibrated set provided the lowest mean resultant reconstruction
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error for six of the ten unknown view orientations tested. These orientations were 30, 
40, 50, 60, 70 and 80°. Despite this there was not a significant difference (p > .05) 
between using a fully calibrated set with camera poses orientated upright or randomly, 
implying the method is robust. However, Figure 9.7 indicates it is beneficial to use a 
randomly orientated fully calibrated set for unknown views whose orientation exceeds 
20° but not at 90°.
The following colour maps demonstrate the best results for each of the fully calibrated 
sets in Figure 9.7. Figure 9.8 (a) and (b) show resultant RMSE for unknown views 
orientated at 20° obtained using the fully calibrated sets orientated upright and 
randomly respectively. The fully calibrated set orientated upright produced more 
accurate results for unknown views at this orientation. Mean resultant reconstruction 
error was 0.93 ± 0.69 mm and 1.52 ± 1.80 mm using the fully calibrated orientated 
upright and randomly respectively. Furthermore, reconstruction for view 7 was 84% 
more accurate when using the fully calibrated set orientated upright.
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Figure 9.8 Resultant RMSE for unknown views orientated at 20° obtained using fully 
calibrated sets containing camera poses orientated (a) upright and (b) randomly.
Figure 9.9 (a) and (b) show resultant RMSE for unknown views orientated at 60° 
obtained using the fully calibrated sets orientated upright and randomly respectively. 
The fully calibrated set containing camera poses of random orientations provided more 
accurate results. Mean resultant reconstruction error was 1.57 ± 1.54 mm and 1.13 ±
1.03 mm using the fully calibrated orientated upright and randomly respectively.
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Figure 9.9 Resultant RMSE for unknown views orientated at 60° obtained using fully 
calibrated sets containing camera poses orientated (a) upright and (b) randomly.
9.5.2 Distance
Figure 9.10 shows RMSE for reconstruction of coordinates in the Y, Z and resultant (R) 
directions on the racket face plane. Over all camera distances, mean RMSE in the R 
direction varied by 0.52 mm, demonstrating the robustness of the method. The RMSE 
in the Z direction represented the largest component of error.
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Figure 9.10 Mean RMSE ± standard deviation (mm) for reconstruction of coordinates in 
the Y, Z and R directions on the racket face plane from camera distances ranging 
between 2 to 14 m.
Figure 9.11 (a), (b) and (c) show RMSE for reconstruction on the racket face plane for 
all camera distances tested in the Y, Z and (resultant) R directions respectively. In 
general, RMSE for reconstruction was similar across all camera distances and angles 
(relative to the racket plane normal). Mean reconstruction error was 0.39 ± 0.49, 2.00 ± 
0.34 and 2.07 ± 0.49 in the Y, Z and R directions respectively. The slightly larger mean 
RMSE in all directions at 6 m in Figure 9.10 is mainly a result of the camera pose 
located at 60° relative to the racket face plane normal in Figure 9.11. The outlier at 6 m 
occurred because its RMS ETE did not reduce below the threshold of 0.5 of a pixel
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following adjustment of the 100 initial candidate relative poses. Therefore, the solution 
associated with the lowest RMS ETE was selected, which was 0.82 of a pixel. This 
could have occurred because the silhouette view associated with the camera position 
located at 60° with respect to the racket face plane contains less information about the 
true shape of the racket. Chapter 8 showed that in general, racket position accuracy 
decreases as the angle of a camera pose estimate with respect to the racket face 
plane increases. Nevertheless, resultant reconstruction for the outlier differs on 
average by only 3 mm compared to all the other estimates. The black boxes in Figure 
9.11 show the relative position of the camera poses with respect to the court lines.
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Figure 9.11 RMSE for reconstruction on the racket face plane in the (a) Y, (b) Z and (c) R 
directions for all the camera distances tested.
9.5.3 Serve simulation
Figure 9.12 (a) and (b) show a 3D view and a side view respectively of the camera 
pose estimates obtained for each of the racket angles in Figure 9.6, during the 
simulated serve. The increase in racket angle produced a curve of camera pose 
estimates increasing in height (Z axis) with respect to the racket. Each camera pose 
estimate was then used to reconstruct coordinates on the racket face plane.
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Figure 9.12 Camera pose estimates obtained during the simulated serve showing (a) a 3D 
view and (b) a side view.
Figure 9.13 (a), (b) and (c) show reconstruction errors in the Y, Z and resultant (R) 
directions respectively for coordinates on the racket face plane obtained using the 
upright orientated fully calibrated set, during the simulated serve. Mean reconstruction 
error was 0.31 ± 0.22, 2.05 ± 0.16 and 2.08 ± 0.19 mm in the Y, Z and R directions 
respectively. Figure 9.13 (d), (e) and (f) show reconstruction errors in the Y, Z and R 
directions respectively for coordinates on the racket face plane obtained using the 
randomly orientated fully calibrated set, during the same simulated serve. Using this 
set, mean reconstruction error decreased to 0.26 ±0.17, 1.93 ± 0.13 and 1.96 ± 0.14 
mm in the Y, Z and R directions respectively. Overall, 81% of racket pose estimations 
during the simulated serve were more accurate when the fully calibrated containing 
randomly orientated camera poses was used. For both fully calibrated sets, 
reconstruction error in the Z direction contributed a larger component of error during 
the simulated serve. However, the randomly orientated fully calibrated set decreased 
the number of racket pose estimates with errors above 2 mm in the Z direction by 50% 
(Figure 9.13 (e)), compared with the upright fully calibrated set (Figure 9.13 (b)). The 
largest reconstruction errors tended to occur when the racket was located at angles 
away from 0° i.e. toward and -40 and 30°. This is because out-of-plane 3D position 
estimation is difficult when only a single camera is used in a view fitting method. Since 
silhouette consistency depends on the extent to which silhouette scale changes with 
racket position (Price and Morrison 2007). Silhouettes associated with larger racket 
angles e.g. -40 and 30°, will be smaller in the image compared to when the racket is 
angled upright at 0°. Thus, making 3D racket position estimation marginally less 
accurate at larger racket angles.
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Figure 9.13 Reconstruction error obtained using a fully calibrated set orientated upright 
in the (a) Y, (b) Z and (c) R directions and reconstruction error obtained using a fully 
calibrated set orientated randomly in the (d) Y, (e) Z and (f) R directions, during a 
simulated serve.
9.6 Discussion
This chapter used synthetic data to demonstrate the potential of the method to be 
applied in real-play conditions. The 3D racket position was estimated from a range of 
camera angles and distances. Finally, the method was used to estimate racket position 
over a series of silhouettes during a simulated serve.
9.6.1 Orientation
Racket orientations that were expected to occur during typical tennis shots were 
simulated. For the simulations, the racket model remained stationary (upright) and the 
camera poses were rotated about the optical axis to provide racket silhouette views 
over a range of orientations (Figure 9.2). Camera orientations between 0 and 90° at 
10° intervals were tested. Figure 9.7 shows the method was capable of estimating 3D 
racket position from camera orientations between 0 and 90° to a high accuracy. A fully 
calibrated set with the camera poses oriented upright produced a mean resultant 
reconstruction error of 1.43 ± 1.76 mm. This was compared with a set containing
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randomly orientated camera poses which produced a marginally larger mean resultant 
reconstruction error of 1.50 ± 2.40 mm, over the ten unknown view orientations tested.
However, the synthetic fully calibrated set that consisted of camera poses that were 
randomly orientated provided marginally lower reconstruction errors for unknown poses 
with orientations above 20°. Therefore, if the method were to be applied in real-play 
conditions; two fully calibrated sets should be created. A set consisting of camera 
poses orientated upright would be used to estimate racket position expected to occur 
during a serve. The serve is played above the head with the upper limb outstretched 
(Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby 1986, Kotze, Mitchell and Rothberg 2000, Abrams et al. 
2011) i.e. ball impact can be assumed to occur when the racket has an orientation of 0° 
(Figure 9.6). A set consisting of camera poses orientated randomly (in this study mean 
orientation was 61.19 ± 23.94°) should be used to estimate racket position expected to 
occur during groundstroke's which are played at larger angles from the side of the body 
(Elliott, Marsh and Overheu 1989a), Elliott, Marsh and Overheu 1989b).
The influence of the orientation of the fully calibrated set on the accuracy of single view 
fitting methods has not been explored. This is because previous applications have 
optimised the pose associated with irregular shaped objects (Wong 2001, Price and 
Morrison 2007). There is less ambiguity in the estimation of poses associated with 
irregular objects (Price and Morrison 2007), this was demonstrated in chapter 8. 
However, this project has developed a view fitting method so that accurate results can 
be achieved for symmetrical objects i.e. a racket.
9.6.2 Distance
Figure 9.10 demonstrated that the method can be used to estimate racket position from 
camera distances that correspond to realistic positions on a tennis court. Overall, there 
was little difference in RMSE for reconstruction of coordinates on the racket face plane 
between the distances tested. For all distances, RMSE in the Z direction contributed a 
larger component of error to the camera pose estimates which translated to the racket 
pose estimates.
Firstly, the larger error in the Z direction is likely a result of there being too few 
constraints in terms of camera height with respect to the racket, imposed by the fully 
calibrated set. The maximum and minimum camera pose height in the fully calibrated 
set was 1390.5 and 866.5 mm respectively, providing a range of 523.9 mm over the 
three tiers of poses. This limits the silhouette views associated with the racket's pose to 
a smaller area than that of the height of the racket itself (686 mm). A larger range of
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camera pose heights in the fully calibrated set could improve 3D racket position 
estimation. Price and Morrison (2007) found pose estimate accuracy increased with the 
number of views in the fully calibrated set. A network of fixed cameras in the laboratory 
that have been calibrated offline as used by Carazza et al. (2010) could provide a fully 
calibrated set of views with a larger range in height, possibly improving the results. 
Another reason could be that the camera distances tested were all located at a height 
of 1200 mm with respect to the local origin, so that the camera centre was 0.5 m higher 
than the tip of the racket. Testing camera pose distances with a range of heights may 
help to further understand the sensitivity of the Z component to error. However, 
strategic camera placement is important because pose pairings at a lower heights with 
respect to the racket tip could risk the baseline passing through the racket and the 
tangency points becoming unavailable.
Some of the simulated camera positions in Figure 9.4 could be applied in real play 
conditions for estimation of 3D racket position using the method. The camera pose 
circled red in Figure 9.4 was identified as being one of those positions. This was 
because it was located outside the court and therefore would not interfere during real 
play conditions. Similar camera positions have been used previously to measure ball 
and racket trajectories during real play conditions (Elliott et al. 2003, Choppin, Goodwill 
and Haake 2011). Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011) placed two cameras at both 
ends of the net to capture racket movements at the baseline. The distance from the 
centre of the baseline to either end of the net is approximately 14 m. From this 
distance, RMSE for reconstruction of coordinates on the racket face plane was 0.36 ± 
0.34, 2.03 ± 0.17, and 2.09 ± 0.24 mm in the Y, Z and R directions respectively using 
the method (Figure 9.11). Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011) reconstructed marker 
position on the frame to within ±2.5 mm from approximately the same camera 
distances. However, the results of this study are limited to the simulations used and 
therefore cannot be compared directly with Choppin, Goodwill and Haake (2011). 
Nevertheless the results are promising for application of the current method in real play 
conditions following further development and on-court testing. The smaller camera 
distances tested are relevant for practice conditions i.e. 2 to 8 m (Figure 9.4). For 
example, when the aim of a practice session is to focus on improving a particular 
stroke; the coach may chose to place the camera closer to the player or at a particular 
viewing angle. This may also be useful for manufacturers who wish to conduct racket 
testing for product development purposes.
Finally, a serve was simulated using the camera pose circled red in Figure 9.4 and the 
method was used to estimate 3D racket position over a series of silhouettes. Between
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each silhouette frame the racket model was rotated about an axis 10.16 cm from the 
butt by 2°. Figure 9.13 showed that using a fully calibrated set in which the camera 
poses were randomly orientated improved the resultant reconstruction error by 76%, 
compared to when an upright orientated fully calibrated set was used. On average, 
using the randomly orientated set, 3D racket position during a simulated serve was 
reconstructed to within 1.96 ± 0.14 mm.
The randomly orientated fully calibrated set provided more accurate results because it 
contains a range of silhouettes which are more consistent with the orientations of the 
silhouettes of the simulated serve. This is reflected in the lower average RMS ETE 
value of 0.19 for pose estimates obtained using the randomly orientated fully calibrated 
set, compared to an RMS ETE of 0.29 for the upright orientated set. Furthermore, all 
the reconstruction errors reported in Figure 9.13 are significantly lower than the 
accuracy criteria of 15 ± 10 mm achieved by the markerless method developed by 
Corazza et al. (2010), which was used by Sheets et al. (2011) to measure tennis serve 
kinematics in practice conditions (Chapter 2, page 40). However, the results of the 
current study regarding application of a view fitting method to estimate 3D racket 
position, are limited to the simulated conditions expected to occur during a tennis 
serve.
Figure 9.13 also showed that the largest reconstruction errors occurred when the 
racket was angled away from 0° i.e. toward -40 and 30°, regardless of which fully 
calibrated set was used. At these angles the extent to which the racket face plane is 
out-of-plane with respect to the camera's image plane is largest. Therefore, since only 
a single camera was used for the view fitting method, the marginally larger resultant 
reconstruction errors associated with the larger racket angles is not surprising. Future 
experimentation could explore using a dual camera set-up to solve this problem, which 
was also recommended by Price and Morrison (2007).
Price and Morrison (2007) also found that using a single view fitting method to estimate 
the 3D position of particles during out-of-plane trajectories produced inaccuracies. 
Price and Morrison (2007) state that this occurred because only a single camera was 
used and silhouette consistency depends on the extent to which silhouette scale 
changes. Figure 9.14 (a), (b) and (c) show silhouettes associated with the racket's 
pose at -40, 0 and 30° respectively, during the simulated serve. It can be seen that the 
silhouettes associated with the racket's pose at -40 (Figure 9.14 (a)) and 30° (Figure 
9.14 (c)) appear smaller in the image compared to the silhouette associated with the 
racket's pose at 0° (Figure 9.14 (b)). Table 9.1 presents the percentage of white pixels
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relative to black pixels corresponding to each silhouette in Figure 9.14. The silhouette 
angled at 0° is comprised of the highest percentage of white pixels because the racket 
face plane is in full view. The silhouette associated with the racket's pose at -40° has 
the lowest percentage of white pixels because this is when the racket is located 
furthest from the camera and the racket face plane is not in full view. While the 
silhouette associated with the racket's pose at 30° has slightly more white pixels 
(compared to the silhouette in Figure 9.14 (a)) because the racket is closer to the 
camera but again the racket face plane is not in full view.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.14 Silhouette views associated with racket's pose at (a) -40°, (b) 0° and (c) 30°.
Table 9.1 also shows the RMS ETE for each silhouette in Figure 9.14, measured using 
the randomly orientated fully calibrated set. The larger RMS ETE values indicate that 
the silhouettes in Figure 9.14 (a) and (c) are less consistent with the randomly 
orientated fully calibrated set, compared to the silhouette in Figure 9.14 (b). This shows 
that silhouette scale does indeed influence consistency and in turn the accuracy of a 
view fitting method, agreeing with Price and Morrison (2007). Thus, further supporting 
the findings in chapter 8 (page 124-125) that silhouettes comprised of more pixels 
produce more accurate pose estimations and that the reflective symmetry associated 
with frontal racket silhouette views does not decrease the accuracy of the method.
Table 9.1 Percentage of white pixels with respect to black pixels and RMS ETE 
corresponding to the racket silhouettes in Figure 9.12
(a) (b) (c)
Percent of
white pixels
4.7 % 5.8 % 4.9 %
RMS ETE 0.23 0.14 0.22
Since the method provides the best result when the racket is in full view, the most 
appropriate place to start an analysis is at the point of ball impact i.e. when the racket 
silhouette is assumed to be oriented upright at 0° during a serve (Figure 9.15). This
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silhouette could be manually selected by the user and will provide a reliable initial 
candidate relative pose for the following optimisation. The method then works 
backwards to provide 3D racket position associated with silhouette frames before ball 
impact. During a real serve the racket will vibrate after ball impact which is likely to 
affect the shape of the silhouette and therefore accuracy of the method to estimate 
racket position. However, it is sufficient to analyse only a few frames before impact in 
order to determine racket head speed imparted upon the ball during a serve.
Impact 0°
Before impact After impact
Figure 9.15 The silhouette associated with ball impact when the racket is at 0° should be 
manually selected to be the first analysis frame. The method then works backwards or 
forwards to estimate racket position before and after impact respectively.
9.6.3 Application to tennis
Previous studies have reported racket head velocities of 34.8 m s '1 (Elliott, Marsh and 
Blanksby 1989), 38.6 m s'1 (Chow et al. 2003), 43.2 m s‘1 (Reid, Elliott and Alderson 
2007) and 26.1 m s'1 (Sheets et al. 2011), during a flat serve. All these 3D studies used 
cameras operating at 200 frames per second (fps), apart from Reid et al. (2007) who 
used 250 fps. The lower velocity reported by Sheets et al. (2011) is due to the fact that 
the centre of volume rather than the tip of the racket was tracked.
Elliott, Marsh and Blanksby (1989) used a spacing of 0.005 seconds between frames in 
order to track racket velocity around impact. Players swung the racket toward the ball 
with a mean upward trajectory of the racket tip of 4 ± 2° with respect to the horizontal, 
0.005 seconds prior to and at impact. In the current study, the tip of the racket model 
was displaced by a resultant distance of 4 mm between each 2° rotation about the axis 
10.16 mm from the butt (Figure 9.6). The method developed in this project accurately 
estimated racket position when the racket was orientated between -10 and 10° (Figure 
9.13). Therefore, the accuracy reported for the simulated serve may translate to a real
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serve captured with a camera operating at 200 fps, providing the camera parameters 
and extracted silhouettes are accurate. However, the findings of this chapter are limited 
to the simulated conditions used; movement of the racket was not captured using a 
high-speed camera operating at a particular frame rate.
9.7 Conclusion
The method is capable of estimating the 3D racket position from orientations between 0 
and 90°. The orientation of camera poses in the fully calibrated set has a marginal 
influence on 3D racket position estimation accuracy. A set containing camera poses 
orientated upright should be used to estimate racket orientations expected to occur 
during a serve. While a set containing camera poses orientated randomly should be 
used to estimate racket orientations expected to occur during groundstroke's and 
vollies.
The method estimated 3D racket position from camera distances up to 14 m from a 
range of positions. Some of the positions were located outside the court lines and could 
be suitable for use in real play conditions. A simulation was used to demonstrate 
whether the method could estimate racket position expected to occur during a serve. It 
was found that a fully calibrated set consisting of randomly orientated camera poses 
provided the best racket position estimate accuracy during the simulated serve. 
Furthermore, racket position estimate accuracy marginally decreased with the degree 
to which the racket face plane was out-of-plane with respect the camera's image plane. 
A number of recommendations were made based on these results for application of the 
method in real-play conditions. These included the most appropriate camera position, 
first silhouette analysis frame and camera frame rate. Forming a novel guide for the 
application of a single view fitting method to estimate 3D racket position in real play 
conditions.
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10 Conclusions
10.1 Introduction
This final chapter summarises the research that has been undertaken in this project. 
The chapter includes a summary of the camera calibration method used to obtain 
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and a common local reference frame. The validation 
of the method and recommendations for its application in real tennis-play conditions, 
are also discussed. Finally, there is a section on areas of possible future research.
10.2 Summary of research
The errors induced by camera calibration and silhouette extraction using a view fitting 
method to estimate 3D racket position have been investigated and are illustrated in 
Figure 10.1.
Extrinsic parameters
Silhouettes
Intrinsic parameters
Common reference 
frame
Figure 10.1 Errors that contributed toward 3D racket position estimation accuracy using 
the method.
10.2.1 Camera calibration
Camera calibration was identified to have an important role in the development of 
single view fitting methods. Chapter 3 investigated the repeatability and accuracy of 
intrinsic camera parameters obtained using Zhang's (1999) planar calibration method. 
By taking into account a number of methodological considerations the calibration 
parameters were repeatable and as a result calibration error was small. The intrinsic 
model identified in chapter 3 was taken forward in order to provide accurate extrinsic 
parameters for two high-speed Phantom Miro M110 cameras. The relative pose 
(rotation and translation) between the cameras was estimated using a stereo 
calibration. To produce the best results, it was found that the intrinsic parameters 
should not be recomputed for the proposed calibration method. This was the 
preliminary step towards determining the relative pose of a camera with respect to a 
tennis racket i.e. a common local reference frame.
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10.2.2 Common local reference frame
To determine a common local reference frame for the cameras and racket, a rig was 
constructed on which a racket could be mounted. The racket was laser scanned on the 
rig in order to measure the angle between the racket tip and the handle. Angle offsets 
in the plane parallel and perpendicular to the racket face plane were 0.2 and 0.3° 
respectively, and thus deemed negligible. An orthogonal calibration object consisting of 
seven control points (upper and lower calibration planes) provided the most accurate 
relative pose of a camera with respect to the racket. This method was used to create a 
lab-based fully calibrated set (LFCS) in chapter 8.
10.2.3 Measuring silhouette consistency
The inconsistency of synthetic fully calibrated racket silhouette sets was measured 
using the epipolar tangency constraint. It revealed that discrete pixel rendering and 
silhouette extraction contributes to silhouette inconsistency. This is regardless of 
silhouette shape and the number of pixels in a silhouette. It was found that the 
consistency of a fully calibrated set can be improved by rendering silhouettes at the 
highest available resolution. The number of racket silhouette views in a synthetic fully 
calibrated set had a negligible effect on the overall consistency.
10.2.4 Determining the configuration of a fully calibrated set
A take-one-out validation process was used to determine the most practicable 
configuration for a lab-based fully calibrated set (LFCS). This involved removing each 
silhouette from a fully calibrated set in turn and estimating its pose using the method. 
Candidate relative poses were initialised using spherical coordinates before being 
adjusted by the Levenberg-Marquardt method in order to minimise the epipolar 
tangency error (ETE). It was found that the method was unable to estimate the camera 
pose associated with side silhouette views of the racket to the same accuracy as 
silhouette views that included the entire racket face plane. Removal of side views from 
a fully calibrated set greatly improved camera pose translation error in all directions. 
Therefore, side racket views were removed from further fully calibrated sets.
Since a racket has a symmetrical shape, semi-circular fully calibrated set 
configurations were tested i.e. sets consisting of silhouette views of only one side of the 
racket face plane. Sets containing 36, 27, 18 and 9 racket views were tested. It was 
found that camera pose estimate accuracy decreased with the number of views in a 
fully calibrated set. However, on average the sets containing 36 and 27 poses 
produced camera pose estimates that were only 1 and 5 mm and 0.02 and 0.1° less 
accurate respectively, than that achieved with the 72 pose set. Therefore, only a
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relatively small amount of accuracy was scarified for a 50% reduction in solution time. 
Furthermore, a fully calibrated set with views at only one side of the racket face plane 
was practically more easy to reproduce in the laboratory.
10.2.5 Laboratory-based fully calibrated set (LFCS)
A LFCS with 21 racket views was created based on findings of the synthetic testing. 
The configuration of the LFCS consisted of 3 tiers of 7 camera poses. The LFCS did 
not have 27 views, (as with the synthetic testing) since the six camera poses with 
angles of 80° with respect to the racket face plane normal were not included. This was 
because it was not possible to obtain adequate image coverage at these larger camera 
angles to provide accurate calibration parameters. Use of a second master camera 
could help improve image coverage.
The total error associated with the LFCS was assessed i.e. systematic error arising 
from the calibration parameters and error from silhouette extraction. This was done by 
using the computed parameters to calculate the RMS ETE across the set. The RMS 
ETE was 0.41 of a pixel which was similar to that calculated in previous silhouette- 
based pose optimisation studies. It was found that silhouette extraction was the main 
contributor to the inconsistency of the LFCS. This highlighted the accuracy of the 
calibration method and the importance of accurate silhouette extraction.
The take-one-out validation process was used to provide camera pose estimates 
obtained using the LFCS. These camera pose estimates were used to reconstruct 3D 
coordinates on the racket frame surface to within ± 2 mm. This error is comparable to 
reconstruction errors reported in previous marker-based racket tracking studies. 
However, the environmental conditions were relatively constrained i.e. the study was 
performed in a laboratory and the racket remained stationary; stood upright on its butt. 
Furthermore, the racket was located close to the local origin; if moved further away 
reconstruction error would likely increase. However, reconstruction error could be 
improved by modifying the racket silhouette so it appears non-symmetrical. This could 
be achieved by painting sections of the frame with a particular contrasting colour or 
pattern however, this would impede silhouette extraction.
10.2.6 Simulation of real play conditions
Further synthetic testing was used to demonstrate the potential of the method in real 
play conditions. This involved simulating a range of racket orientations and camera 
distances typical in real play conditions. The silhouette views whose associated pose 
was estimated, were not part of the original synthetic calibrated set i.e. unknown views.
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The 3D racket position associated with unknown views orientated between 0 and 90° 
was estimated to within 1.5 ± 1.8 mm. Unknown view orientation was the angle of 
rotation about the optical axis of the associated camera pose.
Furthermore, it was found that the orientation of the camera poses in the fully 
calibrated set marginally influenced 3D racket position accuracy. Therefore, it is 
beneficial to use a fully calibrated set containing camera poses which are orientated 
upright to estimate 3D racket position associated with unknown views that have 
orientations less than 20° i.e. racket position expected to occur during a serve. For 
unknown views that have orientations that exceed 20° i.e. racket position expected to 
occur during a groundstroke or a volley, then the fully calibrated set should consist of 
camera poses with a range of random orientations.
Camera positions appropriate to be used during real play conditions were also 
simulated. The camera positions tested were located both inside and outside the court 
and ranged from 2 to 14 m with respect to the centre mark of the baseline. Over all the 
positions tested, mean reconstruction error was 0.39 ± 0.49, 2.00 ± 0.34 and 2.07 ±
0.49 in the Y, Z and resultant (R) directions respectively. An appropriate camera 
position for use in real play conditions was located 14 m and 40° with respect to the 
baseline centre mark i.e. located at the side of the net where it would not interfere with 
the playing environment. This camera position was used to estimate racket position 
during a simulated serve to within 1.96 ± 0.14 mm using a fully calibrated set 
containing randomly orientated camera poses. Which was significantly lower than the 
accuracy criteria of 15 ± 10 mm achieved by the markerless method developed by 
Corazza et al. (2010), which was used by Sheets et al. (2011) to measure tennis serve 
kinematics in practice conditions (Chapter 2, page 40).
Furthermore, racket position estimate accuracy during the simulated serve marginally 
decreased with the degree to which the racket face plane was out-of-plane with respect 
the camera's image plane. Demonstrating that the method works best when the 
majority of the racket face plane is in view and the scale of the unknown silhouette 
matches the silhouettes in the fully calibrated set. Therefore, the silhouette associated 
with the racket when it is orientated at 0° should be used as the first analysis frame. 
The method could then work backwards to provide 3D racket position associated with 
silhouette frames before ball impact during a serve. Since a racket will vibrate after ball 
impact, this may affect the shape of the silhouette therefore, the method is not suitable 
to estimate racket position after impact.
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10.3 Conclusion
Previous methods that have been used to track tennis racket movements require 
manual digitisation of markers in the image plane, which can be time consuming and 
inaccurate. A markerless single view fitting method has been developed to accurately 
estimate the 3D position of a racket. The method relies on a racket silhouette obtained 
using a camera. No previous research has developed a markerless method to estimate 
3D racket position that does not require on-court calibration of multiple cameras in 
order to obtain a subject specific visual hull. The main conclusions of this project are:
• Existing marker-based systems and markerless motion capture multi-camera 
systems could be replaced with a single view fitting method to estimate racket 
position in real tennis-play conditions.
• Accurate intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters are a vital prerequisite for 
a view fitting method to be developed to estimate 3D racket position. The 
calibration methods outlined in this thesis allowed a laboratory-based fully 
calibrated set to be created with an overall inconsistency of less than 0.5 pixels.
• Discrete pixel rendering and extraction of racket silhouettes was the main 
contributor to the inconsistency of a fully calibrated set. Therefore, racket 
silhouettes should be captured at the highest available resolution.
• The method can estimate 3D racket position associated with a range of 
silhouette view orientations. These silhouette view orientations covered a range 
of racket orientations expected to occur in tennis.
• Fully calibrated sets containing silhouette views orientated upright should be 
used to estimate racket position expected to occur during a serve.
• Fully calibrated sets containing silhouette views orientated randomly should be 
used to estimate racket position expected to occur during groundstroke's and 
vollies.
• For the most accurate estimation of racket position during a stroke, only a few 
silhouette frames before impact should be analysed and these should contain a 
full view of racket face plane. Racket position estimation accuracy during a 
stroke is influenced by silhouette scale i.e. the degree to which silhouette size in 
the image changes as the racket moves further away or closer to the camera.
The main advantages of the method developed in this project over current published 
single view fitting methods are:
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• Previously, single view fitting methods have received limited attention. Their 
main applications have been to improve the quality of visual hulls and to 
estimate trajectories associated with irregular shaped objects. The study by 
Price and Morrison (2007) was published in a brief conference paper and 
predominantly used synthetic data to estimate the trajectories.
• The method developed in this project has been extensively validated against 
both experimental and synthetic data using a symmetrical shaped object (the 
racket). Single view fitting methods are notoriously more ambiguous when 
estimating the pose associated with symmetrical objects. This highlights the 
accuracy of the view fitting method developed in this project.
• Compared to previous markerless motion capture methods applied in tennis, 
the method does not require a visual hull; it relies on an accurate fully calibrated 
silhouette set.
• Single view fitting methods have never been applied in a sporting context. The 
simulations conducted in this project allowed recommendations to be made for 
when the method is applied in real play conditions i.e. appropriate camera 
position and identification of racket silhouette views which provide the most 
accurate results.
The limitations of this project are:
• The generation of a laboratory-based fully calibrated set (LFCS) was limited to 
the resources available; a bespoke capture volume containing multiple 
calibrated cameras is likely to provide more accurate results.
• Racket position estimation using the LFCS was carried out using silhouettes 
associated with the racket's pose which were orientated upright only.
• Racket position associated with unknown silhouette views were not estimated 
using the LFCS.
• Application of the method to real-play conditions was limited to synthetic data.
The steps required so that the method can be applied in real-play conditions are:
• To develop a method for extraction of racket silhouettes from noisy 
backgrounds i.e. in real-play conditions spectators and the media are present.
• To develop the silhouette extraction method to remove the section of the racket 
silhouette which is occluded by the players hand.
• To provide the method with a user-friendly interface in the form of a tool. The 
tool should allow the user to specify camera distance and height with respect to
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the local origin so that candidate relative poses can be generated using the 
method developed in this thesis. The tool should also allow the user to indentify 
the first silhouette frames for analysis.
• To build an error check into the tool i.e. to ensure that only physically possible 
solutions are found.
• To test the method's ability to estimate racket position for a range of tennis 
strokes from non-invasive camera positions and to validate the results against 
the marker-based method developed by Choppin et al. (2007a).
10.4 Future research
This investigation has highlighted a number of possibilities for future research. This 
final section discusses possible areas of further study.
10.4.1 Future development in the laboratory
There are two main areas for future development in the laboratory that should be 
considered. The first being to investigate whether the distance of the racket from the 
local origin influences 3D racket position estimation accuracy using the method. This 
project demonstrated that 3D racket position estimation accuracy decreased with 
camera pose estimate accuracy. This was because the racket was located closer to the 
local origin than the camera pose estimates. Previously, the local common origin has 
been placed at the centre of the baseline to track racket movements using stereo 
camera systems during serves (Elliott et al. 2003, Sheets et al. 2011) and 
groundstrokes (Bahamonde and Knudson 2003, Choppin, Goodwill and Haake 2011). 
Therefore, racket distances (with respect to the local origin) that are suitable for real 
play conditions should be replicated in the laboratory. This could involve using a larger 
calibration plane and capturing silhouettes from larger camera distances.
Secondly, racket position should be estimated during a simulated stroke using the 
method. This could be achieved by attaching the racket to a pendulum and allowing it 
to swing (at a known velocity) about an axis in the handle. The method could then be 
used to estimate 3D racket position associated with each silhouette frame, allowing for 
racket velocity and angle to be calculated. Estimations could be validated against 
results obtained simultaneously using the marker-based method developed by Choppin 
et al. (2007a).
10.4.2 Application in real-play conditions
Three main areas have been identified for development so that the method can be 
applied in real-play conditions:
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1. Silhouette extraction.
2. Candidate relative pose initialisation.
3. Detecting when the method fails.
Silhouette extraction was identified as the main contributor to inconsistency across a 
fully calibrated silhouette set. In this project silhouette extraction was facilitated by 
using a black racket in front of a back light. However, in real-play conditions the 
background will be noisy because spectators and the media will be present. 
Furthermore, players rackets are often decorated with a variety of colourful cosmetics, 
making racket silhouette extraction difficult. Image differencing has previously been 
used in tennis to identify the ball (Kelley 2011) and the player (Dunn 2014), therefore 
could be used to segment both the player and the racket. This would involve 
subtracting images that contain the player and racket from a reference image. 
However, separating the player from the racket is more challenging; no research 
currently exists into the application of a view fitting method to estimate the position of a 
non-rigid body i.e. the human body. Therefore, a workaround would be to remove the 
section of the handle from the silhouette occluded by the player's hand. Players' tend to 
hold their racket toward to the bottom of the handle therefore, only a small section of 
the silhouette would need to be removed. If this was the case, the fully calibrated set 
would also need to be modified by removal of pixels at the bottom of the handle in all 
the silhouette images. These pixels would need to be removed in a controlled manner 
so that it was not detrimental to the accuracy of the method. It is likely that the length of 
the racket handle in the silhouette image contributes to the accuracy of the racket's 
orientation about its long axis.
Providing the Levenberg-Marquardt method with an initial candidate relative pose that 
is close to the solution is important in order to prevent a local minimum (that is far from 
the solution) being found. In order to be applied in real-play conditions, the method 
would require some user input to provide the algorithm with knowledge of the camera's 
position with respect to the local origin. It is anticipated that 3D racket position will be 
estimated during strokes that occur relatively close to the local origin i.e. near the 
centre mark of the baseline. Therefore, the distance and height of the camera with 
respect to the local origin would need to be input to the algorithm. From this information 
a resultant camera distance could be determined and used to create a spherical 
coordinate configuration, using methods described in section 7.4 (page 94-98). The 
rotation component of the initial candidate relative pose could be determined using a 
method similar to that developed by Wong and Cipolla (2004). Whereby, the boundary
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of the unknown silhouette view (whose relative pose is being estimated) is super 
imposed over its closest match in the fully calibrated set. This would rely on the users 
visual judgement. The rotation component of the closest match in the fully calibrated 
set would then be assigned to the initial candidate relative pose. This process would 
only need to be performed once (for the initial candidate relative pose), since the 
previous solution can be used as a candidate relative pose for the next optimisation.
Predicting when the method could fail is important for its application in real-play 
conditions. As suggested in chapter 9, a threshold based on the number of pixels in a 
silhouette could be used to decipher which silhouettes should be taken forward for 
analysis. It was found that the accuracy of the method to estimate 3D racket position 
during a stroke decreases with the number of pixels in a silhouette. This process could 
be facilitated by the user manually selecting racket silhouette frames for analysis 
before any are passed to the algorithm. The algorithm would then perform more 
stringent checks.
Despite the fact the method can provide accurate results, there could be occasions 
when it gives a poor result. Furthermore, this ambiguity could be exaggerated during 
real-play conditions because the scenario will be less constrained. Therefore, a racket 
position error check should be incorporated into the method. This could involve fitting a 
trend line through a series of estimated racket positions in order to check the expected 
position relative to the previous. Since camera frame rate will be known, it should be 
relatively simple to determine whether the current 3D racket position is a realistic 
estimation.
10.4.3 Programming language
The single view fitting method in this project was developed using the MATLAB 
(MATHWORKS 2015) programming language. However, programming language can 
have a significant effect on analysis time. OpenCV (Open Source Computer Library 
written in C++) has been demonstrated to perform image analysis operations 4 - 30 
times faster than MATLAB (Matuska, Hudec and Benco 2012). Therefore, the 
efficiency of the method could be further improved to handle more silhouette images.
10.4.4 Markerless 3D position estimation tool
The single view fitting method in this project was developed purposefully for application 
in tennis. However, the method is not limited to racket shaped silhouettes. Other rigid 
striking implements used in sport could also be applied to the method i.e. golf clubs 
and hockey sticks. Furthermore, since these implements are not symmetrically shaped,
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the method could potentially provide more accurate results, as shown section 8.6 (page 
121-125).
10.4.5 Incorporation with existing tennis software
Finally, once the single view fitting method developed in this project has been validated 
for use in real-play conditions, it would be interesting to use it to measure racket 
movements alongside existing tennis analysis software. Single camera tools to 
measure ball trajectories Kelley (2011) and player movement Dunn (2014) in tennis 
have already been developed. Such a combination of information about player 
performance during real play conditions is unprecedented and could be used to inform 
future equipment fitting studies.
Word count (including figure captions): 45,854
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14 Appendix
14.1.1 Calculation of internal camera parameters from Blender (v2.70)
Consider an image rendered at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels using a camera with a 
focal length of 75 mm. Blender's default horizontal image size is 32 mm. At this
resolution 1 pixel equates to 0.025 mm (32/1280 = 0.025). This allows the vertical
image size to be calculated;
Vertical image size = 0.025 * 800 = 20 mm. (14.1 )
Using these values it is possible to compute the matrix KK, which encapsulates the
intrinsic parameters fx, fy, cxand cy (equation 13.1).
KK =
fx  0
0  fy
0 0
(14.2)
Therefore, the matrix KK for a synthetic camera pose in Blender is given by
KK =
1280 
0-075 (—— —) 
0.032
0
0
800
075W
0
1 2 8 0 /2
8 0 0 /2
(14.3)
For this intrinsic model, the principal point is at the centre of the image and lens 
distortion is not modelled. The following section provides a MATLAB function to 
compute the matrix KK, given the focal length (mm) and image dimensions (pixels) 
from Blender.
14.1.2 MATLAB function to calculate the internal parameters fora camera in Blender
function KK = getBlenderKKMatrix2(fc, cc)
%INPUT
%fc = 2x1 vector containing focal length (mm) provided by Blender
%cc = 2x1 vector containing the dimensions at which the image was rendered in
Blender
%OUPUT
% The matrix KK containing the intrinsic parameters fx, fy, cx, and cy.
%[fx 0 Px;
% 0 fx Py;
% 0 0 1 ] ;
f_mm = fc;
f meters = f mm/1000;
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Px = cc(1)+1;
Py = cc(2)+1;
sensorSize_Hz_mm = 32;
%sensorSize_Hz_mm = 128;
sensorSize_Hz_meters = sensorSize_Hz_mm/1000;
onePixel2oneMM_X = sensorSize_Hz_mxn/Px;
sensorSize_Ver_mm = onePixel2oneMM_X * Py; 
sensorSize_Ver_meters = sensorSize_Ver_mm/1000;
fx = f_meters(l) * (Px/sensorSize_Hz_meters); rearranged = 
fx/(Px/sensorSize_Hz_meters)
fy = f_meters(l) * (Py/sensorSize_Ver_meters); rearranged = 
fy/(Py/sensorSize_Ver_meters)
onePixel2oneMM_Y = sensorSize_Ver_mm/Py; 
onePixel2oneMM = [onePixel2oneMM_X;onePixel2oneMM_Y];
%fxy = (fx + fy)/2;
KK = [fx, 0, Px/2;...
0, fy, Py/2;...
0, 0, 1];
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